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CHAPTER 1:  PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION
1.0  Introduction
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) published a rule, effective March 5, 1993,
listing the Pacific coast population of the western snowy plover (Charadrius
alexandrinus nivosus) (snowy plover or plover) as threatened  under the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA) (USFWS 1993a).  This plover is threatened
throughout its range by loss and disturbance of habitat and nesting sites.  The primary
threats to the snowy plover are believed to be habitat degradation caused by human
disturbance, urban development, introduced European beachgrass (Ammophila spp.), and 
predators (USFWS 1999a).  The Pacific coast breeding population of the snowy plover
extends from the State of Washington to Baja California, Mexico, with the majority of
breeding birds found in California.  Wintering areas are primarily in coastal California
and Mexico.  
The Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission listed the plover population in Oregon as
threatened in 1975.  This listing was reaffirmed under the Oregon Endangered Species
Act in 1989.  The Commission confirmed the species’ status as threatened during a 1993
review (ODFW 1994).
1.1  Purpose
The purpose of the proposed project is to protect the Federally and State threatened
snowy plover in Oregon from predation while measures to protect and restore habitat are
ongoing.  The Oregon snowy plover population requires immediate action.  The purpose
of this environmental assessment (EA) is to assess the environmental impacts of
conducting a comprehensive predator damage management program to protect the Pacific




The primary objective of this proposal is to improve the effectiveness of predator damage
management to protect snowy plovers from further declines due to predation while
recreation and habitat management efforts continue.  To achieve success in reducing
predation, the lead and cooperating agencies plan to:
1)  expand assessment efforts to all plover breeding and nesting locations to determine the
predator species responsible for predation; and 
2) reduce predation where the predator species is known.  
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Snowy plover predators identified along the Oregon coast include American crows
(Corvus brachyrhychos), common ravens (Corvus corax),  ), red foxes (Vulpes vulpes),
raccoons  (Procyon lotor), striped skunks (Mephites mephites), and black rats (Rattus
rattus) (ODFW 1994).    Predators that are suspected but not confirmed are included in
the analysis because they may be taken if wildlife specialists determine that they are a
threat that cannot effectively be controlled with non-lethal means.  These include feral
cats (Felis domesticus), coyotes (Canis latrans), mink (Mustela vison), short and long
tailed weasels (Mustela spp.), opossum (Didelphis virginiana), gray fox (Urocyon
cinereoargenteus), Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus), deer mice (Peromyscus
maniculatus), spotted skunks (Spilogale putorius ), gulls (Larus spp.), and raptors1. 
Suspected raptor species include northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus), merlin (Falco columbarius) and American kestrel (Falco sparverius). 
Decision to Be Made
The USFWS along with the U.S. Forest Service, Siuslaw National Forest (USFS) and the
Bureau of Land Management, Coos Bay District (BLM) are lead agencies in this
proposal.  The ESA requires all Federal agencies to use their authorities to enhance the
recovery of threatened and endangered (T&E) species, such as the snowy plover.  The
lead agencies together will address the following questions based on the interdisciplinary
analysis in the EA.
! How can the lead agencies and their cooperating agencies best respond to the need
to protect snowy plovers from further population declines by predators?
! What will be the environmental effects from implementing various alternative
strategies?
Besides the lead agencies, this proposal would require the participation of other agencies
that have management authority and expertise related to this project.  The Oregon Parks
and Recreation Department (OPRD) is responsible for regulating activities on the ocean
shore and managing beach parks where some of the snowy plovers are known to nest. 
The lead agencies, along with the ODFW and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE)
are responsible for managing plover habitat.  The ODFW has the authority to manage
resident wildlife.  The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service, Wildlife Services (APHIS-WS) program is authorized 
by Federal law to provide leadership and assistance in wildlife damage management.  In
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addition, the lead agencies would continue to use the expertise of The Oregon Natural
Heritage Program to monitor snowy plover nesting success and distribution.  
1.2  Need for Action
Historic records indicate that nesting snowy plovers were once more widely distributed.  
Nineteen nesting areas were reported in Oregon in 1974 (Oregon Coast Conservation and
Development Commission 1974).  Only seven of these areas were used in 1998
(Castelein et al. 1998).  In Oregon, the 2000 population was estimated at 109 adults
(Castelein et al. 2000b).  The 1999  population was estimated at 95 or 96 individuals
(Castelein et al. 2000a).  This is similar to the 97  plovers counted in 1998, down from
141 in 1997 (Castelein et al. 1997, 1998) but up from 72 in 1993 (Castelein et al. 2000a).
The few remaining coastal nesting areas have high predation risks.  Intervention through
protection measures is needed to protect adults and young of the remaining coastal snowy
plover population until their numbers and the distribution increase.  In Oregon, predators
have accounted for up to 68 percent of nest losses (Wilson-Jacobs and Meslow 1984,
Stern et al. 1991).  Between 1990 and 2000, The Nature Conservancy (TNC 2000) found
that predation accounted for 155 incidences of nest failures, or 45.7 percent of all snowy
plover nest failures along the Oregon Coast.  The remaining losses were caused by
weather (22.4 percent), biological factors (17.1 percent), unknown causes (12.7 percent)
and direct human disturbances (2.0 percent) (TNC 2000).  Biologists believe that some of
the losses from unknown factors are probably the result of predation.  Biologists also note
that human disturbance and influences could indirectly be responsible for under recording
unknown causes.
Documented causes of nest loss throughout the snowy plover’s range include predation
by American crows, common ravens, California gulls, foxes, raccoons, coyotes, feral cats,
skunks, and black rats (ODFW 1994).  Table 1 shows the number of predation events
between 1990 and 2000 that caused nest failure on the Oregon coast, where predation was
known to occur.  
Between 1990 and 2000, corvids (ravens and crows) caused at least 64 nest failures in
Oregon (Table 1).  In many instances of nest predation, the predator species responsible
were not determined.   In 2000, there were nine documented cases of corvid predation, 12
cases of unknown predation, one skunk predation incident, and one red fox predation 
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Table 1.  Predators Causing Nest Failures of Snowy Plovers 





corvid (crow or raven unknown) 24 16
American crow 25 16





unknown mammal 5 3
unknown predator 62 40
adults predated (unknown predator) 8 5
total 155 100
incident.  Also in 2000, avian predators accounted for eight adult plover losses.  Of the 62
total causes of nest failure in 2000, 31 (50 percent) of the losses were caused by predators
(Castelein et al. 2000).  
This proposal includes provisions to: 1) evaluate actual and potential plover losses caused
by predators, 2) determine the species responsible, and 3) when to apply appropriate
measures to prevent or minimize predation.  Nest exclosures work well to protect eggs,
however after the eggs hatch, the young leave the exclosures and become highly
vulnerable to predation.  The young are also difficult to track which makes
documentation of predation difficult.
   
The ODFW (1994) reports that there is a substantial amount of predation at coastal
nesting areas in Oregon.  On the north coast of Oregon, Anderson and Main (1983) found 
that 30 percent of egg losses could be attributed to corvids.  Nesting gulls (largely
opportunistic feeders) became more predatory at Leadbetter Point, Washington, when
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their nutritional requirements peak in May and June,  which coincides with the plover
breeding period (Widrig 1980).  Ground predators including striped skunks (Page et al.
1983, Stern et al. 1990, Craig et al. 1992) and raccoons (ODFW 1994) also, have a
substantial impact on plovers.  On the Oregon coast, mammal predation risk has been
exacerbated by greater ground cover from introduced beachgrass encroachment. 
Increased human use and associated activities (such as picnicking and camping), have
generally favored gull and crow populations which have in turn increased predation risk
to nesting plovers (ODFW 1994).
In California, red fox predation on snowy plovers was a major reason for the plovers
decline on the central coast (USFWS 1993a), and is one of the major threats to the
survival of the California least tern and light-footed clapper rail at the Seal Beach
National Wildlife Refuge (USFWS and US Navy 1990).   The USFWS concluded that
red fox are a major factor in snowy plover chick losses in California, based on numerous
studies and on comparisons between areas with and without red fox.  By reducing the
number of red fox in the vicinity of plover breeding areas, the reproductive success of
plovers may be dramatically improved (USFWS 1993a).
Encroachment of introduced European beachgrass is a major concern because it has
reduced plover nesting habitat and provided cover for predators (USFWS 1993a). 
Removal of beachgrass is a separate activity that is occurring and will continue regardless
of any decision made on direct predator damage management.  Habitat and recreation
management are being handled separately by the land management agencies (see Section
1.7).  Only trash management may need to be improved since accumulation of trash can
attract predators.
1.3  Background
The western snowy plover is one of two subspecies of snowy plovers that occur in North
America.  In Oregon there are two distinct populations of western snowy plovers.  The
Pacific coast population includes both wintering and nesting individuals that occupy
broad sandy beaches and adjacent dry flats from southern Washington to Baja, Mexico. 
The interior population breeds around alkaline lakes west of the Rocky Mountains and
migrates to the coasts of California and Mexico to winter (ODFW 1994).  It is the Pacific
coast population that has been Federally listed as threatened and is the focus of this effort. 
The latter is not included in this analysis.  
Many changes have occurred along the Oregon coast in recent decades.  The
establishment of European beachgrass has reduced natural dynamic beach and dune
processes resulting in the elimination of much snowy plover habitat.  Human 
developments of many types followed and human disturbance continues to increase. 
Crows, ravens, foxes and skunks have preyed on plover nests (ODFW 1994, TNC 2000). 
These combined factors contributed to the decline of the coastal sub-population (ODFW
1994).  
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To maintain snowy plover populations on the Oregon coast, concurrent actions were
proposed to improve the habitat, reduce human disturbance, investigate methods of
reducing predation, and undertake further research and surveys.  Alleviating human
disturbance and using predator exclosures at key breeding locales were the most
immediate management tools at hand to assist the low coastal populations.  To enable
recovery of the coastal population, habitat restoration that enhances both nesting and
brood rearing is ongoing; habitat restoration reduces predator cover.
History of Snowy Plover Management
The USFWS, BLM, USFS, COE, ODFW, and OPRD have been working cooperatively
along with TNC to manage snowy plover habitat, recreation impacts, and predation
impacts on plovers since the early 1990s.  Earlier efforts by ODFW and USFWS began in
the early 1980s.  Recovery efforts to deter predation have included: removing vegetation, 
erecting exclosures around plover nest sites, and at one site, removing non-native red fox. 
However, predation will likely remain too high to recover the species without a predator
damage management program.
The main efforts of snowy plover management, until 1994 (ODFW 1994), have been
population surveys and research into nesting ecology, and control of off-road vehicles in
nesting and foraging areas.  Survey efforts began in 1972 (Hoffman 1972) and continue to
present (Wickham 1981, Anderson and Main 1983, Wilson-Jacobs and Meslow 1984,
Wollington 1984, Wilson-Jacobs and Dorsey 1985, Herman et al. 1988, Craig et al. 1992,
Casler et al. 1993, ODFW 1994, Castelein et al. 2000a).
Since 1994, the cooperating agencies have collectively restored several hundred acres of
snowy plover habitat in the Dunes National Recreation Area, Coos Bay's North Spit and
at New River.  In addition, each year, the cooperating agencies have signed and marked
important plover nesting areas and provided the public with educational information to
help conserve the species and these key sites.
The USFWS published management guidelines for the snowy plover for Washington,
Oregon, California, and Nevada (USFWS 1984), listed the Pacific coast population as
threatened in 1993 (USFWS 1993a), and designated critical habitat in 1999 (USFWS
1999a).  The USFWS is also preparing a Recovery Plan for the Pacific coast plover
population with the assistance of the Western Snowy Plover Recovery Team.  A draft
Recovery Plan was released on August 15, 2001.   Management documents are in
preparation or have been prepared for particular sites by the BLM, USFS, and OPRD. 
Many coastal habitat areas have been closed to vehicles in recent years by the OPRD
(e.g.,  Coos Bay North Spit, Siltcoos and Sutton estuaries, and Tenmile Creek).  In
cooperation with USFS, BLM, and ODFW, OPRD has implemented temporary beach
closures at known nesting sites since 1994 to protect the plovers from human disturbance.
1.4  Location and Scope of Analysis
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3Regardless of status, non-lethal damage management measures would always be attempted on raptors
found to be a threat to plovers.  Lethal methods would only be used on raptors when or if non-lethal methods are
used and  found to b e ineffective, and  they would no t be used o n special status ra ptors such a s the peregrin e falcon. 
4/ The lead and cooperating agencies believe that gull species may potentially prey on plovers but the
species hav e not been  confirmed .  Although the  need to co ntrol dama ge by gulls is a po ssibility, it is not believed  to
be likely.
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Scattered reports from specific beaches prior to 1978 indicate that the Oregon coastal
plover population was larger and more widely distributed (ODFW 1994).  Breeding
plovers historically were scattered along the sandy coastline and at river mouths (e.g.,
Salmon, Siuslaw, and Rogue Rivers).  Now most are concentrated in smaller groups at
mouths of a few creeks and rivers, a few beaches, some habitat restoration areas, and one 
dredged materials disposal site. 
This EA evaluates potential predator damage management that could occur at or around
any or all active or potential breeding, nesting, or foraging sites along the Oregon coast. 
These currently include Sutton, Siltcoos, Overlook, Tahkenitch, Tenmile, Coos Bay
North Spit, Bandon, New River, and Floras Lake.  These sites are located on lands
managed by the BLM, USFS, ODFW, OPRD, and COE, as well as some private lands. 
Current sites are located in Lane, Douglas, Coos, and Curry counties.  Clatsop and
Tillamook counties are also included in the scope of analysis because of new or historic
nesting sites.  For example, Bay Ocean Spit, a site managed by ODFW and COE in
Tillamook County, is historic nesting site, and Necanicum Spit in Clatsop County may be
a newly active site.  Habitat in Lincoln county has also supported nesting and will be
included in the analysis in case of future need.  Figures 1-1 through 1-4 show locations
where snowy plovers currently nest or have recently nested.  
This EA analyses various strategies (alternatives) and methods by which predator damage
management could be carried out to protect the snowy plover from predation on and
around nesting, breeding, foraging, and wintering grounds along the Oregon coast.  The
potential methods that may be used and the aspects of the human environment that could
be affected are discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.  The confirmed predators included in the
analysis include American crows and common ravens, red fox, raccoon, and striped
skunks.  Suspected predators will be included in the analysis because they may be
targeted if wildlife specialists determine that they threaten plovers.  These include feral
cats, coyotes, mink, opossum, weasels, gray fox, rats, raptors3, spotted skunks, gulls4,
feral dogs and mice.
The need for action to protect the threatened snowy plover from predators will change as
the population recovers.  The pending recovery plan will determine snowy plover
population levels and characteristics when protections of the ESA would no longer be
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necessary.  Some level of predator damage management may be further needed for the
foreseeable future to maintain plover populations at recovery goal numbers.
1.5  Related Snowy Plover Conservation Efforts
 
Some predator populations may have expanded due to habitat changes that favored them. 
The introduction of European beachgrass provides predators with more favorable habitat
that previously was scarce.  Therefore, land and resource management agencies have been
removing beachgrass and other invasive plant species.  Another plover recovery effort,
recreation management, is conducted to protect breeding and nesting plovers from
recreational impacts such as, vehicle use, direct human disturbance, dogs, horses, and
other potential disturbances.  Managing recreation in recovery areas will continue
concurrently with predator damage management alternatives selected from this EA. 
Habitat improvement and recreation management are being handled by each of the land
management agencies along with ODFW and OPRD, and are not part of the detailed
analysis in this EA (see Related Environmental Documents in Section 1.7).
The USFWS is preparing a Recovery Plan for the Pacific coast population of the western
snowy plover.  The Recovery Plan will provide objectives and specific recommendations
to further enhance agency efforts and cooperation for snowy plover recovery.  The
USFWS anticipates publishing a draft of the Recovery Plan and requesting public review
and comment in 2001.  The recovery plan will incorporate predator damage management
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1.6  Summary of Public Involvement Efforts
Public participation in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process for this
proposal was conducted consistent with the lead agencies’ NEPA procedures.  The public
involvement and notification process is threefold:
1)  Issues related to the proposed action were identified during interagency meetings and
through a public outreach process.  The public outreach included an information
gathering phase wherein potentially interested groups or individuals were contacted
(representing conservation groups, local citizens and citizen groups, land owners, land
managers, technical experts, Tribal representatives, and government officials).  Legal
notices were posted in local newspapers covering the proposed project area.  Legal
notices inviting public participation in the development of the EA were published in the
Oregonian (Oct. 18 and 19, 2000), Siuslaw News (Oct. 18 and 21, 2000), Headlight
Herald (Oct. 18, 2000) and The World (Oct. 19 and 20).  More than 150 letters describing
the proposal and preliminary issues and alternatives and inviting public comment were
sent to the public via FedEx® or US Postal Service (Oct. 18, 2000).  A two week
comment period was provided for initial public input.  Five letters were received from
groups and individuals interested in providing input for the development of this EA.  The
letters received were considered in this analysis and substantive and relevant information
was incorporated into this document.  
2) Legal notices were published during the week of May 28, 2001 in the Siuslaw News,
Headlight Herald, Oregonian, the World, Corvallis Gazette, News Times, Cannon Beach
Gazette, the Daily Astorian, and the Register Guard soliciting comments on this EA 
during a 30-day public comment period.  All groups or individuals expressing interest
during the public involvement periods were sent a copy of this predecisional EA for
review and comment.  All comments received were considered in this Final EA and
accompanying Decision
3) After all public comments have been evaluated and considered, the lead agencies
expect to finalize the EA and release a decision.  Groups and individuals submitting
comments will receive a notice of the decision.
1.7  Related Environmental Documents
US Department of Interior (USDI), The USFWS Final Rule (1993).  50 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 17, Federal Register March 5, 1993.  The final rule
determining the threatened status of the Pacific coast population of the western snowy
plover was published in the Federal Register on March 5, 1993.  The complete rule is
contained in Appendix A.
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USDI, The USFWS Final Rule (1999).  50 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part
17, Federal Register December 7, 1999.  This final rule designated critical habitat for
the Pacific coast population of the western snowy plover. 
USDI, BLM, Coos Bay District.  Final New River Area of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC) Management Plan, May 1995.  This plan provides multiple resource
management guidelines for the New River ACEC, including guidance for managing the
western snowy plover.
USDI, BLM, Coos Bay District.  Coos Bay Shorelands Final Management Plan,
September 1995.   This provides some guidance for managing the western snowy plover
on the North Spit.
ODFW Draft Predator Management Policy.  The draft predator management policy
provides guidance for procedures required before implementation of predator
management, special situations that may warrant predator management, and guidance for
cooperation with predator management actions by other agencies.  Any action
implemented as the result of this analysis will conform with the ODFW draft or final
predator management policy.
APHIS-WS EA for Wildlife Damage Management in the Northwest and Roseburg
Districts.  The APHIS-WS Roseburg and Northwest District offices prepared EAs for
ongoing predator damage management programs in southwestern and northwestern
Oregon (including counties in the analysis area of this EA) (USDA 1995, USDA 1997b). 
General discussions about impacts on predator populations, APHIS-WS responsibilities,
guidance, decision-making procedures, and restrictions for various management tools
apply to this EA, and therefore are incorporated by reference.  Local and cumulative
impacts were assessed for red and gray fox, raccoon, striped and spotted skunk, raven,
and other predators to reduce predation.  
ADC Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  APHIS-WS (formerly
called ADC) issued a Final EIS on the national APHIS-WS program  (USDA 1997a,
revised).  Pertinent and current information available in the EIS has been incorporated by
reference into this EA.  
National Forest Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs).  The National
Forest Management Act requires that each National Forest prepare a LRMP for guiding
long range management and direction.  The decisions made from this document will be
consistent with the Siuslaw National Forest LRMP.  The Siuslaw National Forest LRMP
contains standards and guidelines developed in accordance with recommendations from
USFWS’s management guidelines and ODFW’s management plan for the snowy plover. 
Any decisions resulting form this EA would conform with the standards and guidelines
set forth in the Siuslaw National Forest LRMP.
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Siuslaw National Forest Record of Decision and Final EIS - Dunes Management
Plan, Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA),  July 1994.  The Record of
Decision defines the selected alternative approving the Oregon Dunes NRA Management
Plan.  The EIS that evaluated the plan was developed under the National Forest
Management Act and its associated implementing regulations, and satisfied the
requirements of the NEPA of 1969, and Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations.  The Dunes Plan provides the USFS with direction for management emphasis
and guidelines including snowy plover habitat management. Any decisions resulting from
the analysis in this EA must conform with management decisions set forth in the Record
of Decision for the Dunes Management Plan.  The Record of Decision adopted the
preferred alternative which would reduce public use in snowy plover breeding habitat. 
This was intended, in part,  to reduce predation on plovers in closed areas because some
predators are attracted by edible refuse left by humans.  The proposed alternative adopted
a staged approach to reduce human disturbance to critical nesting, foraging and wintering
snowy plover habitat, by stating:  
Education and voluntary compliance will be the first step, and actions will
become increasingly restrictive (if necessary) to eventually include mandatory
closure and perhaps removal of developed access and facilities.  These actions
will be focused primarily around Tenmile, Tahkenitch, and Siltcoos estuaries.
Master Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the APHIS and the USFS. 
The MOU specifies that all animal damage management programs on National Forest
System lands be coordinated with appropriate state and Federal agencies prior to
implementation of programs.  APHIS-WS shall develop and update animal damage
management work plans annually in cooperation with the USFS and other appropriate
agencies.  Human safety zones and other areas where mitigation or restrictions may be
needed to comply with LRMPs will be identified.
BLM Resource Management Plan (RMP).  The BLM currently uses RMPs to guide
management on lands it administers.  Any decisions made as a result of this EA process
will be consistent with guidance in the Coos Bay District Record of Decision and RMP,
May 1995.   
Master MOU between APHIS and BLM.   The MOU specifies that all animal damage
management programs on BLM lands will be coordinated with appropriate state and
Federal agencies prior to implementation of the programs.  APHIS-WS shall develop and
update animal damage management work plans annually in cooperation with the BLM
and other appropriate agencies.  Human safety zones and other areas where mitigation or
restrictions may be needed to comply with RMPs will be identified.
ODFW-Final Oregon Conservation Program for the Western Snowy Plover, March
1994.   This document was approved by ODFW as a recovery plan for snowy plovers
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under the Oregon ESA.  The Oregon Snowy Plover Conservation Program contains
specific information on snowy plovers and their habitats, proposes a variety of actions to
protect this species and recommends acquisition of additional information to direct and
refine actions to maintain and recover their subpopulations in Oregon. 
USFWS, Region 1, Portland, Oregon, in cooperation with the Pacific Coast Western
Snowy Plover Recovery Team, Western Snowy Plover Pacific Coast Population
Recovery Plan (in Preparation).  The recovery plan has been released to the public (date
and period of time, anticipated final) .  When it is finalized, the plan will provide
recommended recovery actions for the threatened Pacific coast population of the western
snowy plover in California, Oregon and Washington.  The ultimate and primary objective
of a recovery plan is to remove the  species from the List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife and Plants.  The plan will include recovery criteria, which may affect the
objectives of this EA by providing more specific guidelines.  If the final recovery plan
presents objectives or recommended actions related to predator damage management that
differ substantially from this EA, this EA may require modification.  
1.8  Authority and Compliance
Based on agency relationships, missions, and legislative mandates, the USFWS, BLM,
and USFS are the “lead agencies” and “decision makers” for this EA, and therefore
responsible for the EA’s scope, content, and outcome.  As cooperating agencies, the
ODFW, OPRD, and APHIS-WS provided input to this EA and will provide advice and
recommendations to the lead agencies on when, where, and how predator damage
management could be conducted.  
1.8.1  Authority of Federal and State agencies in wildlife damage
management and endangered species protection 
USFWS.  The USFWS is charged with implementation and enforcement of the
ESA of 1973, as amended and with developing recovery plans for listed species. 
The USFWS cooperated with the USFS, BLM, COE, APHIS-WS, ODFW, and
OPRD by recommending measures to promote the recovery of T&E species.  The
USFWS also makes recommendations to avoid or minimize take of T&E species. 
The term “take” is defined by the ESA (section 3(19)) as “ harass, harm, pursue,
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or to attempt to engage in any such
conduct.”  The terms “harass” and “harm” have been further defined by USFWS
regulations (50 CFR section 17.3) as: 1) harass is the intentional or negligent act
or omission which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to
such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include,
but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering; 2) harm is an act which
actually kills or injures wildlife.  Such acts may include significant habitat
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modification or degradation when it actually kills or injures wildlife by
significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns including breeding, feeding,
or sheltering.
APHIS-WS.  APHIS-WS is subject to the ESA which requires Federal agencies
to use their authorities to conserve T&E species.  The primary statutory authorities
for the APHIS-WS program are the Animal Damage Control Act of 1931, and the
Rural Development, Agriculture, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of
1988 which authorize APHIS-WS to reduce damage caused by wildlife, in
cooperation with other agencies. 
ODFW.  The ODFW has the responsibility to manage all protected and classified
wildlife in Oregon, regardless of the land class on which the animals are found
(Oregon Revised Statues (ORS) 496.012, 496.118).  ODFW is also authorized to
cooperate with APHIS-WS and the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) for
controlling predatory animals  (ORS 610.020).  Oregon State law allows a
landowner or lawful occupant to take any red fox that is causing damage without
first obtaining a permit from ODFW (ORS 610.105).  The law, however, does
require the landowner to notify ODFW of the methods used, and species and
number of animals taken.
USFS and BLM.  The USFS and BLM have the responsibility to manage Federal
lands under their jurisdiction for multiple uses including  livestock grazing, timber
production, recreation, and wildlife habitat, while recognizing the state's authority
to manage wildlife.  Both the USFS and BLM recognize the importance of
managing wildlife damage on lands and resources under their jurisdiction, as
integrated with their multiple use responsibilities. 
USFS.  The USFS is subject to the ESA which requires Federal agencies to use
their authorities to conserve T&E species.  Under the Animal Damage Control
Act of 1931, as amended, (7 U.S.C. 426-426c), the USFS and APHIS-WS, along
with the USFWS and state agencies, cooperate to reduce wildlife damage on
National Forest System lands to protect T&E species.
BLM.  The BLM is subject to the ESA which requires Federal agencies to use
their authorities to conserve T&E species. Under the Animal Damage Control Act
of 1931, as amended, (7 U.S.C. 426-426c), BLM and APHIS-WS, along with the
USFWS and state agencies, cooperate to manage animal damage on BLM lands to
protect T&E species.  
COE.  The COE is subject to the ESA which requires Federal agencies to use
their authorities to conserve T&E species.  In the proposed project, the COE
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agrees to cooperate with the USFWS, and cooperating agencies if necessary, to
reduce predation on snowy plovers.
OPRD.  The OPRD administers the 1967 Beach Bill which designated Oregon’s
beaches as a State recreation area.  Under statutory authority, OPRD has
jurisdiction on the ocean shore and manages public use of Oregon’s 362 miles of
shoreline.  OPRD regulates the following activities on the ocean shore:
improvements, alterations, cables, and pipelines: natural product removal; motor
vehicle access/use and public recreational use.
1.8.2  Compliance with Federal laws
Several Federal laws regulate wildlife damage management.  The USFWS, BLM,
USFS, COE, and APHIS-WS comply with these laws, and consult and cooperate
with other agencies as appropriate.  The following Federal laws are relevant to the
actions considered in this EA: 
NEPA.  Environmental documents pursuant to NEPA must be completed before
actions can be implemented.  NEPA requires that Federal actions be evaluated for
environmental impacts, that these impacts be considered by the decision maker(s)
prior to implementation, and that the public be informed.
This EA has been prepared in compliance with NEPA (42 USC Section 4231, et
seq.,); the President’s CEQ Regulations, 40 CFR Section 1500 - 1508; Forest
Service Handbook 1909.15 - Environmental Policy and Procedures Handbook,
Forest Service Handbook 1909.15 - Environmental Policy and Procedures
Handbook, Chapter 40 - Environmental Assessment and Related Documents;
BLM Handbook H 1790-1 National Environmental Policy Act Handbook; and
Department of the Interior’s Departmental Manual (DM) for NEPA compliance,
Fish and Wildlife Service (516 DM 6). 
ESA.  It is Federal policy, under the ESA, that all Federal agencies shall seek to
conserve endangered and threatened species and shall utilize their authorities in
furtherance of the purposes of the ESA (Sec.2(c)).  Section 7 consultations with
the USFWS are conducted to use the expertise of the USFWS to ensure that "any
action authorized, funded, or carried out by such an agency . . . is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened species.  Each
agency shall use the best scientific and commercial data available" (Sec.7(a)(2))
The USFWS will complete consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA
regarding the effects of predator damage management on the Pacific coast
population of the western snowy plover and other Federally listed species in the
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area.  The full results of the evaluation will be contained in the final EA.  Related
compliance is discussed under Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).   FIFRA
requires the registration, classification, and regulation of all pesticides used in the
United States.  The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for
implementing and enforcing FIFRA.  All chemical methods integrated into any
selected program as implemented by APHIS-WS or other cooperating agencies
must be registered with and regulated by the EPA and the ODA, and used in
compliance with labeling procedures and requirements.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act.  The Migratory Bird Treaty Act provides the
USFWS regulatory authority to protect species of birds that migrate outside the
United States.  Individuals of these species that do not migrate outside of the
United States are also protected.  All cooperating agencies coordinate with the
USFWS on migratory bird issues.  If  migratory birds are found to be preying on
plovers, the agencies would request a permit from USFWS under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act to "take" these species, if lethal control is determined to be
necessary.  A depredation  permit for  crows “...when found committing or about
to commit depredations upon ornamental or shade trees, agricultural crops,
livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated in a manner as to constitute a health
hazard” is not required (50 CFR 21.43).  The USFWS Office of Migratory Bird
Management, Pacific Regional Office, requires notification prior to use of
chemical substances for control of migratory birds that are not covered by the
derpredation order . 
USFS Organic Act, Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act, Federal Land Policy
and Management Act, and the National Forest Management Act.  These
statutes provide the USFS with direction to rely upon its expertise to manage the
lands under its in a manner deemed to best meet the purposes Congress has
delineated, including providing for the long-term sustainability of all of the
forests’ many natural resources, including the diversity of species that inhabit
them.  They call for interdisciplinary planning, coordinated among agencies, and
are based on the best available science.  
Animal Damage Control Act and the Rural Development, Agriculture, and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act.  The Acts authorize and direct APHIS-
WS to reduce damage caused by wildlife in cooperation with other agencies.
BLM and USFS receive additional direction through biological opinions (BO)
issued by USFWS pertaining to management of plover nesting areas on their
lands.
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Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.  All Federally conducted or supported
activities directly affecting the coastal zone must be undertaken in a manner
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with approved State coastal
management programs.
Protection of Children from Environmental Health and Safety Risks
(EO13045).  Children may suffer disproportionately from environmental health
and safety risks for many reasons.  Predator damage management as proposed in
this EA would only involve legally available and approved damage management
methods in situations or under circumstances where it is highly unlikely that
children would be adversely affected.  Therefore, implementation of the proposed
action would not increase environmental health or safety risks to children.
Invasive Species (EO 13112).  The Invasive Species Executive Order directs
Federal agencies to use their programs and authorities to prevent the spread or to
control populations of invasive species that cause economic or environmental
harm, or harm to human health.  
Migratory Birds (EO 13186).  EO 13186 directs Federal agencies to use their
programs and authorities to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the
USFWS outlining how the agency will promote conservation of migratory birds. 
Other activities called for include incorporating bird conservation considerations
into agency planning, including NEPA analyses, reporting annually on the level of
take of migratory birds, and generally promoting the conservation of migratory
birds without compromising the agency mission.
1.8.3  Oregon State laws
ODFW - Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012).  It is the policy of the State of Oregon
that wildlife be managed to prevent serious depletion of any indigenous species
and to provide the optimum recreational and aesthetic benefits for present and
future generations of the State.  Included in this wildlife policy is maintaining all
species of wildlife at optimum levels.
Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) for Park Areas and Ocean Shore State
Recreation Areas (OAR 736-10-0055 and OAR-736-21-0100 and 0110). 
OARs  prohibit harassment, trapping, hunting or shooting of wildlife and the
discharge of firearms in Oregon State Parks and anywhere on the ocean shore. 
Any such Federal activity necessary to implement predator damage management
to protect the snowy plover would require a Miscellaneous Use Permit for
Nontraditional Park Activities from OPRD.    
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ORS  390.660 Regulation of Use of Lands Adjoining the Ocean Shores.  The
Statute directs OPRD to protect, maintain, and promulgate rules governing the use
of ocean shore.
5/ Regardless of status, non-lethal damage management measures would always be attempted on raptors
found to be a threat to plovers.  Lethal methods would only be used on raptors when or if non-lethal methods are
used and found to be ineffective, and they would not be used on special status raptors such as the peregrine falcon.  
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CHAPTER 2:  DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
2.1  Alternative 1 - Proposed Action - Integrated Predator Damage
Management
The proposed action would implement an integrated predator damage management
program that first identifies individuals or groups of plover predators. After identification,
the most effective, selective, and humane tools available would be used to deter or
remove the species that threaten nesting, breeding, or foraging snowy plovers.  Predator
damage management is based on interagency relationships, which require close
coordination and cooperation because of overlapping authorities and legal mandates.  The
lead agencies, in consultation with ODFW and OPRD, may request that APHIS-WS
conduct direct damage management to protect the snowy plovers.  The lead agencies may
also take action themselves.  Upon positive determination of the predator species that
threaten plovers in each case, the following tools would be available:  
Non-lethal tools could include any or all of the following depending upon the
circumstances: increased or improved trash management, relocation of live trapped
animals; aversive methods that harass or deter predators such as pyrotechnics, electronic
calls, repellants, or effigies; or electrified or non-electrified exclusionary nest site fencing
and electric wired perches (Table 2).  Beachgrass removal to improve plover habitat is
underway but is not part of this analysis.
Lethal tools could include any or all of the following depending upon field
circumstances: shooting; euthanasia in conjunction with cage traps, padded-jaw, leg-hold
traps (soft-catch), or nets; snares; denning; DRC-1339 (avicide); egg oiling; snap traps; or
zinc phosphide bait (rodenticide) (Table 2).
  
Damage management would be directed toward individual problem red foxes, ravens,
crows, skunks, and raccoons.  ODFW (1994) has also identified California gulls and
black rats responsible for predation on snowy plovers throughout its range.  Feral cats,
coyotes, mink, opossum, weasels, gray fox, rats and mice, gulls, or raptors5 that are found
to pose a threat to plovers could also be targeted with lethal and/or non-lethal methods. 
Each of the damage management methods listed in Table 2 is described in detail in
Appendix B.  Animals that are trapped live and intended to be killed are euthanized by
either lethal injection (sodium phenobarbital), shooting, or CO or CO2 gas.  While the
methods proposed in Table 2 are all methods that could be used, not all of the methods
would be likely to be used in each site where work could occur, since different
circumstances would render some tools more appropriate than others.  See the
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6/ These are con ditioning agents that make birds sick resulting in their avoidan ce of areas with treated baits.
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discussion below under “Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2) and “Work Plans”
which describe how appropriate methods would be identified in a work plan prior to any
work being done.  



































































7/ Feral cats ma y be live trapp ed and tran sported to  nearby anim al shelters for ad option or  euthanasia. 
Relocation of other species must be approved by ODFW.  ODFW  does not generally favor relocation because it does
not consider relocation to b e humane, and be cause of concerns with para sites and disease.  Relocation of rap tors is a
viable option that will be considered as a non-lethal option.  Raptors may be live trapped with leg-hold traps or foot
snares.  
8/ Non-letha l damage m anageme nt measures w ould always b e attempted  on raptor s found to b e a threat to
plovers.  Lethal methods would only be used on raptors when or if non-lethal methods are used and found to be
ineffective, and they would not be used on special status raptors such as the peregrine falcon.  
9/ Lethal control of raptors will not be used until non-lethal methods have been used and found to be
ineffective in rem oving the thre at to plover s.  
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The proposed action would employ wildlife specialists that use sign, sightings, and
specialized methods to locate, study, deter, or capture and dispatch or release the target
predators.  Predators would be removed if the wildlife specialist in the field determines, on
a case-by-case basis, that the predator is a threat to snowy plovers.  If any traps, snares, or
toxicants are used, conspicuous, bilingual warning signs alerting people to the presence of
traps and snares would be placed at major access points.
Work Plans  
Before any wildlife damage management is conducted pursuant to this proposal,
Agreements for Control Work Plans or other comparable documents would be developed
by the lead and cooperating agencies as appropriate.  Wildlife damage management
activities would only be conducted after the agreements, work plans or other comparable
documents are developed.  No lethal wildlife damage management would be conducted in
areas during periods known to receive intense human use, or those with legal or policy
restrictions that preclude the proposed activities.  Work plans developed as a result of this
EA would be renewed annually, or when work is requested, and must be consistent with the
NEPA decision resulting from this EA. 
Work Plans will describe the wildlife damage management that would occur.  Plans and
maps would be prepared which describe and delineate where wildlife damage management
would be conducted, which species would be targeted, the methods to be used, and
mitigation that would be applied. 
Use of a Decision Model for Implementing Damage Management
The Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) is adopted from the APHIS-WS decision making
process which is a standardized procedure for evaluating and responding to damage
complaints.
After consultation with the lead and cooperating agencies, the agency implementing the
action would use a formalized Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2) to determine
the site-specific procedure for individual actions, in accordance with guidelines described
in this EA.  The Decision Model is used to determine the most appropriate implementation
strategy to resolve predator damage.
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Figure 2.  APHIS-WS Decision Model
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End of Project
Agency personnel would evaluate the appropriateness of strategies, and methods are
evaluated in the context of their availability (legal and administrative) and suitability based
on biological, economic and social considerations.  Following this evaluation, the methods
deemed to be practical for the situation from the basis of a management strategy.  After the
management strategy has been implemented, monitoring is conducted and evaluation
continues to assess the effectiveness of the strategy.  If the strategy is effective, the need for
management is ended in that particular case, records are kept and reported to the
appropriate wildlife management agencies.  This proposal would implement safe and
practical methods for the prevention and control of damage caused by predators, based on
local problem analysis, environmental and social factors, and the informed judgement of
trained personnel. 
An effective program requires that site specific consideration of the many variables listed
above be given to allow the wildlife specialist to select and implement the most appropriate
technique to resolve each unique damage situation.  Flexibility in the management
approach is important because of the high variability found in the natural environment.
In selecting management techniques for specific damage situations, consideration is given
to:
! magnitude of the threat;
! geographic extent of threat;
! time of year;
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! life cycle of the snowy plover;
! vulnerability to each predator species;
 
! other land uses (such as proximity to recreational or residential areas);
! feasibility of implementation of the various allowed techniques;
! movement patterns and life cycle of the predator;
! status of target and non-target species (such as protected or endangered); 
! local environmental conditions such as terrain, vegetation, and weather;
! presence of people and their pets;
! presence of trash that could attract predators;
! potential legal restrictions such as availability of tools or management
methods;
! humaneness of the available options10; and
! costs of control options (the cost of control in this proposal may be a
secondary concern because of overriding environmental and legal
considerations).
Monitoring
Since 1990, the Oregon Natural Heritage program of TNC has completed intensive surveys
for snowy plovers at nesting areas between Florence and Floras Lake/New River.
Program monitoring.  The lead agencies, as needed, in coordination with the cooperating
agencies, would monitor any program that results from this EA and report those results
annually.  The impacts discussed in this EA would be monitored and used in two ways:
1) determine if any additional information that arises subsequent to the NEPA decision
would trigger the need for additional NEPA analysis compliance.  The lead agencies would
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review program results and the EA annually, or as needed, to ensure that the need for
action, issues identified, alternatives, regulatory framework, and environmental
consequences are consistent with this EA.
2) if work plans for different plover sites need modification based on the findings of the
program’s effects on plover or other environmental issues.  APHIS-WS, in coordination
with ODFW and the land management agencies, would monitor impacts on target predator
populations through its Management Information System (MIS) database, when APHIS-
WS is involved in direct damage management.  The MIS information would be used to
assess the localized and cumulative impacts of the program on predator populations. 
Monitoring of the effectiveness of the actions would be done by the land management
agencies in coordination with USFWS and APHIS-WS to determine if the program is
benefitting plovers or if changes are needed.  The lead agencies would use the results of
monitoring to develop site specific work plans (annually or as needed) for plover sites, in
cooperation with USFWS, ODFW, OPRD and APHIS-WS.
2.2  Alternative 2 - Current Program (No Action Alternative)  
This alternative would not change the status quo.  No action, in this case, means limited
Federal action, which is consistent with the CEQ’s definition and requirement for a “no
action” alternative.  This alternative consists of efforts that are now being made such as
erecting nest exclosures to protect nesting plovers and their eggs, some predation
assessment and assessing plover distribution and nesting successes.  Trash management
activities include removal and beach cleanup.  An experimental predator removal program
was implemented  at one plover nest area in 1999, but would not continue under the current
program.  No predators would be removed under this alternative.  Removing beachgrass to
reduce cover for predators will be ongoing but is not within the scope of this analysis.  This
alternative also includes monitoring the effectiveness of current predator damage
management efforts.  Under the “no action alternative”, the Federal lead and cooperating
agencies would not take any additional action to prevent predation on snowy plovers over
the current effort.  
2.3  Alternative 3 - Non-lethal Predation Damage Management Methods
Only
This alternative would allow only non-lethal methods to prevent or deter predation.  Any or
all of the non-lethal efforts listed under the proposed action could be used (Table 2).  
Alternative 3 was developed to address concerns for the welfare of individual animals. 
Although individual animals may be harassed or relocated, they would not be killed.  The
site-specific decision-making process is similar to Alternative 1; and only non-lethal
methods would be considered and applied.  Evaluating potential and actual predation
events, and monitoring the effectiveness of predator damage management would also be
included in this alternative.
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2.4 Alternative 4 - Non-lethal Predation Damage Management Methods
Before Lethal Damage Management Methods
This alternative would require that non-lethal methods be used first, and lethal methods
only be used if non-lethal methods were tried and found to be ineffective or not practical. 
Any or all of the non-lethal methods listed under the proposed action alternative could be
used, and in theory, any or all of the lethal methods could also be used after non-lethal
methods were tried.  The site-specific decision-making process discussed under Alternative
1 would be used with the condition that non-lethal methods would always be used as a first
priority regardless of effectiveness.  Evaluating predator threats and monitoring the
effectiveness and impacts of predator damage management efforts would also be included
in this alternative.
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CHAPTER 3 - ISSUES IMPORTANT TO THE ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS
3.1  Issues Driving the Analysis
The EA emphasizes relevant issues as they relate to specific areas whenever
possible; however, many issues generally apply wherever wildlife damage and
resulting management occur, and are treated as such.  The USFWS, BLM, and
USFS, and the cooperating agencies, determined through interagency consultation
and through the initial public involvement that the following issues should be
considered in the decision making process for this EA to help compare the impacts
of the various alternatives management strategies: 
! How effective might the various alternatives be in protecting the snowy
plover from predation?  How do they compare in meeting the objectives of
the proposal?  What is the anticipated response of plover populations to the
different predator damage management alternatives?
! What would be the impacts on predator populations?  How would the
management strategies affect local or regional populations of red fox,
ravens, crows and other predators?
! What potential non-target affects could occur by implementing the various
alternatives?  Would any of the strategies adversely affect human safety or
pets?  
! How do the public and technical experts perceive the humaneness of the
various lethal and non-lethal methods?
! What would be the affects of conducting predator damage management on
recreational opportunities.
! What would be the direct, indirect, cumulative impacts of the proposal?
3.2  Issues Not Analyzed in Detail with Rationale
  
! Impacts on aesthetic values of wildlife - Predator damage management to
protect the snowy plover would have little impact on the public’s
opportunity to view wildlife because most plover sites are remotely located
and if accessible, the public is discouraged from accessing them to avoid
disturbing plovers.  In addition, relative to their overall populations, very
few individual predators would be removed.  In the long term, predator
damage management efforts, if effective in preventing predation and the
resultant plover declines, may enhance the chances for the public to view
plovers.    
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! Impacts on biodiversity - No wildlife damage management would be
conducted to eradicate native or indigenous wildlife populations, or exotic
(introduced) species.  The impacts on biodiversity from predator damage
management have been determined not to be significant nationwide,
Statewide, or in Western Oregon (USDA 1995, 1997a revised, 1997b ).  The
number of individual animals that may be taken is a small number of the
total population as analyzed in Chapter 4.
! Impacts on minority and low income persons or populations
(Environmental Justice and Executive Order 12898) - EO 12898 requires
Federal agencies to make Environmental Justice part of their mission, and to
identify and address disproportionately high and adverse human health and
environmental effects of Federal programs, policies and activities on
minority and low-income persons or populations.  All of the BLM, USFS,
USFWS and APHIS-WS activities are evaluated for their impact on the
human environment and compliance with EO 12898 to ensure
Environmental Justice.  Because there are no minority or low-income
populations within the proposed project areas, and because the management
methods proposed would not pose significant risk to humans or their
environment, it is not anticipated that the proposed action would result in
any adverse or disproportionate environmental impacts to minority and
low-income persons or populations.  
! Mesopredator release (in the absence of large predators, smaller predators
such as foxes, raccoons and skunks, can become more abundant, thus
increasing predation on plovers).  While the phenomena of mesopredator
release has been documented in the absence of larger predators, this
phenomena would not likely result from the proposed predator damage
management efforts.  Only a minor portion of the predator population would
be removed, to protect plovers, and immigration and natural reproduction
contribute to repopulation of areas where predators have been removed.   
! Other resources - The actions discussed in this EA involve minimal ground
disturbance or construction, other than erecting nest exclosures.  Therefore,
the following resource values are either not affected, or are not expected to
be significantly affected by any of the alternatives analyzed: soils, geology,
minerals, water quality/quantity, flood plains, wetlands, air quality, prime
and unique farmlands, aquatic resources, vegetation, or cultural resources. 
There are no significant irreversible or irretrievable commitments of
resources.  These resources will not be analyzed further.
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3.3  Evaluation Methodology
Each major issue will be evaluated under each alternative and the direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts will be estimated where applicable.  NEPA describes the
elements that determine whether or not an impact is “significant.”   Significance is
dependent upon the context and intensity of the impact.  The following factors were
considered to evaluate the significance of the impacts on target predator populations
in this EA that relate to context and intensity (adapted from USDA (1995) for this
proposal)
! magnitude of the impact (size, number, or relative amount of impact)
(intensity) - The "magnitude" analysis for this EA follows the process
described in USDA (1995).  Magnitude is defined in USDA (1995) as ". . . a
measure of the number of animals killed in relation to their abundance."
Quantitative analysis is used wherever possible as it is more rigorous and is
based on allowable harvest levels and the best available population
estimates.  Qualitative analysis is based on population trends and modeling. 
Magnitude may be determined either quantitatively or qualitatively;
! duration and frequency of the impact (temporary, seasonal impact, year
round or ongoing) (intensity);
! likelihood of the impact (intensity); 
! geographic extent (limited to the immediate project area(s), coastal
counties, the State of Oregon or beyond) (context); and
! the legal status of a species that may be removed, or conformance with
regulations and policies that protect the resource in question (context).
The target species were selected because they are snowy plover predators that could
be removed or deterred to help protect plovers from further decline due to predation. 
The analysis in Chapter 4 uses the lowest density estimates for target predator
species populations (where high and low population density estimates are provided
in the text) to arrive at the most conservative impact estimate.    
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CHAPTER 4:  ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
Chapter 4 provides information needed for making informed decisions on the predator damage
management objectives identified in Chapter 1.  This chapter uses the issues identified in Chapter 3
as the evaluation criteria.  Each of the issues will be analyzed for its environmental consequences
under each alternative.  
Cumulative impacts are discussed in relationship to each of the key species analyzed in this EA
and at the end of this chapter.  The smallest unit of analysis for cumulative impacts on target
species is  the county level.  Thus, coastal counties were used as the “analysis area.”  Indirect
impacts are discussed in the environmental consequences section where applicable. 
Impacts on predator populations are analyzed so that a potential “worst case scenario” is presented
for the number of predators that may be removed annually.  The highest estimated “take” was
determined from an estimated range of predators or predator sign observed without the use of
additional non-lethal methods at each site.  The high estimated “take” was then calculated from the
lowest density population estimate that was provided.  The estimated adverse effect was calculated
this way to err on the conservative side, or to show what the highest impact might be on predator
populations, even though this impact is not likely.  For the foreseeable future, the actual impact
would probably be lower than what is estimated in this EA for several reasons: 
! it is not likely that all sites would be worked each year because of resource or other
limitations; 
! fewer predators may be removed than the highest estimate that was used; 
! non-lethal methods would likely reduce the need to lethally remove as many predators, for
example, improving trash management would likely reduce the number of crows and
ravens attracted to a site; and
! the population densities in the coastal counties analysis area may be higher than the lowest
density estimates that are used to estimate impact. 
Monitoring plans, as discussed under Section 2.1, would be a component of any alternative that
might be selected.  Monitoring would allow for assessment of the impacts of any implemented
alternative.  In this way, the effects of the program on plovers, predator species, and any other new
or existing environmental issues would be reviewed for consistency with this assessment, and re-
evaluated if necessary.  Additional predator damage management work, including site evaluations,
would provide agency experts more precise information on the number and threats of predators and
their effects on plovers.  The information would be used to continue or modify the selected
alternative.
4.1  Alternative 1 - Proposed Action - Integrated Predator Damage
Management
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4.1.1  Impact of predator damage management on the target
species populations
4.1.1.1  American crows
Crows were responsible for 25 known nest failures of Oregon coast snowy
plovers  between 1990 and 2000 (TNC 2000).  In addition, unknown corvids
(a group that includes crows and ravens) caused an additional 24 nest
failures, and crows may also have caused some of the 62 other unknown
predation incidents (TNC 2000) during that time.  Crows are considered to
be a threat to plover eggs and chicks.
About crows
American crows are distributed north to south from the Yukon Territory,
Canada, to Baja California, Mexico and are found from the west coast to the
east coast (Johnston 1961).  According to the North American Breeding Bird
Survey (BBS), the American crow population in Oregon has increased at a
rate of 1.5 percent per year from 1966 to 1999, and 2.2 percent per year from
1980 to 1999 (Sauer et al. 2000).  Crow populations are healthy enough, and
the problems they cause great enough, that the USFWS has established a
standing depredation order for use by the public.  Under this “order” (50
CFR 21.43), no Federal permit is required by anyone to remove crows if
they are committing or about to commit depredations upon ornamental or
shade trees, agricultural crops, livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated
in such numbers and manner as to constitute a health hazard or other
nuisance.  
Impact on crow populations
With the increasing population of crows, it is expected that crow predation
on plovers will increase.  Considering their population trend and abundance
in Oregon, crow numbers would be expected to continue to increase despite
the removal of the estimated 20 to 105 crows under the proposed action. 
Both ODFW and USFWS concur that removing crows to protect snowy
plovers would have little or no effect on the crow population.  Trash
management activities would include installing predator proof receptacles,
improved pickup where needed, and educational efforts to encourage people
to remove trash.  Increased and improved trash management should help to
reduce crow and raven attraction to plover breeding areas, and thus help
minimize the number of crows that might need to be removed.  Non-lethal
methods would have little or no effect on the crow population, but would
disperse crows to other areas..
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4.1.1.2  Common ravens
Ravens were responsible for 15 known nest failures of Oregon coast snowy
plover between 1990 and 2000 (TNC 2000).  In addition, unknown corvids
(a group that includes crows and ravens) caused an additional 24 nest
failures, and ravens could also be responsible for some of the 62 incidences
of unknown predation (TNC 2000).  Ravens are considered to be a threat to
plover eggs, chicks and adults.
About ravens
The common raven is widely distributed throughout the Holarctic Regions
of the world including Europe, Asia, North America, and extends well into
Central America (Goodwin 1986).  Ravens generally are a resident species
but some wandering and local migration occurs with immature and non-
breeding birds (Goodwin 1986).  Immature birds, which have left their
parents, form flocks with non-breeding adults; these flocks tend to roam and
are loose-knit and straggling (Goodwin 1986).  The raven is an omnivorous
species known to feed on carrion, crops, eggs and birds, small mammals,
amphibians, reptiles, fish, and insects (Nelson 1934).
According to the North American BBS, the raven population in Oregon has
increased at a rate of 1.4 percent per year from 1966 to 1999, and 3.9 percent
per year from 1980 to 1999 (Sauer et al. 2000).   
The number of ravens in Oregon and the coastal counties can only be
estimated from other research and census studies.  Stiehl (1978) reported
raven nesting densities in the Harney Basin of Oregon at one pair/16.2 mi2. 
Stiehl (1978) marked 266 ravens during this study and reported individuals
as far away as 173 miles from the study area, indicating considerable
mobility in the population.  Stiehl (1978) also reported that raven densities
vary seasonally, peaking in the winter.  Knight and Call (1981) summarized
a number of studies on common raven territories and home ranges in the
west.  Nesting territories ranged in size from 3.62 mi2 to 15.7 mi2 in
Wyoming and Oregon and home ranges varied from 2.53 mi2 to 3 - 6 mi2 in
Utah and Oregon.  Linz et al. (1990) found nest densities of one/1.7 mi2 in
their Camp Pendleton, California study.  Raven home ranges overlap
considerably and it is believed that a reasonable density estimate of breeding
birds in the southwest Oregon is one raven/3 mi2 (USDA 1995).  If we use
this lowest density estimate for coastal counties, we arrive at an estimated
population of 5,419 ravens in our project analysis area (Table 3).
Impacts on raven populations 
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Ravens are a protected species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and can
only be taken by permit from the USFWS.  The cooperating agencies are not
aware of any "other take" of ravens.  APHIS-WS did not remove any ravens
in the project area for depredation in FY 1999.  Under the proposed action,
the lead and cooperating agencies estimate that between18 and 95 ravens
could be removed annually to protect plovers.  The results of this potential
impact on the raven population are presented in Table 3.   
Table 3.  Impact on Raven Population  
County Plover project
estimated take









Clatsop 0 0 0 281 0 0
Tillamook 0 - 5 0 0 - 5 375 0 - 1.3 0 - 1.3
Lincoln 0 0 0 331 0 0
Lane 4 - 20 0 4 - 20 1540 0.3 - 1.3 0.3 - 1.3
Douglas 4 - 20 0 4 - 20 1690 0.2 - 1.2 0.2 - 1.2
Coos 8 - 40 0 8 - 40 653 1.2 - 6.1 1.2 - 6.1
Curry 2 - 10 0 2 - 10 549 0.4 - 1.8 0.4 - 1.8
Total 18 - 95 0 18 - 95 5419 0.3 - 1.8 0.3 - 1.8
*No depredation take recorded by APHIS-WS during FY 1999.
According to the data presented in Table 3, removing ravens to protect
plovers (using a worst case scenario of lowest population density), would
not impact the raven population in the project analysis area since the raven
population is increasing at a greater rate.  Additionally trash management
activities should help reduce attractants to ravens and consequently the
number of ravens in the project area.  This may reduce the need to remove
ravens.  Non-lethal methods would have little or no effect on the raven
population, but would disperse ravens to other areas.
4.1.1.3  Red Foxes
Foxes were responsible for one known incidence of nest failure of snowy
plovers on the Oregon coast sites between 1990 and 2000.  Abundant red
fox sign has been observed around nest sites at the New River site, and
APHIS-WS personnel identified fox tracks chasing plovers at a time when a
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fledgling plover disappeared.  APHIS-WS continued to observe fox sign
around nest exclosures after foxes were removed, indicating that not all
depredating foxes were removed from that site (S. Thomas, APHIS-WS,
pers. comm. 2000).  Fox sign has been observed at some other plover
nesting sites on the Oregon coast (S. Thomas and J. Brent, APHIS-WS,
2000 pers. comm.).  This may indicate that red foxes may have been
responsible for some of the 62 incidences where nest failure was attributed
to an “unknown predator” (TNC 2000).  Foxes are considered to be a threat
during any stage of the plover’s life cycle.
About red foxes
Red foxes are the most common and well-known species in the genus
Vulpes and are the most widely distributed nonspecific predator in the world
(Voigt 1987).  Red foxes are not native to the Oregon coast (Verts and
Carraway 1998).  Foxes are regarded as nuisance predators in many regions,
preying on wildlife and livestock, and have become notorious in many areas
of the world as carriers of diseases (Ables 1969, Andrews et al. 1973,
Richards 1974, Tabel et al. 1974, Tullar et al. 1976, Pils and Martin 1978,
Sargeant 1978, Voigt 1987, Allen and Sargeant 1993).  Because of its
interest to humans, the red fox has been the subject of much study during the
last 20 years.  Investigations have revealed that red foxes are extremely
adaptive with much diversity in their behavior and habitats.  Voigt and Earle
(1983) showed that red foxes avoided coyotes but coexisted in the same area
and habitats.
The density of red fox populations is difficult to determine because of the
species secretive and elusive nature.  However, the red fox has a high
reproductive rate and dispersal capacity similar to coyotes, and is capable of
withstanding high mortality within the population (Allen and Sargeant 1993,
Voigt 1987, Voigt and MacDonald 1984, Harris 1979, Pils and Martin 1978,
Storm et al. 1976, Andrews et al. 1973, Phillips and Mech 1970).  Storm et
al. (1976) stated that 95 percent of the females (43.6 percent were less than 1
year old) bred successfully in a population in Illinois and Iowa.  Rowlands
and Parkes (1935) and Creed (1960) reported that male red fox breed in their
first year.  Litter sizes averaged about 4.7 for 13 research studies and litters
with as many as 14 and 17 offspring have been reported (Storm et al. 1976,
Voigt 1987).  Ables (1969) and Sheldon (1950) reported that more than one
female was observed at the den and suggest that red fox have "helpers" at
the den, a phenomena observed in coyotes and other canids.  Reported red
fox population densities have been as high as over 50/mi2 (Harris 1977,
MacDonald and Newdick 1982, Harris and Rayner 1986) where food was
abundant; Ontario population densities are estimated at 2.6 animals/mi2
(Voigt 1987), and Sargeant (1972) reported 1 fox den/3 mi2.
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Red fox dispersal serves to replace and equalize fox densities over large
areas and over a wide range of population densities.  Annual harvests in
localized areas in one or more years will likely have little impact on the
overall population in subsequent years, but may reduce localized predation
(Allen and Sargeant 1993).  Phillips (1970) says that fox populations are
resilient and in order for fox control operations by trapping to be successful,
pressure on the population must be almost continuous.  Phillips (1970) and
Voigt (1987) further state that habitat destruction that reduces prey numbers,
water, and cover will impact fox populations to a greater extent than a short-
term overharvest.
In 1980, ODFW estimated that there was 10,716 mi2 of red fox habitat
statewide with a population of about 20,300 animals, and an average density
of 1.9 red fox/mi2 of habitat (USDA 1995).  The APHIS-WS southwest
District was estimated to have 6,571 mi2 of habitat11 and a population of
about 7,600 animals; the average density for the District was 1.2 red fox/mi2
of habitat.  The lower density estimate will be used to determine potential
fox densities in coastal counties (Table 4).  
Impact on red fox populations
USDA (1997 revised) determined the allowable harvest level for red fox to
be 70 percent of the total population.  Based on site assessments, from 46 to
95  red foxes could be removed prior to and during plover breeding, nesting
and fledging (Table 4, Impacts on Red Fox Population).  This represents less
than two percent of the population, when added to other forms of known
mortality (cumulative impact).  This is negligible when compared with the
established 70 percent allowable harvest level for red foxes.  Non-lethal
methods would have little or no effect on the fox population.
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Clatsop 1 - 5 0 1 - 5 506 0.2 - 1.0 0.19 - 0.99
Tillamook 0 0 0 904 0 0
Lincoln 0 0 0 595 0 0
Lane 0 27 0 2,494 0 1.0
Douglas 0 45 0 3,042 0 1.5
Coos 30 - 65 17 47 - 82 1,564 1.9 - 4.2 3.0 - 5.2
Curry 15 - 25 0 15 - 25 652 2.3 - 3.8 2.3 - 3.8
Total 46 - 95 89 135 - 184 9,757 0.5 - 1.0 1.4 - 1.9
*Other take includes fur harvest (ODFW Fur Harvest 1999-2000) and depredation take (APHIS-
WS MIS FY 1999).
4.1.1.4  Raccoon
Raccoons  were only responsible for one known incidence of nest failure on
snowy plovers on Oregon coast snowy plover sites between 1990 and 2000. 
However, raccoons could be responsible for some of the 62 cases where
snowy plovers were predated and the cause was attributed to unknown
predator (TNC 2000).  Raccoon habitat and/or sign was observed at many of
the plover nest sites (S. Thomas and J. Brent, APHIS-WS 2000 pers.
comm.), and thus raccoons are suspected to be responsible for some of the
unknown predation.  Raccoons are considered to be a threat to plovers
during all life stages, but especially to eggs and chicks prior to fledging. 
Raccoons can prey on adult birds that are setting on nests during the night
(S. Thomas, APHIS-WS 2000 pers. comm.). 
About raccoons
The raccoon is a member of the family Procyonidae that includes ringtails
and coatis in North America.  Raccoons are one of the most omnivorous of
animals, feeding on carrion, garbage, birds, eggs, mammals, insects,
crayfish, mussels, other invertebrates, a wide variety of grains, various
fruits, other plant materials, and most or all foods prepared for human or
animal consumption (Sanderson 1987).
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Sanderson (1987) stated that absolute population densities of raccoons are
difficult if not impossible to determine because of the difficulty in knowing
what percent of the population has been counted or estimated, and the
additional difficulty of knowing how big an area the raccoons are using. 
Twichell and Dill (1949) reported one of the highest densities, with 100
raccoons removed from a winter tree den area on 101 acres of a waterfowl
refuge in Missouri during winter.  Other studies have found raccoon
densities that ranged from 9.3/mi2 to 80/mi2 (Yeager and Rennels 1943,
Urban 1970, Sonenshine and Winslow 1972, Hoffman and Gottschang 1977,
Rivest and Bergeron 1981). 
Impact on raccoon populations
ODFW believes that raccoon populations are cyclic in Oregon and numbers
can change considerably from one year to the next due to factors such as
distemper and other diseases (USDA 1995).  As a result, any population
estimate would be for a given point in time and population levels could
change rapidly if a disease outbreak occurs.  No statewide population
estimate was made for raccoons in 1980 as was done for other furbearers.  In
1993, ODFW censussed raccoon populations for southwest Oregon, but not
statewide, and estimated the population at 88,500 animals, a density of
51.9/mi2 (USDA 1995).  If this density is used to estimate the population in
coastal counties, the raccoon population would be almost 827,000.
The allowable harvest level for raccoons found in USDA (1997 revised) was
established at 49-59 percent of the total population.  Based on plover nesting
site evaluations, between about 100 and 205 raccoons could be removed
prior to and during plover breeding and nesting (Table 6).  When fur harvest
and depredation take by APHIS-WS are totaled, the total take (cumulative
impact) could be about 2,600 raccoons, or less than one percent of the
population.  This is negligible compared to the 49-59 percent allowable
harvest established for raccoons (USDA 1997 revised).  Nonlethal methods
would have little or no effect on the raccoon population.
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Clatsop 0 121 121 43,752 0 0.28
Tillamook 0 192 192 58,388 0 0.33
Lincoln 0 88 88 51,485 0 0.17
Lane 24 - 50 520 544 - 570 239,778 0.01 - 0.02 0.23 - 0.24
Douglas 24 - 50 436 460 - 486 263,185 0.01 - 0.02 0.17 - 0.18
Coos 42 - 85 998 1040 -
1083
84,545 0.05 - 0.10 1.2 - 1.3
Curry 10 - 20 39 49 - 59 85,531 0.01 - 0.02 0.06 - 0.07
Total 100 - 205 2394 2494 -
2599
826,664 0.01 - 0.02 0.30 - 0.31
*Other take includes fur harvest (ODFW Fur Harvest 1999-2000) and depredation take from
(USDA-APHIS-WS Management Information System FY 1999).
4.1.1.5 Striped skunks 
Striped  skunk impacts are considered in this analysis.  TNC (2000) reported
that skunks were responsible for 13 known incidences of nest failure on
Oregon coastal snowy plover nesting sites12.  Skunks are generally a concern
from a human perspective in that they cause odor problems around homes,
transmit diseases such as rabies to humans and domestic animals, and prey
on poultry.  Skunks are considered to be a threat to plovers during all life
stages, but especially to eggs and chicks prior to fledging.  Skunks can prey
on adult birds that are setting on nests during the night (S. Thomas, APHIS-
WS 2000 pers. comm.).
About striped skunks
The striped skunk is the most common member of the Mustelidae family. 
Striped skunks have increased their geographical range in North America
with the clearing of forests, however there is no well-defined land type that
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can be classified as skunk habitat (Rosatte 1987).  Striped skunks are
capable of living in a variety of environments, including agricultural lands
and in urban areas.
The home range of striped skunks is not sharply defined over space and
time, but is altered to accommodate life history requirements such as raising
young, winter denning, feeding activities, and dispersal (Rosatte 1987). 
Home ranges reported in the literature averaged between 0.85 and 1.9/mi2
for striped skunks in rural areas (Houseknecht 1971, Storm 1972, Bjorge et
al. 1981, Rosaette and Gunson 1984).  The range of striped skunk densities
reported in the literature was from 0.85 to 67/mi2 (Jones 1939, Ferris and
Andrews 1967, Verts 1967, Lynch 1972, Bjorge et al. 1981).  Many factors
may contribute to the widely differing population densities.  Type of habitat,
food availability, disease, season of the year, and geographic area are only
but a few of the reasons (Storm and Tzilkowski 1982).  
Impact on striped skunk populations
Using the density ranges from the literature, the striped skunk population in
coastal counties is estimated to be from 13,600 to more than 1,067,000
(Table 7).  Based on plover nesting site evaluations, between about 30 and
100 striped skunks could be removed prior to and during the plover breeding
and nesting period.  When added to other take (furharvest and WS take),
about 115 to 179 skunks could be removed from the population each year. 
This would be a cumulative impact of approximately one percent of the low
population density estimated in coastal counties.






















Clatsop 0 0 0 717 - 56,481 0 0
Tillamook 0 8 8 956 - 75,375 0 0.8
Lincoln 0 0 0 843 - 66,464 0 0
Lane 4 - 20 23 27 - 43 3,927 - 309,540 0.1 - 0.5 0.7 - 1.1
Douglas 4 - 20 32 36 - 52 4,310 - 339,757 0.1 - 0.5 0.8 - 1.2
Coos 20 - 46 10 30 - 56 1,385 - 109,143 1.4 - 3.3 2.2 - 4.0
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Curry 6 - 12 8 14 - 20 1,401 - 110,416 0.4 - 0.9 1.0 - 1.4
Total 34 - 98 81 115 - 179 13,569 -
1,067,176
0.2 - 0.7 0.8 - 1.3
*Other take includes fur harvest (ODFW Fur Harvest 1999-2000) and depredation take (USDA-
APHIS-WS Management Information System FY 1999)
chaparral (Orr 1943, Baker and Baker 1975).  
4.1.1.6.  Impact on other predators
Other predator species are suspected of preying on Oregon coast snowy
plovers but such predation has not been confirmed.  At this time, the lead
and cooperating agencies believe that the following species should be
included in the analysis of impacts since there is a potential that they may be
adversely affecting plovers.  The impact on each of these species is expected
to be minor, since they are not  confirmed predators of Oregon coast snowy
plovers.  Removal of any species would first be based on field analysis to
determine if they are a threat.  Non-lethal methods would have little or no
effect on other predator populations.
Feral domestic cats
Worldwide, after habitat destruction, cats may be involved in the extinction
of more bird species than any other cause.  In the United States, cats are
contributing to the endangerment of populations of birds such as least terns,
piping plovers, and loggerhead shrikes (Coleman et al. 1997).  A domestic
cat’s desire to hunt is not suppressed by adequate supplemental food, so that
even when fed regularly by people, they still pose a threat to birds and
mammals due to a strong motivation to hunt (Adamec 1976).  Feral cats
have altered ecosystems and depleted populations of indigenous lizards and
birds on mainlands and islands throughout the world (Fitzgerald 1988,
Eason and Frampton 1991).  Fitzgerald (1988) and Jones (1989) summarize
information on feral cats with respect to diet and conclude that cats are
opportunistic generalists in their selection of prey items.  Remains of
mammals are usually present in 50 to 90 percent of cat guts and scat, and on
islands, bird remains were present in 51 percent (Fitzgerald 1988).  Cats are
considered to be a threat to plover chicks and adults.
Fitzgerald, (1988) estimated that roughly 20-30 percent of free-ranging cats’
kills are birds.  In a 1992 University of Wisconsin study, researchers’
estimate of the number of birds killed annually by free-ranging cats in rural
Wisconsin was between 7.8 and 219 million (Coleman and Temple 1995). 
Coleman et al. (1997) estimate the total number of pet and free-ranging
domestic cats in the U.S. as probably more than 100 million.  We do not
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have figures for Oregon, but feral cats are known to exist at some plover
nesting areas.   
Eradication of cats from some small New Zealand islands has allowed their
native bird populations to increase in number (Veitch 1985) and increased
the potential to use such islands for relocation/reintroduction of endangered
and indigenous animals.  Bloomer and Bester (1991) removed cats from
Marion Island and showed that night hunting decreased the density of cats
based on a catch per unit-of-effort.  They also reported that no adult group
was particularly vulnerable, however, removal efforts reduced the number of
females and litters per female per year, thus reducing fecundity, the most
efficient way in which to reduce an animal population (Remfry 1981). 
Removing feral cats may be done where cats are found at plover breeding,
nesting, and foraging sites.  Cat removal would be conducted to remove
potential plover predators and return plover habitat to a more natural state. 
No State law protects feral cats.  
  
Cats would be removed by using cage traps (live trapped), and either
released to county or local animal shelters, or euthanized on site, or they
may be removed with leg-hold traps, snares, or shooting, depending upon
local county ordinances.  When live trapped and released to local shelters,
cats may be adopted out as pets or euthanized if an adopter can not be found. 
Millions of cats are destroyed annually in the United States by humane
groups and animal shelters.  Considering the high reproductive rates (6 to 30
kittens annually per female) (Fitzwater 1994), their non-native status, and
the undesirable effects that feral cats have on local ecosystems, the proposed
project would not contribute an undesirable effect on the natural
environment.  Feral cat removal would likely benefit the natural ecosystem
since they are an exotic species.  Removing a limited number of individual
cats to protect plovers would not alter cats’ population status.  BLM has
entered into an agreement with a local animal shelter to remove feral cats on
the North Spit of Coos Bay.  The cats are offered for adoption. 
Under all alternatives, feral cat removal would likely have the indirect
benefit of reducing predation on other species, including mice and other
native birds, however, it would not be expected to be substantial since few
cats would be removed. 
Coyotes 
Coyotes would only be targeted if field investigations indicate they pose a
direct and immediate threat to specific plovers, chicks, or nests.  Under the
proposed action, about 15 to 70 coyotes could be removed, if they are found
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to be a threat to plovers.  APHIS-WS estimated that total take of coyotes in
1998, which included furharvest from hunting and trapping and depredation
take, amounted to three percent of the population in northwest Oregon and
nine percent in southwest Oregon (unpublished monitoring reports of
environmental assessments on predator damage management, APHIS-WS).  
It is not expected that taking coyotes to protect plovers would add notably to
the cumulative take of coyotes.  Take is expected to remain well below the
established USDA (1995a) 70 percent allowable harvest for coyote. 
Cumulative mortality of coyotes from coastal counties included 775 coyotes
taken from hunting, trapping, and depredation (ODFW 1999-2000 hunting
and trapping and USDA MIS for FY 1999).  Negligible impacts on the
coyote population are expected as a result of plover protection.  
Mink and weasels
Mink have not been identified as plover predators in the project area, but if
they are found at active nests, they may be removed since they are known
bird predators (Eagle and Whitman 1987).  Mink are considered to be a
potential threat to plover eggs and chicks.  Lead and cooperating agencies
estimate that up to 40 mink and weasels may be removed to protect plovers
annually.  Twenty-one mink were taken by private fur harvest efforts in the
coastal counties in Oregon during the 1999-2000 fur harvest season (ODFW
2000).  ODFW does not have an estimated mink population, but the trend in
harvest data could indicate the population is increasing.  When added to
other forms of harvest, taking mink to protect plovers would not notably
impact the population.  
Weasels are suspected in plover predation (Oregon Natural Heritage
Program, public involvement).  Long tailed weasels (Mustela frenata) and
short tailed weasels (Mustela erminea) may be found in the project area. 
Few weasels are expected to be removed under the proposed program, and
only if they are found to be immediately need active nests, since they are
considered to be a threat to plover eggs and chicks.  ODFW (2000) reports
that two weasels were harvested in the counties encompassing the proposed
project during the 1999-2000 fur harvest season.  The ODFW does not have
population estimates for long and short tailed weasels.  However, few
weasels are expected to be removed and no notable impact to the population
would occur from the proposed action.
Opossum
Opossums are not native to the western United States, however populations
have been established in Oregon.  Population estimates for opossum are not
available, but the opossum population trend in Oregon is thought to be
increasing (USDA 1997a, revised).  Opossum are considered to be a
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potential threat to plover eggs and chicks, but can prey on nesting adult birds
(S. Thomas, APHIS-WS 2000 pers. comm.).   However, few opossum are
expected to be removed under the proposed program.  Opossum are not
native to the western United States.  During the 1999-2000 fur harvest
season, private harvest removed 149 opossum from coastal counties.  The
lead and cooperating agencies estimate that 10 to 65 opossum would be
added to the cumulative mortality, and that it would not likely affect the
overall population trend of opossum. 
 
Gray fox 
Foxes were responsible for one known incidence of nest failure on snowy
plovers on the Oregon coast snowy sites between 1990 and 2000.  Whether
the fox was a red or gray fox was not documented, however, gray fox sign
has been observed around some plover nest sites on the Oregon coast (S.
Thomas and J. Brent, APHIS-WS 2000 pers. comm.).  Gray foxes may be
responsible for some of the 62 incidences of nest failures over the last ten
years from unknown predators (TNC 2000).  Gray foxes are considered to
be a threat to plovers at all life stages.
Gray foxes inhabit brushy and wooded areas, and have omnivorous feeding
habits, eating birds, rabbits, eggs, insects, carrion, fleshy fruits, and grains. 
Gray foxes reach reproductive maturity at about 1 year of age and litters
average four pups after a 2-month gestation period (Nowak and Paradiso,
1983).  Their densities can range between 3.1 and 5.4/mi2 (Trapp 1978). 
Gray foxes have been reported to live up to 15 years, but annual mortality
may be as high as 60 percent (Seton 1929, Lord 1961).  In 1980, ODFW
estimated 6,429 mi2 of gray fox habitat in Oregon with a population of about
14,600 animals and an average density of 2.3 gray fox/mi2 of habitat.  Gray
fox habitat information in coastal counties is not available, therefore, no
quantitative population estimates can be made for this analysis.  Gray fox
observations during other survey work, and from conflicts with humans,
showed an increase starting in 1994.  These indicators remain at a level
above the previous years, suggesting that gray foxes are at a cyclical
population high (J. Toman, ODFW 2001 pers. comm.).  
The estimated impact from removing gray foxes to protect plovers would
add few individuals to the cumulative mortality (Table 5).  Non-lethal
methods would have little or no effect on the fox population.  
Table 5.  Impact on Gray Fox Population
County Plover project
estimated take
Other take* Total take
Clatsop 0 0 0
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Tillamook 1 - 5 0 1 - 5
Lincoln 0 0 0
Lane 4 - 20 44 48 - 64
Douglas 4 - 20 20 24 - 40
Coos 2 - 10 2 4 - 12
Curry 0 20 20
Total 11 - 55 86 97 - 141
*Other take includes fur harvest (ODFW Fur Harvest 1999-2000) and
depredation take (APHIS-WS Management Information System FY 1999).
Rodents
The sailing ships of European explorers provided a vehicle for black rats to
spread rapidly to six continents and thousand of islands (Clark 1981).  Black
rats can occupy all available vegetated habitats, from desert scrub to lush
montane forests (Clark 1981).  They commonly nest in trees and black rats
(Atkinson 1985) can potentially prey upon almost any bird’s nest.  Black
rats are omnivorous with plant foods comprising an average of 80 percent of
sampled stomach contents, however, animal food occurred in at least 81
percent of the rats examined on the Galapagos Islands (Clark 1981).
The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus), also called house rat, sewer rat, warf
rat, brown rat, and gray rat, was also introduced into North America by
sailing ships from Europe (Timm 1994).  Norway rats have not specifically
been identified as predators of Oregon coast plovers, however they can prey
on bird eggs and are not ruled out, and they may be targeted if found near
plover nesting sites.     
The predominantly nocturnal habits of rats make both their identification
and observation of their predatory behavior difficult, and the incidence of rat
predation is probably higher than realized (Atkinson 1985).  Clark (1981)
stated that introduced black rats are likely to have many severe effects on the
Galapagos flora and fauna, and that even infrequent predation on vertebrates
by black rats could have a significant impact.  As pointed out by Bourne
(1981) and Moors and Atkinson (1984), even a low frequency of rat
predation can have a severe effect if, for other reasons, there are few birds. 
Applicability to mainland avian species is not confirmed.
Rodents are considered to be a potential threat to plover eggs and newly
hatched chicks.  
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Black rats (Marsh 1994) and Norway rats (Timm 1994) are not protected by
law and can be controlled any time with mechanical or chemical methods. 
Deer mice are native, nongame mammals, and are not protected under
Oregon law.  Control is allowed when necessary.    The proposed program
would remove rats and deer mice around plover nesting areas.  
Rats and mice would be controlled using zinc phosphide in tamper resistant
bait stations or burrows, live-capture cage traps or plover-proof snap traps. 
Rats and mice would be removed around plover nests to the maximum
extent possible, prior to and during the plover breeding season at plover
nesting sites that have been active within the past year.  As with all
pesticides, rodenticides must be registered by authorities and used in
accordance with label directions.
It is difficult to estimate the number of rodents that could be taken under this
alternative, but the overall impacts on rodent populations would not be
significant since rodents would only be targeted at active plover nesting
areas if rodent sign is identified.  A low intensity impact is expected.
Spotted skunks 
The geographical range of the western spotted skunk extends from central
Mexico through the western United States to British Columbia (Rosatte
1987).   Few studies have been published on the home range, population
density and mortality of spotted skunks.  Crabb (1948), however, found that
the western spotted skunk in Iowa occupied a home range of about 160 acres
at densities of 5.7/mi2.  He also stated that spotted skunks are nomadic,
traveling up to 3 mi/night, do not occupy a home range, and do not defend a
territory.
There are no ODFW population estimates for spotted skunks.  "Other take"
included 176 spotted skunks removed by fur harvest trapping and hunting
(ODFW 1999-2000 Fur Harvest).  Few or no spotted skunks are expected to
be taken under the proposed action.  Wildlife biologists believe that "the
current take"  is not impacting the spotted skunk population when compared
to the total population.  The magnitude of impact is considered low (USDA
1995).  Non-lethal methods would have little or no effect on the spotted
skunk population.
Gulls - 
Gulls (Larus spp.) are considered to be a potential threat to plover eggs and
chicks.  One gull has been documented in Oregon as preying on plovers
(TNC 2000), however, the species of gull has not been identified. 
According to the North American BBS, the western gull  population in
Oregon has decreased at a rate of 2.6 percent per year from 1066 to 1999,
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and decreased less than one percent per year from 1980 to 1999 (Sauer et al.
2000).  The California gull population in Oregon has increased at a rate of
2.6 percent per year from 1966 to 1999, and decreased four percent per year
from 1980 to 1999 (Sauer et al. 2000).  
These species have not been confirmed as a threat to plovers, and although
the need to control damage by gulls is a possibility, it is not believed to be
likely. Nest exclosures would continue to be the primary method for
reducing gull predation at plover nest sites.  Monitoring would determine if
additional methods should be used, or if nest exclosures should be modified. 
Gulls are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.  Any gull that
would be targeted for lethal removal under the proposed action would be
taken under permit issued by the USFWS.
Raptors 
Raptor species such as northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus), merlin (Falco columbarius) and American kestrel
(Falco sparverius) may possibly be found to threaten plover chicks and
adults.  
Non-lethal damage management measures would always be attempted on
raptors found to be a threat to plovers.  Lethal methods would only be used
on raptors when or if non-lethal methods are used and found to be
ineffective, and they would not be used on special status raptors such as the
peregrine falcon.  Under the proposed action, raptors that are considered an
immediate threat to plovers may be removed on a case-by-case basis, and
only during the nesting season and until plovers have fledged.  
Peregrine falcons would not be lethally removed, therefore, there would be
no effect on the population.  Raptors are protected under the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act and can only be taken by permit from the USFWS.  Thus, the
USFWS acts as a monitoring agent to help minimize adverse impacts on
raptor species.  Oregon trend data from the Breeding Bird Survey show the
Northern Harrier to be increasing at 2.8 percent per year from 1966 to 1999,
and 1.9 percent per year from 1980 to 1999 (Sauer et al. 2000).  The
Breeding Bird Survey data show American Kestrels to be declining at the
rate of one percent per year from 1966 to 1999, and 1.2 percent per year
from 1980 to 1999 in Oregon (Sauer et al. 2000).  United States BBS data
for Merlins shows an 11.1 percent increase per year from 1966 to 1999
(Oregon data are not available) (Sauer et al. 2000). Lacking precise
population data for raptors, the lead agencies may begin a monitoring
program to ensure that any impacts on the raptor populations could be
assessed more precisely.  Program monitoring would also reveal more
information on the extent of threats that raptors pose on plovers.  
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Raptor  damage management would not be expected to adversely affect
raptor populations due to the following factors: Lethal removals are
unlikely, but if they do occur, they would occur only in isolated
circumstances.  The cooperating agencies estimate that in the worst case
scenario, only up to several raptors may be removed per year.  Any take
would be closely monitored and coordinated with USFWS.  No special
status raptors would be targeted for lethal removal .  The cooperating
agencies are not aware of any other take of raptors, therefore, cumulative
impacts from possible removals is not expected to have a measurable impact
on the raptor population.    
As plover numbers increase and the plover population stabilizes, raptors 
would be allowed a more natural interaction with  plovers. 
4.1.2.  Non-target impacts
The philosophy behind integrated wildlife damage management is to implement
effective management techniques, while minimizing the potentially harmful effects
to humans, target and non-target species, and the environment.  The methods that
may be used under the Proposed Action (Alternative 1) are selective for target
species.  Mitigation in standard operating procedures (Appendix C) and wildlife
damage management methods (Appendix B) describe limitations on activities that
contribute to program safety and reduce the likelihood that non target animals or
humans would be affected.  
  
Under Alternative 1, APHIS-WS could use shooting, DRC-1339, pyrotechnics,
traps, snares, zinc phosphide, nest and egg destruction, and denning.  A formal risk
assessment of APHIS-WS methods, including those proposed for use in this EA,
concluded low risks to humans (USDA 1997 revised, Appendix P).  This
assessment included potential risks to APHIS-WS employees, the public, and non-
target animals.  While some of the materials and methods used by APHIS-WS have
the potential to represent a threat to health and safety if used improperly, problems
associated with their mis-use have rarely occurred, and the greatest risk is to the
user. 
Impacts on non-target animals and humans are expected to be extremely low for
several reasons: lethal management methods proposed for use are highly target
specific, and this specificity is enhanced by employing experienced wildlife
specialists skilled in effective placement and use of these tools;  wildlife specialists
look for target animal sign (tracks, scat, trails and other signs) that show where
target animals occur in relation to plover sites, then set equipment such as traps or
snares according to where and when target animals are likely to enter a very specific
area.   When soft-catch traps are used to capture predators, they are equipped with a
pan-tension device that excludes animals of lighter weight than the targeted animal.
Shooting is highly target specific and does not pose a risk to non-target animals
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when conducted by wildlife specialists trained in firearm use and to identify target
and non-target species. 
The APHIS-WS program has a record of non-target take of less than one percent of
target take in each of its Districts that encompass coastal counties (APHIS-WS,
unpublished Monitoring Reports, 2000).  In 1999, APHIS-WS caught one turkey
vulture in a padded leg-hold trap while removing plover predators at a New River
nesting site.  The vulture was the only non-target animal caught, and it was released
unharmed. 
There is a possibility that free-roaming dogs may be captured by leg-hold traps and
snares.  Although plover nesting areas are marked off-limits to humans and their
pets and signs dictate that dogs must be on leash, these restrictions are sometimes
not followed and are difficult to enforce.  As with human use, if dogs are expected
to be in the area proposed for predator damage management, the use of tools would
be adapted to the particular risk to dogs.  Most nesting sites are remotely located
with little chance of encounter by humans or their pets.  In cases where humans or
pets could encounter equipment, personnel setting equipment can use cage traps for
some species, or may set equipment at night, and keep it covered during the day to
reduce the chance of affecting people or domestic dogs.  In addition, equipment in
areas where the public may have access (although unauthorized), will be checked
daily, to reduce the risk to any non-target animal that may encounter equipment.
All capture and removal methods allow for positive identification of target species. 
The toxicant, DRC-1339, proposed for use for crows, ravens and gulls, would be
used in accordance with EPA label requirements (Appendix D) to minimize both
primary and secondary hazards to non-target animals.  Snap traps, if used for mice
or rats, would be housed to prevent the take of non-target species, including plovers. 
Records would be kept on all target and non-target animals removed by method. 
Those records would be used to assist in routine monitoring of the effects of the
program.  Little or no non-target effects are expected from implementing this
proposal.
Under all alternatives, predator removal, especially non-native predators such as
feral cats, rats, and red foxes, could indirectly benefit other native birds, however, it
would not be expected to be substantial since few predators would be removed
when compared to their overall populations.
Threatened and Endangered Species
Predator damage management activities are proposed to occur in and around plover
nesting areas.  It is possible that implementation of some of the proposed predator
damage management measures may affect the plovers using these habitats.  For
example, the presence of APHIS-WS personnel in the immediate vicinity of plovers
and their nests may result in disturbance that disrupts plover incubation, brood
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rearing, or foraging.  Pyrotechnics and other auditory or visual aversive measures
could also disturb nesting and brooding plovers and their chicks.  All efforts would
be made to avoid these types of impacts.  However, there may be situations in
which predator damage management measures could not proceed without some
level of disturbance to plovers.  In such cases, APHIS-WS, USFWS, ODFW, and
the appropriate land management agency would confer to determine:
! What measures can be taken to minimize any unavoidable impacts, and
! If the benefits to plovers from implementing the necessary predator
management measures outweigh the associated impacts to plovers.
Implementation of predator damage management measures would only proceed
when the expected net effect is beneficial to plovers.
At the current plover population level, the lead and cooperating agencies expect that
reducing predation would benefit plovers by removing some of the threats that have
contributed to keeping numbers low.  Thus, plovers may be able to recruit
individuals into the population at more natural levels with increased nest success,
and juvenile and adult survival.  Predator damage management is expected to
enhance other ongoing management, such as recreation management and habitat
improvements, to increase benefits to plovers.
The USFWS has completed consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA to
evaluate the potential impacts on Federally listed T&E species.  The USFWS’s
biological opinion (BO) is contained in Appendix E.   The Reasonable and Prudent
Measures and Terms and Conditions described in the BO have been included in the
proposed action.  These include establishing a snowy plover predator team,
completion of work plans for snowy plover nesting areas, and minimizing
disturbance to nesting plovers.  The Reasonable and Prudent Measures, and the
Terms and Conditions that implement the measures are described in detail in
Appendix E.  The USFWS anticipates that two snowy plover nests may be directly
taken, over the five year life of the BO due to accidental destruction.  Additionally,
the USFWS anticipates a small number of plover nests, not to exceed two percent of
the known annual nest attempts, would be taken annually via harassment of adult
nesting plovers leading to nest abandonment as a result of the additional predator
control activities.  The USFWS concluded that the level of anticipated take is not
likely to result in jeopardy to the Pacific Coast population of the western snowy
plover, and that the long-term direct, indirect and cumulative effects from the
proposed action to the snowy plover population in Oregon are anticipated to be
beneficial (Appendix E).  
Bald eagles and brown pelicans, Federally listed as threatened and endangered
respectively, also use habitats in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Pyrotechnics
or other auditory or visual aversive measures could disturb eagles hunting along the
beach, eagles perched in nearby trees, and pelicans loafing on adjacent beaches. 
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Since these species are easy to detect and identify, these types of impacts can be
avoided.  The USFWS has agreed with the action agencies’ determination that the
proposed action is not likely to adversely affect the brown pelican or the bald eagle
(Appendix E).
The Aleutian Canada goose and the American peregrine falcon have been removed
from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife (Federal Register, 50
CFR 17) (USFWS 2001 and USFWS 1999b).  The USFWS has made a “no effect”
determination on the Stellar sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus) since it is not likely to be
encountered by project activities.
4.1.3  Humaneness
The issue of humaneness, as it relates to the killing or capturing of wildlife is an
important but very complex concept that can be interpreted in a variety of ways. 
Humaneness, in part,  is a person’s perception of harm or pain inflicted on an
animal, and people may perceive the humaneness of an action differently.  Some
individuals and groups are opposed to some predator damage management actions
and some are opposed to any predator damage management actions.  APHIS-WS
personnel are experienced and professional in their use of management methods so
that they are as humane as possible.  Professional predator damage management
activities are said to be more humane than nature because they result in less
suffering.  However, people concerned with animal welfare are concerned with
minimizing animal suffering as much as possible, or eliminating unnecessary
suffering.  The interpretation of what is unnecessary suffering is the point to debate
(Schmidt, 1989).  The lead and cooperating agencies have determined that predator
damage management is necessary to prevent further decline of the threatened snowy
plover.
In a national survey conducted by an independent research firm in 1997, 68 percent
of all respondents, and 60 percent of cat owning respondents, felt that stray cats
should be humanely removed from areas set aside for wildlife (American Bird
Conservancy 2000).
Animal welfare organizations are concerned that some methods used to reduce
wildlife damage and manage wildlife populations, in general, expose animals to
unnecessary pain and suffering.  Research suggests that with some methods, such as
restraint in leg-hold traps, changes in blood chemistry of trapped animals indicate
stress.  Blood measurements indicated similar changes in foxes that had been chased
by dogs for about five minutes as those restrained in traps (USDA 1997a, revised). 
However, such research has not yet progressed to the development of objective,
quantitative measurements of pain or stress for use in evaluating humaneness.
The decision-making process involves tradeoffs between the above aspect of
humaneness, and the responsibility of federal agencies under the ESA to protect a
T&E species from further decline.  An objective analysis of this issue must consider
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not only the welfare of a wild animal caught in a leg-hold trap, snare or killed by
shooting, but also the welfare of the plover that may be killed if the actions are not
being taken.  The challenge in coping with this issue is how to achieve the least
amount of animal suffering with the constraints imposed by current technology.   To
insure the most professional handling of these issues and concerns, APHIS-WS has
numerous policies giving direction toward the achievement of the most humane
wildlife damage management program possible (Appendix C, Mitigation in
Standard Operating Procedures).
APHIS-WS and the National Wildlife Research Center have improved the
selectivity of management devices through research and development of pan-
tension devices, break-away snares, and chemical immobilization/euthanasia
procedures.  Research continues to improve the selectivity and humaneness of
management devices.  Pain and suffering are minimized, avoided, or mitigated by
using methods considered more humane than other legally available methods.  For
example:  1) Shooting an animal in a cage trap is a method of quick kill and may be
considered humane by some,  2) Where traps are proposed, padded jawed leg-hold
traps that minimize trauma and with fitted pan-tension devices avoid capturing
smaller animals would be used,  3) Traps are checked regularly to remove predators
that could suffer if not euthanized,  4) Where shooting from a distance is necessary,
personnel are instructed to shoot only when they have a clear view and can make a
“clean kill.”13  5) Where toxicants are proposed, only EPA registered toxicants
would be used.
  
The lead and cooperating agencies’ criteria for selection among alternatives is to
employ the most humane methods possible in controlling individual predatory
animals.  The lead and cooperating agencies regard humane methods of predator
damage management (including the use of lethal methods) to be those that cause the
least pain, suffering, or injury to individual animals under the circumstances and
that predator damage management be accomplished only to the extent necessary to
meet defined objectives, such as in this instance, aiding plover recovery by reducing
predation.  Because this alternative is determined to be the most effective in
preventing predation on plovers, it can also be considered more humane for the
plovers.  
  
Selectivity of wildlife damage management methods is related to the issue of
humaneness in that greater selectivity results in less perceived suffering of non-
target animals.  The selectivity of each method is based, in part, on the skill and
discretion of the wildlife specialist applying such methods, and also on specific
measures and modifications designed to reduce or minimize non-target captures.  
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The lead and cooperating agencies support the most humane, selective, and
effective damage management techniques, and would continue to incorporate
advances into program activities.  Field wildlife specialists employed to identity and
reduce plover predation would be experienced professionals, highly skilled in the
use of management methods and committed to minimizing  pain and suffering.  
4.1.4  Effectiveness
The effectiveness of the program can be defined in terms of plover losses
potentially reduced or prevented.  Effectiveness can be further defined by how well
wildlife specialists identify the species causing a problem and then stop or reduce
the damage to an acceptable level.  The specialist must be able to complete wildlife
damage management expeditiously, within limitations to minimize harm to non-
target animals and the environment, and in the lawful use of each method, while at
the same time, using methods as humanely as possible within the limitations of
current technology.  The U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO) (1990)
concluded that APHIS-WS, while not impacting target predator populations or the
environment including the public, was overall effective in preventing and reducing
wildlife damage.  Many of the details on effectiveness were discussed in the USDA
(1997a, revised) where integrated wildlife damage management was concluded to
be the most effective.
The effectiveness of the methods, given that they are used by trained professionals,
will affect the overall effectiveness of each alternative.  Table 8 provides a 
description of the effectiveness and limitations of each major category of methods
that could be used for the  confirmed plover predators .  Relative effectiveness of
each method is provided on a scale of zero to five, where five is the most effective
method and zero the least.
Table 8.  Summary of Effectiveness of Selected Management Methods















14/  The effectiveness of using nest exclosures around plover nests has been studied by ODFW (1994) and Castelein, et al.(2000a
and 2000b).  The exclosures were designed and erected to keep avian and mammalian predators away from nests with clutches.     The 10-
year average nest success rate for exclosed nests was 67 percent, while the success rate for unexclosed nests averaged 19 percent (Castelein
et al. 2000b).  The exclosures were successful in protecting eggs from predation so that an average of one chick per successful nest hatched,
thus providing a boost to the existing population.  Obviously, the exclosures do not protect fledglings or adults away from the nests.  
15/ USFWS (1993a) found that exclosures protected nests but failed to enhance fledging since snowy plover chicks leave the
nest within hours after they hatch. 
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Crow/
Raven
3-4 Some predation occurred through exclosures14.  Have been effective in reducing nest predation by
crows and ravens with modifications (Castelein et al. 2000a).  No protection of plovers outside of
exclosures. May provide perches for birds, thus acting as attractant.  Other limitations due to
maintenance, cost, remote sites, and electric fencing in saline environment (USFWS 1993b) . 
Red fox 3 Fox can burrow under fencing, therefore, fences must be set into substrate.  May deter fox,
however, red fox may focus on exclosures and prey on adults as they come and go from
exclosures  (J. Warriner, pers. comm. as cited in USFWS 1993b).   No protection of plovers









2 Birds have been shown to acclimate to adverse sounds and this method may not be effective in the
long-term.  It may have a deleterious effect on plovers.
Red fox 2 Experimental data collected on San Clemente Island indicates that fox will tolerate loud sounds if








0 No known scent deterrents that have proven effective.  None are registered (USDA 1998).




0 None are registered (Boggess 1994, Knight 1994). 
Taste Aversion
Crow/Raven 2 Ravens are known to avoid a food source if it makes them ill. Would require that the predator
associates illness with plover eggs. If this method worked, it would only protect eggs, not chicks
or adults.  Methiocarb treated eggs may have some application an  aversive agent (Avery 1995).
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Red fox 1 Effectiveness is unknown.  Would need to ensure that the predator associates illness with




1 None registered (Boggess, Knight 1994). 
Relocation
Crow/Raven 0 Relocation of ravens and crows is neither practical nor desirable.  Homing abilities would prevent
success.





NA Relocation in inadvisable due to disease, parasites, and nuisance (Craven et al. 1998).  Relocation
is not favored by ODFW.
Poison
Crow/Raven 0-5 DRC-1339 has proved effective in reducing the number of ravens and crows prior to the breeding
season. Limitations for use in recreation areas




0 No toxicants are registered for skunks or raccoons (Boggess 1994, Knight 1994).
 Trapping and Euthanasia
Crow/Raven 1 These predators may be trapped by a variety of methods.  However, trapping would be labor
intensive and birds would  learn to avoid traps. 
Red fox 0-5 Padded jaw leg-hold traps are one of the most effective tools in capturing problem wildlife.
Snares would also be an  effective tool used in limited applications.  Fox readily enter cage traps. 
Cage traps may be less feasible in remote locations.  Cage traps pre ferred in high use areas if
traps are used.  Leg-hold traps and snares would not be used in high recreational use areas where




0-5 Cage traps, leg-hold traps and snares are very effective and widely used in controlling skunks and
raccoons (Boggess 1994, Knight 1994).  Cage traps may have some limitations in remote
locations.  Leg-hold traps and snares would not be used in high recreational use areas where
humans and  their pets wou ld be likely to encounter them.
  Shooting
Crow/Raven 3-4 Shooting of avian predators is target specific and effective when personnel are on site. Limited
due to personnel abilities to remain on site.  Safety limitations in recreation areas.
Red fox 3-4 Shooting is an effective and selective techn ique when personn el are on site.  Limited due to




3-4 Shooting is very effective and selective when per sonnel are on site (Boggess 1994, Knight 1994) . 
Limited due to personnel abilities to remain on site.  Safety limitations in recreation areas.
Other methods that could be used include destroying eggs of predators, patrolling
or using effigies, and denning.  Egg destruction may not reduce immediate
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predation but is intended to prevent population growth.  This method is done
manually and only practical during a relatively short time interval and requires
skill to properly identify the eggs and hatchlings of target species.  Patrolling is
limited by personnel.  Denning can reduce fox, skunk, and coyote predation by
reducing food requirements of predators.  The management methods that may be
used under the proposed action provide the wildlife specialist with the most
flexibility to use methods that are determined, on a case-by-case basis, to be the
most effective.  The effectiveness of the proposed action would be dependent
upon numerous factors such as the skill of the specialists, and cooperation of the
affected agencies and project personnel.  Some factors that may influence
effectiveness cannot be predicted, such as weather, predator movement patterns,
and snowy plover locations.  
Potential or actual raptor predation would be managed using non-lethal methods
only (as in the case of special status species such as the peregrine falcon), or non-
lethal methods as a first effort before lethal methods could be used as a last resort. 
This condition can reduce the efficiency of the program, making it more labor
intensive and probably less effective that lethal methods.  The cooperating
agencies do not believe that threats from raptors are substantive, therefore, raptor
control should not measurably impact on the program’s overall effectiveness.  The
effectiveness of the proposed action alternative would be rated as the highest of
the alternatives, because it allows for the most options and flexibility.  
4.1.5  Impacts on recreation 
Plover nesting areas are generally posted off limits to recreationists during the
nesting season (March 15 through Sept. 15).  Plovers currently nest at several
sites on the Siuslaw National Forest within the Dunes NRA: Sutton, Siltcoos,
Overlook, Tahkenitch and Tenmile Creek (Figure 1).  Public recreational use is
relatively high in some of these areas.   BLM recreation sites include Coos North
Spit (managed also by ODFW and COE), and New River ACEC. Bandon State
Park is managed by OPRD.
Applying the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2), and during the
development of work plans, the USFS, BLM, and cooperating agencies would
give consideration to public use patterns and the time of year when predator
damage management would be proposed.  Where people are likely to be exposed
to methods that would be used to protect plovers, preference would be given to
non-lethal and non-invasive methods.  Lethal tools may be omitted in recreation
areas to minimize the potential of affecting members of the public and their pets. 
Leg-hold traps or snares, or spotlight shooting may be considered for use at night
if the public does not have access during those times.  In this case, tools would be
removed or covered during hours of public use.  In high use areas, predator
damage management may occur in late winter prior to plover nesting, if this is
determined effective.  With the arrival of visitors, emphasis would be placed on
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education and using tools that would not harm the public.   Although this could
reduce the effectiveness, human safety is a very high priority for all of the
agencies concerned.  
Description of recreational use and predator damage management
actions
Following is a brief description of recreational use at the Dunes NRA, and BLM
sites, with potential mitigation that could be used to avoid harm to humans and
their pets.  Final work plans would be developed prior to any direct predator
damage management that might occur (see Section 2.1 describing Proposed
Action which includes the development of work plans and use of the Decision
Model (Slate et al. 1992) to select appropriate methods.  
Siltcoos:  This recreation area receives approximately 232,000 visitors each year,
with 70 percent of visitation occurring from May through September.  Day use
recreational activities and overnight use of campgrounds would preclude the use
of most lethal methods, day and night.  Non-invasive and non-lethal methods
would be used when the public is on site.  Preferred methods would include nest
exclosures and sight aversion to deter avian predators, limited cage trapping to
remove foxes, skunks, and raccoons, only if they are found to be an excessive
threat, and increased educational efforts.  Trash management to remove attractants
is a vital component of management in recreational areas.  Padded-jaw leg-hold
traps, shooting, toxicants, and pyrotechnics would not be used during periods of
high recreational use, Memorial Day through Labor Day, but are not necessarily
limited to that time period if users arrive at other times, or residents frequent the
area.  Calling and shooting, and using traps, snares and toxicants may be used in
some limited situations prior to plover nesting and prior to arrival of summer
recreationists.  Conspicuous bilingual warning signs would be posted at all access
sites when lethal methods are used.  
Sutton and Overlook:  Sutton recreation area receives approximately 75,000
visitors each year, and Overlook beach area receives approximately 70,000
visitors each year.  Eighty percent of use occurs between May and September. 
Sutton and Overlook are day use areas only. Non-invasive and non-lethal methods
would be used when the public is on site.  Preferred methods would include nest
exclosures and sight aversion to deter avian predators, limited cage trapping to
remove foxes, skunks, and raccoons, only if they are found to be an excessive
threat, and increased educational efforts.  Padded-jaw leg-hold traps, shooting,
toxicants, and pyrotechnics would not be used during periods of high recreational
use, Memorial Day through Labor Day, but are not necessarily limited to that
time period if users arrive at other times, or residents frequent the area.  Calling
and shooting, and using traps, snares and toxicants may be used in some limited
situations prior to plover nesting and prior to arrival of summer recreationists. 
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Conspicuous bilingual warning signs would be posted at all access sites when
lethal methods are used.  
Tahkenithch and Tenmile Creek:  are also located in the Dunes NRA, but these
areas are remote enough that recreation would not be a major concern.  Still, if
signs of human use are present, application of the Decision Model (Slate et al
1992) would preclude methods that could harm humans or their pets.
Coos Bay North Spit:  managed by BLM, receives relatively low to moderate use
at approximately 26,000 visitors each year with the majority of visitation
occurring from May through September.  Major recreational activities at this site
include fishing, crabbing, clamming, off-highway vehicle riding, and horseback
riding.  Most recreational use on the North Spit occurs during the day.  Night use
occurs only intermittently.  On an annual basis night use is limited but during the
summer months camping occurs on the bayside on a fairly regular basis.  Plover
nests in this area are remote enough that recreation would not be a major concern. 
Still, if signs of human use are present, application of the Decision Model (Slate
et al. 1992) would preclude methods that could harm humans or their pets.
 
Bandon State Natural Area (SNA): managed by OPRD, receives high recreational
use.  Bandon SNA is 878.81 acres in size, located approximately 4 miles south of
Bandon and includes 4 miles of beach.  The site contains several day use areas
with picnic, restroom, and parking facilities and receives approximately 313,488
visitors annually.  This area is popular with tourists and local residents alike.  The
majority of the recreation activity occurs along the north end of Bandon SNA
adjacent to the public access and parking areas.  Recreation activities along the
beach include picnicking, walking, hiking, fishing and horseback riding.  Non-
invasive and non-lethal methods would be used when the public is on site. 
Application of the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) would preclude methods
that could harm humans or their pets.  ODFW will assist OPRD to determine
appropriate predator control measures for Bandon SNA.
New River ACEC:  managed by BLM, receives variable recreational use.  The
ACEC is adjacent to Boice Cope County Park and Floras Lake, where beach use
is relatively high from May through September.  Visitor numbers are only
available for campers at Boice Cope.  Annually, 7,371 campers stay at this
campground, and many others use this location for day use activities.  The rest of
the area is fairly inaccessible and therefore receives low use.  Windsurfers often
access the beach at Floras Lake.  Other activities include horseback riding, hiking,
hunting and fishing.  The area is closed to off-highway vehicles.  Little
recreational activity takes place at night in the ACEC.  
Day use recreational activities and overnight use of campgrounds at Floras Lake
would preclude the use of most lethal methods, day and night.  Non-invasive and
non-lethal methods would be used when the public is on site.  Preferred methods
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would include nest exclosures and sight aversion to deter avian predators, limited
cage trapping to remove foxes, skunks, or raccoons and increased educational
efforts.  Trash management to remove attractants is a vital component of
management in recreational areas.  Padded-jaw leg-hold traps, shooting, toxicants,
and pyrotechnics would not be used during periods of high use, which are
normally from Memorial Day through Labor Day, but are not necessarily limited
to that time period if users are present at other times, or residents frequent the
area.  Calling and shooting, and using traps, snares and toxicants, may be used in
some limited situations prior to plover nesting and prior to arrival of summer
recreationists.  Conspicuous bilingual warning signs would be posted at all access
sites where lethal methods would be used.  Plover nests in other portions of the
ACEC are remote enough that recreation would not be a major concern.  Still, if
signs of human use are present, application of the Decision Model (Slate et al.
1992) would preclude methods that could harm humans or their pets.
Effects on recreation
Impacts on recreationists would be primarily visual in nature.  Some visitors may
view plover nest exclosures, avian predator sight deterrents, and educational or
warning signs.  These visual impacts, temporary in nature, would occur in limited
areas near plover nest sites, and are small in magnitude compared to the total
recreation area available for their use.  The public is not likely to encounter lethal
methods, and auditory deterrents would not be used in high recreational use areas. 
Local residents would be advised of any proposed direct control so that they are
aware of the specific activities prior to implementation.  Some recreationists and
residents may benefit through education and with the knowledge that efforts are
being made to protect snowy plover from predation.  Because of the limited areas
where plovers nest compared with the total area available for public use, exposure
to the public is expected to be minimal and temporary.  As plovers expand nesting
areas, exposure may increase relative to the number of nesting sites requiring
protection.  
Because this proposal would use non invasive or non-lethal methods in high use
areas, visual impacts would be minor, and predator damage management would
not contribute to beach closures, cumulative impacts on recreational activities is
expected to be low. 
Potential impacts on pets and human safety is discussed under Section 4.1.2, Non-
target Impacts. 
4.2  Alternative 2 - Current Program (No Action Alternative)
4.2.1  Impact of predator damage management on the target
species populations
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4.2.1.1  American crows
Impact on crow populations
With the increasing crow population, it is expected that problems
associated with crows would increase.   Under the current program, crows
are deterred with plover nest exclosures but are not removed lethally. 
Trash management was also improved at a number of sites to remove
attractants. Considering their population trend and abundance in Oregon,
it is expected that the crow population and the population trend would
continue to increase.  The current program would have no effect on the
crow population, since none would be removed. 
4.2.1.2  Common ravens
Impact on raven populations 
Ravens are deterred with plover nest exclosures and would not be lethally
removed under this alternative.  Therefore, there would be no impact on
the population.
4.2.1.3  Fox
Impact on red fox populations
Under the current program, no foxes would be removed.  During the
experimental predator removal program in 1999, 17 red fox were removed
from plover nesting sites at New River ACEC (USDA 2000).  This rate of
fox removal had a negligible effect on the fox population, because fox
reproduce and recruit into areas where removal occurred. Only nest
exclosures and trash management would be used to reduce predation on
snowy plovers.
4.2.1.4  Raccoon
Impact on Raccoon populations
Thirteen raccoons were removed as part of the experimental program in 
1999 at the New River ACEC (USDA 2000).  When added to total “other
take” in coastal counties (fur harvest and depredation take by APHIS-
WS), the total take was 855 raccoons, or 0.1 percent of the estimated
population.  This is negligible compared with the 40 percent allowable
harvest ( USDA 1997a revised).  Under the current program only nest
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exclosures and trash management would be used to reduce predation on
snowy plovers.  
4.2.1.5  Skunk
Impact on striped skunk populations
The experimental program at the New River ACEC removed six skunks in
1999 (USDA 2000).  When added to total other take (fur harvest and
depredation take), only 36 skunks were removed from the population. 
This is negligible and less than the proposed action.  Under the current
program only nest exclosures and trash management would be used to
reduce predation on snowy plovers.
  
4.2.1.6.  Impacts on other predators
No population impacts would occur on coyotes, mink, weasels, opossum,
gray fox, mice, rats, spotted skunks, gulls, or raptors under the current
program because none would be removed.   Only nest exclosures and trash
management would be used to reduce predation on snowy plovers. 
Feral cats
Impacts on feral cats
The current program may remove several feral cats annually.  Cats could
be killed on site, or relocated to shelters where they may be adopted, but
most would likely be euthanized.  In 1999, two feral cats were removed
during an experimental program at the New River ACEC to protect
plovers.  This alternative would remove fewer cats than the other three
alternatives. 
  
4.2.2  Non-target impacts
Analysis of recent data (USDA 2000) reveals that the experimental predator
damage management program had negligible impacts on non-target species.  In
1999, APHIS-WS caught one turkey vulture in a padded-jaw leg-hold trap while
removing plover predators at  the New River ACEC.  The vulture was the only
non-target animal caught, and it was released unharmed.  
Non-target impacts from the current program alternative would not be expected
since only nest exclosures would be used.  Humans and pets would not be
affected.  
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Threatened and endangered species
Current predator damage management measures are limited to placement of
exclosures around plover nests, and trash management.  The Oregon Natural
Heritage Program places nest exclosures as part of an ongoing monitoring and
nest protection program.  Oregon Natural Heritage Program’s activities are
authorized by the USFWS through a Section 10(a)(1)(A) Recovery Permit. 
Disturbance to incubating plovers is unavoidable during exclosure construction. 
In consideration of the expertise of the plover biologists erecting the exclosures,
the measures taken to minimize adverse impacts to plovers and their nests, and
the higher hatch rates of exclosed versus unexclosed nests, the USFWS has
determined that the net result is beneficial to plovers.  However, as discussed in
1.2 (Need for Action), other forms of predation not addressed by nest exclosures
continue to limit recruitment into the population and adult survival.  Continuing
the current program will not help nest success, recruitment, and fledgling and
adult survival to reach more natural levels.
The current program has no effect on other T&E species.
4.2.3  Humaneness
The current program is probably considered by some people to be more humane
to target species than the proposed action because lethal damage management
would not be used.  (The experimental predator removal component used in 1999
would not be continued.)  Some people would consider this alternative
(Alternative 2) to be less humane for plovers since it would afford less protection
from predators.
4.2.4  Effectiveness
The current program alternative is not expected to be as effective as the proposed
action since it limits available methods to nest exclosures.  Habitat improvements
and trash management would continue, as under all of the alternatives, but habitat
management is not within the scope of analysis of this EA. Thus, effective
methods for reducing predation from some species and protecting plovers away
from nest exclosures would not be available under this alternative.  Integrated
wildlife damage management was determined to be the most effective in
resolving predation by USDA (1997a revised).  This alternative also does not
allow predator damage management in all areas with nesting plovers, and would
not expand intensive site investigation to better determine species responsible for
preying on plovers. 
4.2.5  Impacts on recreation
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Under the current program, no additional predator damage management over
current nest exclosures, recreation and trash management would occur. 
Therefore, this alternative would not affect current recreational use patterns, or
contribute to adverse cumulative impacts.
4.3  Alternative 3 - Non-lethal Control Only 
4.3.1  Impact of predator damage management on the target
species populations
Any or all of the non-lethal management methods listed in Table 2 could be used
under this alternative.  
4.3.1.1.  American crows
Impact on crow populations
With the increasing crow population, it is expected that problems
associated with crows would increase.  Under the non-lethal methods only
alterative, crows would be deterred with plover nest exclosures, hazing
methods, effigies, trash management or other non-lethal methods listed in
Table 2.  They would not be removed lethally, therefore, this alternative
would have no impact on the crow population.
4.3.1.2  Common ravens
Impact on raven populations 
Ravens would be controlled with the same methods as crows.  No ravens
would be lethally removed from the population under this alternative,
therefore no impacts to raven populations would occur.
4.3.1.3  Fox
Impact on red fox populations
Red fox predation on nesting plovers would be controlled with nest
exclosures.  No red fox would be lethally removed under this alternative,
thus there would be no impact on red fox populations.  
4.3.1.4  Raccoon
Impact on raccoons populations 
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There would be no impact on the raccoon population since none would be
removed.  Nest exclosures and trash management may deter raccoons
from nesting plovers.
4.3.1.5 Striped skunk
Impact on striped skunk population
No skunks would be removed under this alternative, and therefore there
would be no impacts on skunk populations from this alternative.  Nest
exclosures and trash management would be used to control skunk
predation on snowy plovers.  
4.3.1.6.  Impacts on other predators
Other potential predators of plovers include coyotes, mink, short and long-
tailed weasels, opossum, gray fox, mice, rats, gulls and  raptors.  There
would be no impact on any of these species since none would be removed. 
Feral cats
The Federal lead and cooperating agencies would not destroy any feral
cats.  Feral cats could be live trapped and relocated to humane groups or
shelters.  If willing groups or shelters are found, this could reduce the feral
cat population to the same level as the proposed action.  Hopefully, some
feral cats could be adopted, however, most would probably be euthanized
since feral cats are numerous and difficult to adopt due to their wild
nature, and since other cats needing homes are usually abundant.  Other
methods to manage feral cat predation on snowy plovers include nest
exclosures and trash management.  This alternative could essentially have
the same impact on feral cats as the proposed action alternative.  
4.3.2  Non target impacts 
Implementation of some non-lethal damage management methods would occur
near plover nesting areas and some non-target animals may be disturbed.  The
disturbances would be minimal and most species would acclimate to the
disturbance rather quickly.  Therefore, the non-lethal methods only alternative
would have no impact on non target species.
Threatened and endangered species
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Implementation of some non-lethal predator management measures could occur
in and around plover nesting areas and thus may disturb plovers using these
habitats.  As discussed with respect to the proposed action, APHIS-WS,
USFWS, ODFW, and the appropriate land management agency will confer to
determine what measures can be taken to minimize impacts to plovers and if the
benefits of implementation would outweigh any unavoidable adverse effects to
plovers.  Implementation of the predator management measures available under
this alternative would only proceed when the expected net effect is beneficial to
plovers.
Because this alternative would constrain the tools available for predator damage
management, it is not anticipated to be as effective as the proposed action.  As a
result, this alternative is not expected to provide the same degree of
improvement in plover recruitment and survival as the proposed action. 
Pyrotechnics or other auditory or visual aversive measures could disturb eagles
hunting along the beach, eagles perched in nearby trees, and pelicans loafing on
adjacent beaches.  Since these species are easy to detect and identify, these
types of impacts can be avoided.  Terms and conditions of the biological
opinion that would minimize harm to T&E species would be built into this
alternative if selected.
4.3.3  Humaneness
This alternative is often considered to be the most humane and preferred by
some groups and individuals who advocate animal rights.  Most people would
probably agree that non-lethal damage management is preferable to killing an
individual animal if it accomplishes the goals intended.   
Under this alternative, feral cats could be removed live and provided to animal
shelters or humane groups for adoption.  The cooperating agencies would not
destroy cats, however, the cats ultimate fate would be up to the shelter or group
receiving the cats, and their ability to find homes for the feral cats.  It is likely
that most of these cats would ultimately be destroyed.  Relocating and holding
feral cats that will ultimately be euthanized would add unnecessary stress to
those cats and could be considered less humane than immediate lethal control
on site.  
In a national survey conducted by an independent research firm in 1997, 68
percent of all respondents, and 60 percent of cat owning respondents, felt that
stray cats should be humanely removed from areas set aside for wildlife
(American Bird Conservancy 2000).
4.3.4  Effectiveness
This alternative has some effectiveness, especially for nesting plovers if nest
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exclosures were erected around all nests.  It would be expected to be more
effective than the current program alternative since additional non-lethal
methods would be available.  Trash and habitat management would continue,
and would provide some benefit by reducing attractants and cover for predators.
The effectiveness of this alternative in protecting the snowy plovers from
potential predation would be lower than the proposed action  since it may deter
predators from predation but would not remove their threat.  The effectiveness
in protecting plovers from predators would depend entirely upon nest exclosures
and other non-lethal methods as presented in Table 8.  Relocating feral cats
would be as effective as euthanizing them on site since they would be removed
from the local population.
4.3.5 - Impacts on recreation
Impacts on recreation under the Non-lethal Methods Only Alternative would be
similar to the proposed action where public use would affect the methods that
would be used.  Cage traps, would not be used if the intent were to euthanize
trapped animals.  Like the proposed action, impacts would be visual in nature
with the use of nest exclosures around nests, some use of visual avian predator
deterrents, and educational or warning signs in limited areas around plover nest
sites.  The public would not encounter lethal methods since they would not be
allowed under this alternative.  Auditory deterrents would not be used in high
recreational use areas due to the potential to disturb users.  Local residents would
be advised of proposed damage management methods that could affect them. 
Some recreationists and residents may benefit through education and with the
knowledge that efforts are being made to protect the snowy plover from predation. 
Because of the limited areas where plovers nest compared with the total area
available for public use, exposure to the public is expected to be minimal.  As
plovers expand nesting areas, exposure may increase relative to the number of
nesting sites.  
Mitigation to avoid impacts on human safety are built into the proposed action
through use of the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2), and work plans
would detail specific methods.  Safety concerns and limitations for use are
detailed in Appendix B, Wildlife Damage Management Methods.  It is not
anticipated that any adverse cumulative impacts would result to recreational users
from implementing this alternative.  
4.4  Alternative 4 - Non-lethal Control Before Lethal Control
4.4.1  Impact of predator damage management on the target
species populations
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The impact on target species populations under this alternative would be
similar, (the same or slightly less), to the proposed action.  Under the proposed
action, prior to applying any management method, the wildlife specialist
considers which strategy, whether lethal or non-lethal, or a combination thereof,
would be the most effective and appropriate in each situation to prevent
damage.  Non-lethal damage management is always selected if the specialist
believes it will be effective.   Based on their expertise, they can determine
which types of damage management methods are most effective and appropriate
for preventing damage.  If a determination is made to use lethal methods first, or
in combination with non-lethal methods, it is because they believe that non-
lethal control would not in itself be sufficient for resolution.  Thus, if they are
required to use non-lethal control first (as in alternative 4), but would not have
otherwise made that choice, then it will likely be followed by lethal control, and
the effect on the predators would be similar to the proposed action.  In
summary, the effects on target species would be similar to the proposed action
alternative because non-lethal control is always given first consideration under
the proposed action.    
 
4.4.1.1  American crows
Impact on crow population
The non-lethal methods first alternative would be expected to have similar
impacts on the crow population as the proposed action alternative for the
reasons described under Section 4.4.1
4.4.1.2  Common ravens
Impact on raven populations
The non-lethal methods first alternative would be expected to have similar
impacts on the raven population as the proposed action alternative for the
reason described under Section 4.4.1.
4.4.1.3  Red fox
Impact on red fox populations 
The non-lethal methods first alternative would be expected to have similar
impacts on the red fox population as the proposed action alternative for
the reasons described under Section 4.4.1.
4.4.1.4  Raccoon
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Impact on raccoon populations
The non-lethal methods first alternative would be expected to have similar
impacts on the raccoon population as the proposed action alternative for
the reasons described under Section 4.4.1.
4.4.1.5  Striped skunk
Impact on striped skunk populations
The non-lethal methods first alternative would be expected to have similar
impacts on the skunk population as the proposed action alternative for the
reasons described under Section 4.4.1.
4.4.1.6.  Impacts on other predators
Impacts on other predators would be expected to be similar or slightly less
than those under the proposed action for the reasons described under
Section 4.4.1.
Feral cats
The impact on the local feral cat population would be expected to be
similar to the proposed action and the non-lethal only alternative because
cats would be either provided to animal shelters and/or destroyed on site,
thus effectively “removing” them from the project area.
4.4.2  Non target impacts
Impacts on non-target animals could theoretically be less than the proposed
action.  In reality, non-target impacts would probably be similar to the proposed
action, since lethal methods would only be used under the proposed action if
non-lethal methods were considered and rejected as ineffective.
Threatened and Endangered Species
Selection of this alternative would be expected to result in the same types of
disturbance to plovers as would the proposed action.  Impacts on plovers may
be slightly higher than the proposed action from the increased disturbance that
could occur if ineffective nonlethal damage management methods were
implemented and then followed by lethal methods.  These impacts and the
approach that would be taken to ensure the net effect would be beneficial to
plovers are discussed in more detail in section 4.1.2.  Because this alternative is
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not expected to be as effective as the proposed action, the expected benefits to
plovers are not as great as anticipated for the proposed action.
This alternative is expected to have the same impacts on bald eagles and brown
pelicans as would the proposed action and discussed in section 4.1.2.  Terms
and conditions of the BO that would minimize harm to T&E species would be
built into this alternative if selected.
4.4.3 Humaneness
This alternative was proposed by animal advocate groups to improve the
humaneness of the proposed action by exhausting non-lethal methods before
lethal methods could be used.  The intent is to protect the welfare of individual
animals and minimize lethal damage management to only those instances where
it is determined to be absolutely necessary.  
Under the proposed action, non-lethal methods would be considered first, and
used if, when, and where professional, experienced wildlife specialists believe
they would be effective.  Thus, the real difference between the non-lethal
control methods first alternative and the proposed action can actually be an
added component of non-lethal damage management of some type.  This
alternative could  be considered to be slightly more humane if the non-lethal
method is effective when it may not have otherwise been selected.  The lead and
cooperating agencies consider this alternative to be slightly less humane due to
its probability of increasing the amount of control actions necessary to resolve
each damage situation.
4.4.4  Effectiveness
Under this alternative, non-lethal methods would be required to be used first,
regardless of effectiveness.  Reduced effectiveness would add extra effort, time,
and expense in cases where lethal control is believed to be warranted as a first
step.  This reduced efficiency could preclude predator damage work in other
areas to protect plovers.  Predation may be higher than the proposed action
alternative due to the time required to try non-lethal methods.  For these
reasons, this alternative would be expected to be less effective than the
proposed action, and more effective than the non-lethal only program.  
4.4.5  Impacts on recreation
Impacts on recreation under the non-lethal before lethal methods alternative are
expected to be similar to the proposed action alternative since methods used
would likely be similar.  Applying the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992)
(Figure 2),  during the development of work plans, USFS, BLM, and
cooperating agencies would give consideration to the public use patterns and
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times of year at which predator damage management might be proposed. 
Where people are likely to be exposed to any methods that might be used to
protect plovers, preference would be given to non-lethal, non-invasive methods,
and lethal methods may be omitted altogether to minimize the potential of
affecting members of the public and their pets.  Leg-hold traps or snares, or
spotlight shooting may be considered for use at night if the public does not have
access during those times, and if non-lethal methods that were applied first were
not effective in reducing threats of predation.  In this case, tools would be
removed or covered during hours of public use.  In high recreational use areas,
predator damage management may occur in late winter months prior to plover
nesting, if this is determined effective (depending upon the predators that are
present).  With the arrival of visitors, emphasis would be placed on education
and using methods that would not harm the public.   Although this could reduce
the effectiveness of predator damage management, human safety is a very high
priority for all of the agencies concerned.  As under the proposed action, work
plans indicating the specific methods that could be used at each site would be
developed prior to any predator damage management that might occur (see
Section 2.1 Proposed Action which includes the development of work plans and
use of the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) to select appropriate methods).  
Like the proposed action, a minor impact on recreation is expected to occur
from the non-lethal before lethal alternative.  It would be primarily visual in
nature with the use of nest exclosures around nests, some use of visual avian
predator deterrents, and educational or warning signs in limited areas around
plover nest sites.  The public is not likely to encounter lethal methods if they are
used, and auditory deterrents would not be used in high use areas.   Local
residents would be advised of any proposed direct control so that they will be
aware of the specific activities prior to implementation.  Some recreationists and
residents may benefit through education and with the knowledge that efforts are
being made to protect the snowy plover from predation.  Because of the limited
areas where plovers nest compared with the total area available for public use,
exposure to the public is expected to be minimal.  As plovers expand nesting
areas, exposure may increase relative to the number of nesting sites.  
Mitigation to avoid impacts on human safety are built into this alternative
through use of the Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2) and
development of site specific work plans.  Safety concerns and limitations for
use are detailed in Appendix B, Wildlife Damage Management Methods. 
Potential impacts on pets is discussed under Section 4.4.2, Non-target impacts. 
Cumulative impacts would be similar to the proposed action alternative.
4.5  Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts on target species were discussed under the environmental
consequences sections for each species.  The worst case scenarios as discussed in this
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EA, would contribute to low cumulative impacts on species populations.  Non-target
impacts are expected to be low to none.
The cumulative effects on plovers would be most beneficial under the proposed action
alternative since it rated highest for effectiveness in protecting plovers.  All of the
alternatives would enhance other measures already place to protect plovers (habitat
management, trash collection and education).  These other measures are expected to
continue in the foreseeable future.
The cumulative effects on plovers and other T&E species will be assessed in more detail
in the USFWS BO which will be issued following receipt of public comments on the
public draft EA.  All measures to minimize harm to plovers, bald eagles and brown
pelicans would be adopted into the final decision and are expected to result in low or no
negative effects on these species.  Some harassment to plovers may occur from
implementing predator control since the work would be done in plover habitat.  The
USFWS anticipates that no harm would be done to T&E species.
Predator damage management activities would not contribute to beach closures.  Predator
damage management could be considered negative by some recreationists, however the
actions would be temporary and isolated.  Recreationists may benefit from predator
damage management by an awareness of and education in plover management activities,
and by an enhanced potential to see plovers if the various management actions are
successful in promoting population growth and stabilization.  For these reasons, the
cumulative effects on recreation are expected to be low.
4.6  Summary and Conclusions
Table 9 presents the conclusions drawn from the analysis.  The effectiveness of the
alternatives, given no significant impact in any of the other evaluation criteria,  is
probably the most important evaluation criteria (issue) in this assessment because greater
effectiveness means greater protection to the snowy plover.  The effectiveness of any of
the alternatives would determine the likelihood that the alternative would help to prevent
further decline of the snowy plover, while other measures are ongoing to recover the
species. 
Table 9.  Summary of Impacts








Red fox Removal of low
numbers of individuals
would have neglig ible
effects on the
population.
No impact on fox
population.
No impacts on fox
population.
Removal of low  numbers
of individuals would have
negligible effects on the
population.
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Crow/Raven Removal of low
numbers of individuals
would have neglig ible
effects on the
population.
No impacts on crow
or raven populations.
 No impacts on crow or
raven populations.
Removal of low  numbers
of individuals would have












 No impacts on raccoon
and skunk populations.
Removal of low  numbers
of individuals would have














would have neglig ible
effects on the
population
No impacts on other
predators.
Feral cats removal would
have similar effects as
Alt. 1 and 4 if willing
recipient shelters could be
located.  No impact on
other predator
populations.
Removal of low  numbers
of individuals would have





plover from predato rs










Low effectiveness  in
protecting birds away
from nest and where non-
lethal methods alone a re




than Alt. 2.   
Likely to be effective in
protecting plovers in some
situations.  Limitations
may allow more predation
than Alt. 1.  More effective
than alternatives 2 & 3.
 Non-target     
 Species
 Low impacts on non-
target species
No impacts on non-
target species
 No impacts on non-target
species. 




Most likely  to benefit
snowy plover by
enhancing recruitment
and adult survival. 
Impacts on brown








hatch rates. No effect
on brown pelicans
and bald eagles.  
Some benefit to plov ers
where non-lethal methods
are effective.  Impacts on
brown pelicans and  bald
eagles would be
minimized through




recruitmen t and adult
survival to some degree.
Impacts on brown pelicans
and bald eagles would be
minimized through
procedures built into the
program.  
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Humaneness Some people opposed
to capture and killing









people since no lethal
control is used. 
Since this alternative
would be the least
effective in
protecting  plovers, if
is not desirable for
plovers.
Some consider this
preferable .  Most wo uld
agree Alt. 3  is preferable
if effective.  Fe ral cats
may be subject to undue
stress if not adopted.
Some may consider this
more humane than Alt. 1.
Lead  and cooperating
agencies consider this  to
be somewhat less humane
than Alt. 1.
 Recreation  Would have minor
visual impact on some
recreationists in high





current use of nest
exclosures and trash
management.
Impacts sim ilar to
proposed action since
lethal or invasive methods
would be minimized or
not used in high use
areas.
Impacts sim ilar to
proposed action
Cumulative Low Low Low Low
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APPENDIX A
 Federal Register Notice 
Determination of Threatened Status of the Pacific Coast Population 
of the Western Snowy Plover  March 5, 1993
DEPAR TMEN T OF TH E INTERIO R (DOI) 
  United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
50 CFR Part 17 
Final Rule: E ndangered  and Threa tened W ildlife and Plants; 
Determination of Threatened Status for the Pacific Coast Population of 
the Western Snowy Plover / RIN 1018-AB73 
Contact: Karen Miller, 916-978-4866 
Effective Date: 04/05/93 
*Rules and Regulations* 
(FEDREG ISTER 58 FR 12864 03/05/93; 1431 lines.) 
Item Key: 5285 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
  
Fish and Wildlife Service 
  
50 CFR Part 17 
  
RIN 1018-AB 73 
  
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Determination of 
Threatened Status for the Pacific Coast Population of the Western 
Snowy Plover 
  
AGE NCY : Fish and W ildlife Service, In terior. 
  
ACT ION: F inal rule. 
  
SUM MAR Y: The U.S. F ish and Wildlife Service (Service ) determines 
threatened status for the Pacific coast population of the western 
snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus), pursuant to the 
Endange red Specie s Act of 1973 , as amend ed (Act). T he Pacific co ast 
breeding population of the western snowy plover extends from the State 
of Washington to Baja California, Mexico, with the majority of 
breeding birds found in California. These plovers winter primarily in 
coastal California and Mexico. The coastal population of the western 
snowy plover is threatened throughout its range by loss and 
disturbance of nesting sites. The final decision on determination of 
critical habitat is postponed in accordance with section 
4(b)(6)(C)(ii) of the Act. This rule implements the Federal protection 
and recove ry provisions aff orded by the A ct for this species. 
  
EFFE CTIV E DA TE:  Ap ril 5, 1993. 
  
ADDRESSE S: The complete file for this rule is available for public 
inspection, by ap pointmen t, during norm al business hour s at the U.S. 
Fish and W ildlife Service, 28 00 Cottage W ay, room  E-1803, Sa cramen to, 
CA 958 25-1846. 
  
FOR FU RTHE R INFO RMA TION C ONTA CT: Karen J. M iller, at the above address 
(916-978-4 866).   
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   The snowy plover is a small, pale colored shorebird with dark 
patches on eith er side of the upp er breast. Th e species w as first 
described in 17 58 by Linna eus (Am erican Or nithologists' Union  1957). 
Twelve subspec ies of the snowy plover occur w orldwide (Rittinghaus 
1961 in Jacob s 1986). 
  
   Two subspecies of the snowy plover are recognized in North America 
(American Ornithologists' Union 1957). Those are the western snowy 
plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) and the Cuban snowy plover 
(C. a. tenuirostris). According to the American Ornithologists' Union 
(1957),  the western snowy plover breeds on the Pacific coast from 
southern Washington to southern Baja California, Mexico, and in 
interior areas of  Oregon, C alifornia, Ne vada, Utah , New M exico, 
Colorado, K ansas, Okla homa an d north-centra l Texas, as w ell as coastal 
areas of extreme southern Texas, and possibly extreme northeastern 
Mexico . Although pr eviously obser ved only as a m igrant in Arizo na, 
small numbers ha ve bred there in recent years (M onson and Phillips 
1981, Davis and Russell 1984 in Page et al. 1991). The Cuban snowy 
plover breeds along the Gulf coast from Louisiana to western Florida 
and south through the Caribbean. T he subspecific status of populations 
breeding east of the Rocky Mountains has been questioned (Johnsgard 
1981, Jacobs 1986). These populations are considered to belong more 
appropriately  to the subspecie s tenuirostris. 
  
   The Pacific coast population of the western snowy plover is defined 
as those individuals that nest adjacent to or near tidal waters, and 
includes all nesting  colonies on the m ainland coast, pe ninsulas, 
offshore island s, adjacent bay s, and estuaries. 
  
   The Pacific coast population of the w estern snowy plover is 
genetically isolated from western snowy plovers breeding in the 
interior (Gar y Page, Poin t Reyes Bird  Observa tory, pers. com m., 1990). 
Intensive banding and monitoring studies have documented only two 
instances of inter mixing be tween co astal and interior p opulations. 
First, a single banded female hatched at Monterey Bay was observed 
nesting the following year at Mono Lake, California (Gary Page, in 
litt., 1989). This one  observation w as amon g 1,730 plover s observed at 
the interior site. Second, a late summer nesting plover at Monterey 
was observed the following year nesting at a Central Valley site (Gary 
Page, pers. comm., 1992). Three snowy plovers banded as chicks on the 
California coast were observe d at interior Oregon breeding sites 
during the bree ding season in 1 990 (Stern e t al. 1991a). No  nesting, 
however, was documented. Conversely, no plovers banded at interior 
sites in Oregon, California, and Utah (1,434 birds) have been observed 
breeding at any coastal site (Stern et al. 1990a; Gary P age, pers 
comm.). In addition, snowy plovers tend to be site faithful, with the 
majority of b irds returning to the  same ne sting location in subs equent 
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   The Pacific coast population of the w estern snowy plover breeds 
primarily on coastal beaches from southern Washington to southern Baja 
California, Mexico. Nesting habitat is unstable and ephemeral as a 
result of unconsolidated soil characteristics influenced by high 
winds, storms, wave  action, and colonization by plants. Other less 
comm on nesting hab itat includes salt pan s, coastal dredg ed spoil 
disposal sites, dry sa lt ponds, and salt po nd levees (W idrig 1980, 
Wilson 198 0, Page and  Stenzel 1981 ). Sand spits, dune -backed be aches, 
unvegatated  beach strand s, open areas a round estuarie s, and beach es at 
river mou ths are the prefe rred coastal ha bitats for nesting (S tenzel 
et al. 1981, W ilson 1980). 
  
   Based on the most recent surveys, a total of 28 snowy plover 
breeding sites or areas currently occur on the Pacific Coast of the 
United State s. Two sites o ccur in souther n Washin gton -- one at 
Leadbetter Point, in Willapa Bay (Widrig 1980), and the other at Damon 
Point, in Grays Harbor (Anthony 1985). In Oregon, nesting birds were 
recorded in 6 locations in 1990 with 3 sites (Bayocean Spit, North 
Spit Coos Bay and spoils, and Bandon State Park-Floras Lake) 
supporting 81 percent of the total coastal nesting population (Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, unpubl. data, 1991). A total of 20 
plover breed ing areas curr ently occur in c oastal Californ ia (Page et 
al. 1991). Eigh t areas suppor t 78 percent of th e California c oastal 
breeding population: San Francisco Bay, Monterey Bay, Morro Bay, the 
Callendar-Mussel Rock Dunes area, the Point Sal to Point Conception 
area, the Oxnard lowland, Santa Rosa Island, and San Nicolas Island 
(Page et al. 19 91). 
  
   Snowy plo vers breed in lo ose colonies w ith the numb er of adults at 
coastal breed ing sites ranging fr om 2 to 318  (Page and  Stenzel 1981 ; 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 1990; Eric Cummins, Washington 
Department of Wildlife, pers. comm., 1991; James Atkinson, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, pers. comm., 1991). On the Pacific coast, larger 
concentration s of breeding b irds occur in the so uth than in the nor th, 
suggesting that the center of the plovers' coastal distribution lies 
closer to the south ern bounda ry of Californ ia (Page and  Stenzel 1981 ). 
The Center of Scientific Investigation and Higher Education in 
Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, observed snowy plovers distributed 
across 28 sites in Baja California in May , 1991. A total of 314 pairs 
were cou nted. The bird s were con centrated at six c oastal lakes (D ra. 
Graciela De La Graza Ga rcia, Director General of Conservation Ecology 
and Natural Resources, United States of Mexico, in litt., 1992). The 
Mexican government also reported a small number of sightings of snowy 
plovers on the mainland coast of Sinaloa in April 1992 (Dra. Graciela 
De La G raza Ga rcia, in litt., 1992). 
  
   Nest sites typically occur in flat, open areas with sandy or saline 
substrates; vege tation and driftw ood are usua lly sparse or abse nt 
(Widrig 1980, Wilson 1980, Stenzel et al. 1981). The majority of snowy 
plovers are site-faithful, returning to the same breeding site in 
subsequent breeding seasons. Birds often nest in exactly the same 
locations as the pr evious year (W arriner et al. 1986 ). 
  
   The breeding season of the coastal population of the western snowy 
plover extends from mid March through mid September. Nest initiation 
and egg layin g occurs from  mid M arch through  mid July (W ilson 1980, 
Warriner et al. 1986). The usual clutch size is three eggs. Incubation 
averages 2 7 days (W arriner et al. 1986 ). Both sexes in cubate the eg gs. 
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   Plover chicks are precocial, leaving the nest within hours after 
hatching to search for food. Fledging (reach ing flying age) requires 
an average of 31 days (Warriner et al. 1986). Broods rarely remain in 
the nesting territory  until fledging (W arriner et al. 1986 , Stern et 
al. 1990b). 
  
   Snowy plovers will renest after loss of a clutch or brood (Wilson 
1980, Warriner et al. 1986). Double brooding and polygamy (i.e., the 
female successfully hatches more than one brood in a nesting season 
with different mates) have been observed in coastal California 
(Warrine r et al. 1986) and  also may o ccur in Ore gon (Jacobs 1 986). 
After loss of a  clutch or brood  or successful h atching of a ne st, 
plovers may renest in the same colony site or move, sometimes up to 
several hund red miles, to o ther colony sites to n est (Gary P age, pers. 
comm ., 1991; Wa rriner et al. 1986) . 
  
   Widely va rying nest succ ess (percenta ge of nests hatc hing at least 
one egg) an d reproductiv e success (nu mber of y oung fledged  per fema le, 
pair, or nest) are reported in the literature. Nest success ranges 
from 0 to 80 percent for coastal snowy plovers (Widrig 1980, Wilson 
1980, Saul 1982, Wilson-Jacobs and Dorsey 1985, Wickham unpubl. data 
in Jacobs 1986, Warriner et al. 1986). Instance s of low nest success 
have been  attributed to a varie ty of factors, includ ing predation, 
human disturbance, and inclement weather conditions. Reproductive 
success ranges from 0.05 to 2.40 young fledged per female, pair, or 
nest (Page et al. 1977, Widrig 1980, Wilson 1980, Saul 1982, Warriner 
et al. 1986, Page 1988). Page et al. (1977) estimated that snowy 
plovers must fledge 0.8 young per female to maintain a stable 
population. Re productive suc cess falls far shor t of this threshold at 
many ne sting sites (Widr ig 1980, W ilson 1980, W arriner et al. 1986 , 
Page 1988 , Page 1990 ). 
  
   The coastal population of the western snowy plover consists of both 
resident and migratory birds. Some birds winter in the same areas used 
for breeding (Warriner et al. 1986, Wilson-Jacobs, pers. comm. in Page 
et al. 1986). Other birds migrate either north or south to wintering 
areas (Warriner et al. 1986). Plovers occasionally winter in southern 
coastal Washington (Brittell et al. 1976). An ave rage of 68 plovers 
may w inter in Orego n, primarily o n 3 beach se gments (O regon De partmen t 
of Fish and W ildlife 1990 and in  litt., 1992). The m ajority of birds, 
howeve r, winter south o f Bodega B ay, California  (Page et al. 198 6). 
Wintering plovers occur in w idely scattered locations on both coasts 
of Baja California and significant numbers have been observed on the 
mainland  coast of M exico at least as fa r south as San B las, Nayarit 
(Page et al. 1986). Many  interior birds west of the Rocky M ountains 
winter on the  Pacific coas t (page et al. 1986 , Stern et al. 1988 ). 
Birds winter in habitats similar to those used during the nesting 
season. 
  
   Snowy plo vers forage o n invertebrate s in the wet san d and am ongst 
surf-cast kelp within the intertidal zone; in dry, sandy areas above 
the high tide; on salt pa ns; spoil sites; and alon g the edges of  salt 
marshes and salt ponds. Little quantitative information is available 
on food habits (R eeder 1951 ). 
  
   Poor reprod uctive succe ss, resulting from  human d isturbance, 
predation,  and inclement weather,  combined with permanent or  long-term 
loss of nesting habitat to encroachment of introduced European 
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beachgrass (Ammophila arenaria) and urban development has led to a 
decline in active nesting colonies, as well as an overall decline in 
the breeding and wintering population of the western snowy plover 
along the Pac ific coast of the U nited States. 
  
  
Previous Service Action 
  
   On Ma rch 24, 1988, the  Service rec eived a petition fr om Dr . J.P. 
Myers o f the Nationa l Audubon  Society to list the Pa cific coast 
population of the western snowy plover as a threatened species under 
the Act. On November 14, 1988, the Service published a 90-day petition 
finding (53 FR 45788) that substantial information had been presented 
indicating the requested action may be warranted. At that time, the 
Service acknowledged that questions pertaining to the demarcation of 
the subspecies and significance of interchange between coastal and 
interior stocks of the subspecies remained to be answered. Public 
comments were requested on the status of the coastal population of the 
western snowy plover. A status review of the entire subspecies had 
been in progress since the Service's December 30, 1982, Vertebrate 
Notice of R eview (47  FR 58454 ). In that notice, as in su bsequent 
notices of review (September 18, 1985 (50 FR 37958); January 6, 1989 
(54 FR 554)), the western snowy plover was included as a category 2 
candidate. Category 2 candidates are species for which information now 
in possession of the Service indicates that proposing to list as 
endangered or threatened is possibly appropriate, but for which 
conclusive da ta on biological vu lnerability and thre at are not 
currently ava ilable to support pro posed rules. T he public com ment 
period on the petition was closed on July 11, 1989 (54 FR 26811, June 
26, 1989). The Service completed a status report on the western snowy 
plover in Sep tember 1 989. Based  on the best scien tific and com mercial 
data available  and other com ments sub mitted during  the status review , 
the Service m ade a 12-m onth petition finding  on June 25, 199 0, that 
the petitioned action was warranted but precluded by other pending 
listing actions, in accordance with section 4(b)(3)(B)(iii) of the 
Act. On January 14, 1992 (57 FR 1443), the Service published a 
proposal to list the coastal population of the western snowy plove r as 
a threatened species. With publication of this final rule, the Service 
now determines the Pacific coast population of the western snowy 
plover to be a thr eatened spe cies. 
  
  
Summ ary of Comm ents and Recom mendations 
  
   In the January 14, 1992, proposed rule (57 FR 1443) and associated 
notifications, all intere sted parties w ere requeste d to submit fa ctual 
reports or inform ation that migh t contribute to dev elopmen t of a final 
listing decision. Appropriate State agencies, county and city 
governments, Federal agencies, scientific organizations, and other 
interested parties were contacted and requested to comment. Newspaper 
notices were published in the Register Guard, News Times, Daily 
Astorian, T he Orego nian, The C ourier, Seasid e Signal, Th e World, 
Columb ia Press, Statesm an-Journal, an d Headligh t Herald on Ja nuary 30, 
1992, the San Francisco Chronicle and Sun Jose Mercury News on 
February 3, 1992, the Oakland Tribune and Times-Standard on February 
4, 1992, the Willapa Harbor Herald on February 5, 1992, the Daily 
World and Fort Bragg Advocate-News on February 6, 1992, the Triplicate 
and Chinook Observer on February 11, 1992, and the North Coast News on 
February 1 2, 1992, all of w hich invited pub lic comm ent. 
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   On March 2, 1992, the Service received a written request for a 
public hearing from Mr. John Thomas, Jr., a private citizen residing 
in Monmouth, Oregon. As a result, the Service published a notice of 
public hearing on August 3, 1992 (57 FR 34100), and reopened the 
comment period until August 31, 1992. Newspaper notices of the public 
hearing were published in the Daily Olympian, The Oregonian, the San 
Francisco C hronicle, and the  Los Ang eles Tim es on Aug ust 3, 1992, all 
of which invited general public com ment. A public hearing w as 
conducted at the Hatfield Marine Science Center in Newport, Oregon on 
August 18, 1992. Testimony was taken from 6 p.m. to 7:25 p.m. Six 
individuals testified a t the hearing. 
  
   During the co mme nt periods, the Se rvice receive d 96 com ments (i.e., 
letters and oral testimony) from 80 individuals or agencies. Of the 58 
commenters that stated a position, 45 (78 percent) supported listing 
and 13 (22 pe rcent) did not. 
  
   Support for the listing was expressed by one Federal agency, five 
State agenc ies, two local ag encies, and 37  other interested p arties. 
Of the State  agencies resp onding favor ably, the W ashington D epartme nt 
of Wildlife, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, and California 
Department of Parks and Recreation indicated strong support for 
listing. The O regon Park s and Recr eation Dep artment ind icated suppor t 
for the listing with protection of public access rights. The 
California D epartme nt of Fish and G ame indic ated a shared  interest 
with the Service in protecting the western snowy plover. Fifteen 
respondents, in cluding the O regon De partmen t of Fish and W ildlife, 
expressed the ir support for end angered ra ther than threate ned status. 
The Service also received two informal petitions containing 62 
signatures favoring listing of the Pacific coast population of the 
western snowy plover. The Mexican government expressed an interest in 
obtaining information that would aid protection of the species in Baja 
California, M exico. 
  
   Opposition to the  listing was expr essed by one  State assem blyman, 
three local agencies, and nine other interested parties. Of those 
respondents indicating no position on the listing, many expressed 
concern re garding the im pact of listing. 
  
   Several comm enters provided additional information on the threats 
facing the species. Some agencies provided information on existing 
actions that are currently underway to help protect the species. These 
comments have been incorporated into the final rule. A number of 
commenters suggested particular strategies to help recover the 
species, commented on the benefits and problems associated with 
various recovery techniques, made recommendations for the 
establishment of a recovery team, or generally provided comments on 
ways to manage the species. Many agencies and organizations requested 
participation in recovery actions. These comments will be useful to 
the Service during the recovery planning process and will be fully 
considered a t that time. 
  
   Written comments and oral statements obtained during the public 
hearing and  comm ent periods are  combine d in the followin g discussion. 
Opposing comments and other comments questioning the rule can be 
placed in 10 general groups based on content. These categories of 
comm ent, and the Se rvice's response  to each, are listed  below. 
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Issue 1: Critical H abitat 
  
   Comment: Several comm enters were concerned about the designation of 
critical habitat. Eig ht comm enters wer e concerne d that critical 
habitat would not be designated and urged the Service to move forward 
in this endeavor. One private landowner asked that her property be 
included as critical habitat. Several commenters felt that enough 
informatio n is presently ava ilable to designate  critical habitat. 
These co mme nters believed  that by stating that critica l habitat is not 
presently determinable, the Service is attempting to exempt itself 
from the designation of critical habitat. The California Department of 
Parks and Recreation supported designation of critical habitat and 
stated that this designation would enable the Department to more 
effectively control levels of recreation use and removal of exotic 
plants and anim als. Other ag encies suppo rting designation o f critical 
habitat included  the Orego n Departm ent of Fish and  Wildlife, 
Washington Department of Wildlife, and the Portland and Seattle 
Districts of the C orps of Eng ineers. 
  
   Conversely, two respondents recommended against designation of 
critical habitat, with one in favor of critical habitat designation 
only on Fede ral lands. 
  
   Service Response: Section 4(a)(3) of the Act requires, to the 
maximum extent prudent and determinable, that the Secretary designate 
critical habitat at the time a species is determined to be threatened 
or endangered. Critical habitat for the coastal population of the 
western snowy plover is not determinable at this time primarily 
because ad ditional inform ation is needed  to analyze ne sting habitat, 
wintering ha bitat, and the eco nomic ef fects of a critical h abitat 
designation. However, when a "not determinable" finding is made under 
section 4(b)(6 )(C)(ii), the Se rvice mu st to the maxim um exten t prudent 
within 2 years of the publication date of the proposed rule designate 
critical habitat. Any proposal to designate critical habitat would be 
published in the F ederal Reg ister including m aps and legal 
descriptions of a ll areas included  in the proposal, an d would solicit 
public com ments. T he potential eco nomic im pacts of critical ha bitat 
designation would be evaluated during preparation of the required 
econom ic analysis. 
  
   While the Service continues to evaluate the appropriateness of 
designating critical habitat, it will use some of the information 
provided in response to the proposed rule regarding potential areas of 
critical habitat. The Service will solicit information from the public 
on any propo sed designation  of critical habitat. 
  
   Critical habitat, as de fined by section  3 of the Act, inc ludes all 
specific area s occupied by  the species at the  time of its listing that 
are essential to its conservation. Areas not presently occupied by the 
species also may be designated as critical habitat if such areas are 
essential for the conservation of the species. Substantial habitat for 
the coastal population of the western snowy plover occurs on State and 
private lands, particularly in California, where the majority of the 
nesting popula tion exists. In addition to  Federal land s, State, 
municipa l and privately-o wned land  may be d esignated as c ritical 
habitat, if such des ignation wou ld benefit the spe cies. 
  
   Comment: Several comm enters provided information on factors to 
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consider in the d esignation of cr itical habitat, such as  the spatial 
arrangem ent of areas to b e designated, siz e of the areas, a nd target 
numbe r of birds to be inclu ded in such ar eas. 
  
   Service Response: These comments have been noted and will be 
considered in the Service's determination on the designation of 
critical habitat for the  species. 
  
   Comment: Several comm enters provided predictions on the effect of 
critical habitat designation on the economy, including economic 
impacts to Coos Bay, Oregon, the San Francisco Bay area, and the 
activities of the O regon De partmen t of Transpo rtation. In addition, 
specific area s were req uested to be ex empt from  critical habitat 
designation. 
  
   Service Response: The Service will fully consider these comments in 
any designation of critical habitat and in preparation of the 
accom panying eco nomic an alysis. 
  
  
Issue 2: Natio nal Environ mental P olicy Act 
  
   Comm ent: One co mme nter stated that the d esignation of cr itical 
habitat and the proposal to list the Pacific coast population of the 
western sno wy plover  may fall w ithin the purview  of the Nation al 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This comm enter stated that if an 
environmental analysis had been conducted on the proposal to list the 
plover, much of the information necessary for the designation of 
critical habitat w ould have alre ady been as sembled . 
  
   Service Response: For the reasons set out in the NEPA section of 
this document, the Service takes the position that rules issued 
pursuant to section 4(a) of the Endangered Species Act do not require 
preparation o f an Environ mental A ssessmen t or Environm ental Impa ct 
Stateme nt (EIS). T he decision in P acific Lega l Foundation v . Andrus, 
657 F.2d 829 (6th Circuit 1981) held that as a m atter of law an EIS is 
not required fo r listings under the A ct. The dec ision noted that 
preparing EISs on listing actions would not further the goals of NEPA 
or the Enda ngered Sp ecies Act. 
  
  
Issue 3: Economic Effects of Listing 
  
   Comment: Several commenters expressed concern about an adverse 
effect on the economy of listing the Pacific coast population of the 
western snowy plover, including the effects of  the list ing on tourism 
and military training exercises. One commenter recommended that the 
Service do an economic analysis of the impact of listing the snowy 
plover as threa tened. Seve ral comm enters expre ssed the opinion  that 
people are m ore impor tant than wildlife . One com menter sta ted that 
proposed solutions to protect the snowy plover should not include 
broad prescriptions against all industrial development. The Portland 
District of the C orps of Eng ineers stated that the  costs to that 
agency of listing the species likely would be m inimal unless the Corps 
was directe d to develop an d fund new  nesting areas. 
  
   In contrast, one commenter stated that listing of the plover would 
have a positive effect on the economy. This commenter cited a proposed 
residential development in Oregon where the developers propose to 
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preserve an area for snowy plovers. The developers have viewed 
formation of a plover habitat area as a purchasing incentive for 
homeo wners. 
  
   Service Response: Under section 4(b)(1)(A) of the Act, a listing 
determination must be based solely on the best scientific and 
commercial data available. The legislative history of this provision 
clearly states the intent of Congress to "ensure' that listing 
decisions are "* * * based solely on biological criteria and to 
prevent nonbiological considerations from affecting such decisions * * 
*" H.R. Rep. No. 97-835, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 19 (1982). As further 
stated in the legislative history, "* * * economic considerations have 
no relevance to determinations regarding the status of species * * *" 
Id. at 20. Because the Service is specifically precluded from 
considering economic impacts, either positive or negative, in a 
listing determination, the Service is not responding to com ments 
concerning  possible econo mic conse quences of listing  the Pacific co ast 
population of the western snowy plover. The Service, however, would be 
required to prepare an economic analysis in association with 
designation of c ritical habitat. 
  
   The Service will consider all existing regulatory mechanisms during 
the recovery planning process, and will consider a range of options in 
the preparation of a recovery strategy for the species. Comments on 
the approac hes to habitat and  species protec tion will be eva luated at 
that time. 
  
   Comment: Several commenters expressed concern that listing of the 
coastal population of the western snowy plover would prevent the 
construction or implementation of various projects. One commenter 
stated that the listing w ould hinder the  safe operation , maintena nce, 
and development of new facilities at an international airport governed 
by State and Federal regulation. The commenter requested that the 
Service consider an exemption procedure for federally-regulated 
airports. Another commenter stated that Federal agencies should 
prepare section 7 consultations on actions that would inhibit the 
continued op eration of spoil disp osal operations  and salt 
manufacturing beca use these activities support significant populations 
of the snow y plover. 
  
   Service Response: Section 7 of the Act requires Federal agencies to 
insure that activities the y authorize, fun d, or carry out a re not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species or to 
destroy or adversely modify its critical habitat. If a Federal action 
may affect a listed species or its critical habitat, the responsible 
Federal agency must enter into consultation with the Service. If the 
Service determines, through formal consultation, that a Federal action 
is likely to jeopardiz e the continued  existence of a  listed species, 
reasonable a nd prudent alte rnatives are pr ovided by the S ervice. 
  
   Under section 7(g) of the Act, an applicant for a Federal permit or 
license can apply to the Secretary of the Interior for an exemption 
for an agency action if, after consultation with the Service, it is 
determined that the agency's action would violate section 7(a)(2) of 
the Act. Exemption procedures are outlined in section 7(g) through 
7(p) of the A ct. 
  
   The airport in question has supported in recent years a nesting 
colony of the federally endangered California least tern (Sterna 
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antillarum brownii). Snowy plovers nest in the same area occupied by 
least terns. The airport has been successful in maintaining and safely 
operating its facilities despite the presence of an endangered spec ies 
on the airport. If the Service determined, after consultation, that an 
action involving the subject airport would be likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of the snowy plover and that there was no 
reasonable and prudent alternative to such action, the Federal agency 
responsible for regulating the airport's activities could apply for an 
exemp tion under sectio n 7(g) of the A ct. 
  
  
Issue 4: Alternate Listing Status Recommended 
  h)
0*0*0*   Comment: Several comm enters recommended that the coastal population 
of the western snowy plover be listed as endangered rather than 
threatened, primarily because of precipitous declines in the 
population on the  Oregon c oast. 
  
   Service Response: The Service recognizes that the nesting 
population of snowy plovers has declined severely on the Oregon and 
Washington coasts. The majority of the population, however, nests in 
California where the decline in num ber of nesting birds has been less 
dramatic. New data received from the Mexican government during the 
comm ent period indica te that a significant n umber o f plovers (abo ut 
314 pairs) nest on the Pacific coast of Baja California, Mexico. In 
addition, the approximate 17 percent population decline documented for 
the United S tates coastal pop ulation betwe en 1977 and  1989 (Page  et 
al. 1991) indicates that the current rate of decline in this 
population does not suggest the likelihood of extinction within the 
foreseeable  future. For thes e reasons, the S ervice m aintains that 
threatened status is warranted for the Pacific coast population of the 
western sno wy plover . 
  
  
Issue 5: Insufficiency of Scientific Data 
  
   Comm ent: Several comm enters stated that the evidence was 
insufficient to prove that the Pacific coast population of the western 
snowy plover is distinct from interior western snowy plovers. One 
commenter requested information on interior population numbers and 
questioned the Service's authority to designate populations as 
threatened o r endanger ed species. 
  
   Service Response: As stated above in the "Background" section of 
this rule, evidence of intermixing of coastal and interior populations 
is l imited to two documented instances of banded snowy plovers from 
the coastal population breeding at interior sites (Gary Page, in 
litt., 1989, Gary Page, pers. comm., 1992). These observations were 
among over 1,700 birds observed at interior sites in California and 
Nevada. More importantly, no banded snowy plovers of the larger 
interior population  have been r ecorded ne sting on the coas t (Stern et 
al. 1990a, Gary Page, pers. comm., 1992). Based on these data, the 
Service has determined that the Pacific coast population of the 
western sno wy plover  is distinct from inte rior populations. 
  
   The Service completed a status review on the western snowy plover 
in 1989. Base d on this status repo rt, the Service d etermine d that 
listing of the interior population of the western snowy plover is 
possibly appro priate; howe ver, conclusive  data on biologic al 
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vulnerability and threat are not currently available to support a 
proposed rule. The interior population was designated as a category 2 
candidate in the November 21, 1991, Animal Notice of Review (56 FR 
58804). 
  
   Under section 3 of the Act, a "species" is defined as "any 
subspecies of fish or wildlife or plants, and any distinct population 
segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife which 
interbreeds when mature." Therefore, the Act allows for listing a 
population of a  vertebrate spe cies. 
  
   Comment: Several commenters stated that insufficient data were 
available to warrant listing the coastal population of the western 
snowy plover as a threatened species. Several commenters indicated 
that listing of the snowy plover was being done for political, rather 
than biological re asons. 
  
   Service Response: Section 4(b)(1)(A) of the Act, requires that a 
listing determ ination be base d on the best scie ntific and com mercial 
data available. The Service bases its determination on data collected 
over a period  of 10 or mo re years by the  Point Reye s Bird Obse rvatory, 
the Orego n Departm ent of Fish and  Wildlife, the W ashington D epartme nt 
of Wildlife, and other competent researchers. All data indicate a 
downward  trend in the nesting population and number o f nesting sites 
on the coast. The Service maintains that sufficient data are available 
to warrant listing the Pacific coast population of the western snowy 
plover as a thre atened spec ies. 
  
   Comment: One com menter stated that there is no scientific proof 
that European beachgra ss or horseback riding has had any deleterious 
effect upon th e coastal snow y plover popu lation. 
  
   Service Re sponse: Eur opean bea chgrass, w hich is found at 50  percent 
of California snowy plover breeding sites and all of the Oregon and 
Washington breeding sites, eliminates potential snowy plover nesting 
habitat. The plant reduces the amount of unvegetated area above the 
surf line, the area  where sno wy plover s prefer to nest. A s examp les, 
at Willapa National Wildlife Refuge in Washington State, the Service 
documented between 1984 and 1990 invasion of European beachgrass into 
former sn owy plove r nesting areas ( James A tkinson, pers. com m., 1992). 
A decline in the plover breeding popu lation also occurred over this 
time period . In Oregon , at the Siuslaw  National Fo rest, the U.S. 
Forest Service reports that European beachgrass has eliminated some of 
the historically open sand spits where snowy plovers formerly nested 
or wintered. Remaining birds are forced to use a greatly reduced 
habitat base (R obert D. N elson, U.S. F orest Service , in litt., 1992). 
At the Pajaro River mouth in California, an ongoing decline in the 
breeding population of snowy plovers coincides with expansion of 
Europea n beachgra ss at this site (David  Dixon, Ca lifornia Dep artment 
of Parks and Recreation in litt., 1991). The Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife (in litt., 1992) considers European beachgrass to be the 
primary re ason for the de cline of snow y plovers on the  Oregon c oast, 
with hum an disturbanc e a seconda ry factor in rem aining habitat. 
  
   Interactions between nesting snow y plovers and horseback riders 
have been  docume nted at Bake r Beach, O regon, by W oolington (1985 ), at 
Salinas River State Beach, California, by Page (1988), and at Morro 
Bay and Calenda r-Mussel Rock D unes, California, by Philip Persons 
(Point Reyes Bird Observatory, in litt., 1992). Continuous passage of 
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horseback riders through nesting areas results in direct loss of nests 
or indirect loss from plovers repeatedly being flushed from their 
nests.   
  
Issue 6: Spec ies and Ha bitat Mana gemen t 
  
   Comment: Two commenters stated that the Service should allow 
natural selection to take place and not interfere with nature's 
principle of surv ival of the fittest. 
  
   Service Response: The decline of the Pacific coast population of 
the snowy plover is largely due to unnatural events, such as the 
human-caused introduction of European beachgrass and the non-native 
red fox. Other successful predators are  attracted to coastal beaches 
by trash left behind by recreationists. A species may not be able to 
adapt to modifications in its habitat caused by human-related 
activities. Adaptation is an evolutionary process requiring 
considerable time. To follow the principle of "survival of the 
fittest" and allow  threatened or  endangere d species to go e xtinct 
would be contrary to the intent of Congre ss as stated in the purposes 
of the Act. 
  
   Comm ent: Several comm enters stated that the snowy plover is 
opportunistic in finding breeding sites, and, therefore, there is no 
reason to believe that the population of the species will not move to 
better breeding sites as the environment changes from location to 
location. 
  
   Service Response: Data on the coastal population of the western 
snowy plover suggest that most birds are site faithful, returning to 
the same breeding site in subsequent years. In California, the lack of 
major storms during the recent five-year drought has resulted in an 
increase in potential dune-backed nesting habitat for plovers on 
several State beaches. This available habitat, however, has not been 
explored in all cases (Henry R. A gonia, California Departm ent of Parks 
and Recreation, in litt., 1991). These data contradict the assertion 
that coastal nesting birds are opportunistic in locating nesting 
sites. In addition, because of the constant increase in human-related 
activities on Pacific coast beaches and the unchecked advancement of 
European beach grass on many bea ches, it is unlikely that snowy plovers 
displaced from one breeding site will be able to find suitable nesting 
sites at other location s. 
  
   Comment: One commenter advised that if predators prove to be the 
primary problem for plovers at Coos Bay, preservation efforts might be 
more wisely undertaken at nesting areas adjacent to less populated 
areas. 
  
   Service Response: The  Coos Bay nesting colony on the N orth Spit is 
the largest remaining nesting colony in the State of O regon. Predators 
are recognized as a significant factor in the reduced  nesting success 
of plovers at this site. In response to this threat, the Oregon 
Departmen t of Fish and Wildlife has been condu cting nest enclosures 
experiments and has found these measures significantly increased 
nesting success. Because this nesting site is the largest in Oregon 
and is respond ing favorably  to manag ement, it w ould be inadvisa ble at 
h)
0*0*0*this tim e to abandon  this site in favor of ap plying ma nagem ent 
techniques on ly at nesting sites in less po pulated area s. 
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   Comment: Many com menters provided advice on how snowy plover 
nesting areas should be managed, including prohibition or effective 
and enforc eable regula tion of foot, horseb ack, and veh icular traffic, 
control of cats and dogs, exclusion of researchers, creation of buffer 
areas adjacent to human activity centers, continuing education, use of 
nesting enclosures, predator control, beachgrass control and 
eradication using mechanical techniques and herbicides, removal of 
stabilization structures, careful placement of dredged spoils, garbage 
removal, and regular monitoring of bird numbers and distribution. Some 
of these comments suggested that the above management actions should 
be undertaken instead of listing the species. One commenter believed 
that barring veh icle traffic alone , as has been do ne at man y beaches, 
is not enough to p rotect snow y plovers. 
  
   In contrast, one c omm enter was c oncerned th at the above m anagem ent 
actions wer e unnatural an d did not follow  proven scien ce or the tenet 
of natural selection. Another commenter was concerned that other 
wildlife wo uld be advers ely impac ted by ma nagem ent actions to prote ct 
snowy plov ers. 
  
   Service Response: The  Service will fully consider these as well as 
other possible management approaches when consultation and recovery 
actions are undertaken for the snowy plover. The Service considers the 
decline in the coastal population of the snowy plover to be primarily 
related to unnatured factors, including the introduction of non-native 
vegetation and predators. When a species declines to the point of 
threatened o r endanger ed status as a resu lt of man-m ade factors, 
intensified managem ent is scientifically warranted to reverse this 
unnatural population decline. The Service recognizes that localized 
populations of more common wildlife species may decline to a minor 
degree as a  result of actions tak en to protect the sn owy plove r. 
  
   Comment: One commenter felt that implementation of a cooperative 
predator control program in the San Francisco Bay area would be more 
effective in protecting the snowy plover than listing the species as 
threatened or endangered. T he comm enter felt that listing the species 
would destr oy this coopera tive spirit and not pro tect the species. 
  
   Service Re sponse: The  San Franc isco Bay are a supports the lar gest 
remainin g nesting popula tion of snowy  plovers in coasta l California. 
Despite the importance of this nesting region, and despite the lack of 
legal status for the sn owy plove r, no coopera tive predator co ntrol 
programs have been launched to protect this species. Conversely, a 
cooperative  predator con trol program  is currently unde rway to pro tect 
the federally listed endangered California clappe r rail (Rallus 
longirostris obsoletus) in the San Francisco Bay area . Based on this 
experience, the Service's believes that listed species are more likely 
to be the recipients of cooperative protection ventures than spec ies 
that are not listed. 
  
  Issue 7: Take Regulations 
  
   Comment: One com menter recommended that the Service concurrently 
developed and promulgate regulations are provided in the Act to define 
"take" of the sp ecies. 
  
   Service Response: The Service is considering the need to develop a 
precise definition of "take" for the Pacific coast population of the 
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western sno wy plover . 
  
   Comment: One commenter suggested that all the Federal land on the 
west coast be reserved for snowy plovers, and that State, local and 
privately-ow ned land be e xempt. 
  
   Service Response: The Endangered Species Act applies to all people 
and all lands regardless of ownership. Under section 9 of the Act, the 
prohibition against "take" of listed species is not based on land 
ownership. The requirements for Federal agencies under section 7 of 
the Act are discussed under Issue 3 and under the Available 
Conservation Measures section of this rule. Under section 10(a) of the 
Act, private landowners may apply for an incidential take permit and 
develop a habitat conservation plan for projects that take listed 
species incidental to otherwise lawful activities. An incidental take 
permit con stitutes an excep tion to the prohibition a gainst taking. 
Details of the procedures involved in applying for a section 10(a) 
permit may be found in 50 CFR 17.32(b). Federal land comprises 34 
percent of snowy plover habitat in California, and 50 percent of 
plover habitat in Oregon and Washington. Because the majority of the 
nesting plover population occurs in California, protection of only 34 
percent of the species' nesting habitat would not provide adequate 
protection for the  coastal popula tion of the we stern snowy  plover. 
  
  
Issue 8: Sequence of Listing A ctions 
  
   Comm ent: Three c omm enters question ed why the  northern spotted  owl 
(Strix occidentalis caurina) and the mar bled murrelet (Brachy ramphus 
marmoratus marm oratus) were listed prior to the western snowy plover 
when the p lover population  is smaller than  either of these sp ecies. 
  
   Service Response: The Service was petitioned to list the northern 
spotted owl in Ja nuary, 1987, a nd the ma rbled mur relet in January , 
1988. Both p etitions precede d the petition to list the Pa cific coast 
population of the  western sno wy plover . 
  
   In summary , no information was rece ived indicating that the species 
is more w idespread or  under lesser thr eat than wa s previously thou ght. 
  
  
Summ ary of Factors Affecting the Sp ecies 
  
   After a thorough review and consideration of all information 
available, the S ervice has de termined  that the Pacific c oast 
population of the western snowy plover should be classified as a 
threatened species. Procedures found at section 4 of the Act (16 
U.S.C. 1533) and regulations (50 CFR part 424) promulgated to 
implement the listing provisions of the Act w ere followed. A species 
may be determined to be an endangered or threatened species due to one 
or more of the five factors described in section 4(a)(1). These 
factors and their application to the Pacific coast population of the 
western sno wy plover  (Charadriu s alexandrinu s nivosus) are a s follows: 
  
  
A. The P resent or Th reatened D estruction, M odification, or C urtailment 
of Its Habitat or Range 
  
   Historic records indicate that nesting western snowy plovers were 
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once more widely distributed in coastal California, Oregon, and 
Washington than they are currently. In coastal California, snowy 
plovers bred a t 53 locations prior to  1970 (Page  and Stenze l 1981). 
Since that time, no evidence of breeding birds has been found at 33 of 
these 53 sites, representing a 62 percent decline in breeding sites 
(Page and Stenzel 1981). The greatest losses of breeding habitat were 
in southern California, within the central portion of the snowy 
plover's coastal breeding range. In Oregon, snowy plovers historically 
nested at 29 loca tions on the coas t (Charles B ruce, Ore gon Depa rtment 
of Fish and Wildlife, pers. comm., 1991). In 1990, only six nesting 
colonies remained, representing a 79 percent decline in active 
breeding sites. In  Washing ton, snowy p lovers form erly nested in at 
least five sites on the coast (Eric Cummins, pers. comm., 1991). Today 
only two colony sites remain active, representing, at minimum, a 60 
percent dec line in breeding site s. 
  
   In addition to loss of nesting sites, the plover breeding 
population in California, Oregon, and Washington has declined 17 
percent between 1977 and 1989 (Page et al. 1991). Declines in the 
breeding population have been specifically documented in Oregon and 
California. Breeding season surveys of the Oregon coast from 1978 to 
1992 show that the number of adult snowy plovers has declined 
significantly at an average annual rate of about 5 percent (calculated 
from Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife data). The number of 
adults has declined from a high of 139 adults in 1981 to a low of 30 
adults in 1992 (Oregon D epartment of Fish and W ildlife 1990, Charles 
Bruce, pers. comm., 1991, Randy Fisher, Oregon Department of Fish and 
Wildlife, in litt., 1992). If the current trend continues, breeding 
snowy plov ers could disap pear from  coastal Ore gon by 1999 . In 1981, 
the coastal California breeding population of snow y plovers was 
estimated to be 1,565 adults (Page an d Stenzel 1981). In 1989, surveys 
revealed 1,386 plovers (Page et al. 1991), an 11 percent decline in 
the breeding population. The population decline in California may be 
greater than indicated; the 1989 survey results are considered more 
reliable than the earlier estimates, which may have underestimated the 
overall popula tion size (Gar y Page, pers . comm ., 1991). 
  
   Although the re are no historic  data for W ashington, it is doubtfu l 
that the snowy plover breeding population in Washington was ever very 
large (Brittell et al. 1976). However, loss of nesting sites in this 
State probab ly has resulted in a  reduction in ove rall population size . 
In recent yea rs, fewer tha n 30 birds have  nested on the so uthern coast 
of Wash ington (Jam es Atkinson, p ers. comm ., 1990; Eric C umm ins, pers. 
comm., 1991). In 1991, there was only one successful brood detected in 
the State (To m Juelson , Washing ton Depar tment of W ildlife, in litt., 
1992). 
  
   Survey data  also indicate a de cline in winterin g snowy plo vers, 
particularly in southern California. The num ber of snowy plovers 
observed during Christmas Bird Counts from 1962 to 1984 significantly 
decreased in southern California despite an increase in observer 
participation in the counts (Page et al. 1986). This observed decline 
was not accompanied by a significant loss of wintering habitat over 
the same  time period  (Page et al. 198 6). 
  
   The most important form of habitat loss to coastal breeding snowy 
plovers has been encroachment of European beachgrass (Ammophila 
arenaria). T his non-native p lant was introd uced to the w est coast 
around 1898 to stabilize dunes (W iedemann 1987). S ince then it has 
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spread up and down the coast and now is found from British Columbia to 
southern California (Ventura County). European beachgrass is currently 
a major dune plant at about 50 pe rcent of California breeding sites 
and all of those in O regon and W ashington (J.P. M yers, Nation al 
Audubon Society, in litt., 1988). Stabilizing sand dunes with European 
beachgrass has reduced the amount of unvegetated area above the 
tideline, decrea sed the width  of the beach, a nd increased  its slope. 
These changes have reduced the amount of potential snowy plover 
nesting habitat on many beaches and may hamper brood movements. The 
beachgrass com munity also provides habitat for snowy  plover predators 
which historically would have been largely precluded by the lack of 
cover in the dune com munity. In addition, the presence of beach grass 
may adversely affect plover food supplies. The abundance and diversity 
of sand dune arthropods are markedly depressed in areas dominated by 
Europea n beachgra ss (Slobodch ikoff and D oyen 1977) . 
  
   Urban development also has contributed significantly to the loss of 
snowy plover breeding sites. The construction of residential and 
industrial developments, and recreational facilities, including 
placement of access roads, parking lots, summer homes, and supportive 
services, have permanently eliminated valuable nesting habitat on 
beaches in southern Washington (Brittell et al. 1976), Oregon (Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife 1990), and California (Page and 
Stenzel 198 1). Snowy  plover use of m an-mad e habitat, such as  salt 
evaporators and dredged spoil sites, apparently has not compensated 
for loss or degra dation of habitat in o ther areas (P age and Ste nzel 
1981). 
  
   Sand mining operations at numerous locations in California also may 
be eliminating potential snowy plover habitat by interrupting buildup 
of the sand profile (David Dixon, in litt., 1991). Stabilization 
efforts also may interrupt this process, resulting in beach erosion 
and loss of plove r nesting habitat. 
  
   In the habitat remaining for snowy plover nesting, human activity 
(e.g., walking, jogging, running pets, horseback riding, off-road 
vehicle use, and beach raking) is a key factor in the ongoing decline 
in snowy plover coastal breeding sites and breeding populations in 
California, Oregon, and Washington. Snowy plovers also are subjected 
to similar high levels of human disturbance at nesting sites in Baja 
California, M exico (Bar bara M assey, Proes teros, pers. com m., 1990; 
Daniel A nderson, U niversity of Ca lifornia, Davis, p ers. comm ., 1990). 
With 81 pe rcent of the O regon snow y plover popu lation supported  at 
three of six remaining nesting sites and 78 percent of the California 
population breeding in eight areas, loss of just a few of these sites 
could dram atically reduce  the coastal plove r population. 
  
   In all of Los A ngeles Cou nty and parts of O range Cou nty, 
California, entire beaches are raked on a daily to weekly basis to 
remove trash and tidal debris. Even if human activity was low on these 
beaches, grooming activities completely preclude the possibility of 
successful nesting attempts (Stenzel et al. 1981). Plover food 
availability on raked beaches also may be depressed for both breeding 
and wintering birds, because surf-cast kelp and associated 
invertebrates are removed and the upper centimeter of the sand 
substrate is disturbe d (J.P. My ers, in litt., 1988). 
  
  
B. Overutilization for Commercial, Recreational, Scientific, or 
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Educational Purposes 
  
   Egg collecting has been observed at several California nesting 
colonies (Stenzel et al. 1981, Warriner et al. 1986). The significance 
of this factor on ne sting success is un known. 
  
  
C. Disease or Predation 
  
   Western snowy plover eggs, chicks, and adults are taken by a 
variety of avian and mammalian predators. These losses, particularly 
to avian predators, are exacerbated by human disturbances. Of the many 
predators, A merican  crows (C orvus brach yrhynchos) , ravens (C. co rax), 
and red fox (Vulpes vulpes) have had a significantly adverse effect on 
reproductive success at several colony sites. Because crows and 
ravens, in particular, thrive in urban/agricultural areas, present day 
coastal populations of these species are probably greater than 
historic populations. Accumulations of trash at beaches attracts these 
as well as other predators, including striped skunks (M ephitis 
mephitis), gu lls (Larus sp.), an d raccoons ( Procyon loto r) (Stern et 
al. 1990b, Ho gan 1991). A t nesting sites on the O regon coast, n est 
losses of up to 68 percent have been attributed to crow s and ravens 
(Wilson-Jacobs and Meslow 1984, Stern et al. 1991b). Ravens were also 
significant predators at a Point Reyes breeding site, destroying 67 to 
69 percent of the clutches in 1988 to 1989 (Page 1988, 1990). In 
recent years, concern has increased regarding loss of snowy plover 
nests to the introduced eastern red fox. The fox ap parently now occurs 
throughout a significant portion of coastal California, including the 
Monterey Bay area (John and Jane Warriner, point Reyes Bird 
Observa tory, in litt., 1989), San F rancisco Ba y (Leora F eeney, 
Biological Field Services, pers. comm., 1991), Orange County, (Gary 
Page, in litt., 1988), and Ventura, Los Angeles, and Santa Barbara 
Counties (R onald Jurek, C alifornia De partmen t of Fish and G ame, per s. 
comm., 1992). At the Marina breeding site in Monterey Bay, red fox 
destroyed 45 percent of the nests in 1988 (Page 1988). This predator 
was also the likely cause of nest failures at least three other 
breeding sites in Monterey Bay in 1989 to 1990 (Page 1990). In the 
Salinas River area, the number of chicks fledged between 1984 and 1989 
was reduced by 75 percent as red fox expanded into the area (John and 
Jane Wa rriner, in litt., 1989). 
  
   Although pre dation represe nts an impo rtant mortality f actor at 
several colon y sites, the significanc e of predation  on the overall 
coastal population of the snowy plover is unknow n. Nevertheless, this 
factor remains an issue of concern, particularly as it relates to the 
non-native red fox, which represents a severe and spreading threat to 
nesting snow y plovers. 
  
  
D. The Inadequ acy of Existing Regulatory M echanisms 
  
   The western snowy plover is protected by the Federal Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.) and by State law as a nongame 
species. The plover's breeding habitat, however, receives only limited 
protection from  these laws; e.g ., Migratory  Bird Trea ty Act 
prohibition again st taking "nests." 16  U.S.C. 70 3. 
  
   In the State of Washington, the we stern snowy plover wa s listed as 
an endangered species in 1981  by the Wildlife Com mission. This 
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designation, however, does not provide for consultation between the 
Department of Wildlife and other State agencies regarding impacts of 
proposed projects on the snowy plover. Preparation of a recovery plan 
for the snowy plover is required by 1995 under State law. A recovery 
plan for the snowy plover, however, has not yet been developed. There 
are also no penalties imposed under Washington law for take of 
endangered species habitat. At the Damon Point site, the Department of 
Wildlife has entered into an agreement with other agencies to provide 
some pro tection for nesting  plovers. 
  
   In Oregon , the plover w as listed as a threate ned species in 1 975. 
The Oregon T hreatened and Enda ngered Species Ac t of 1987 requires 
other State agencies to consult with the Department of Fish and 
Wildlife. The State Act, however, does not provide adequate protection 
for either the birds or their habitat. A managem ent and recovery plan 
for the snowy plover in Oregon is currently being developed (Oregon 
Departm ent of Fish and  Wildlife 199 0, Martin N ugent, Ore gon Depa rtment 
of Fish and Wildlife, pers. comm ., 1992). Although protective mea sures 
are being implem ented on an experime ntal basis at some nesting sites 
(Charles Bruce, pers. comm., 1990) and many beaches have been closed 
to vehicles, a comprehensive conservation program has yet to be 
implemented in this State. At Coos Bay, an estuary management plan 
requires no ne t loss of plover hab itat in conjunction w ith industrial 
development of the North Spit. In 1993, the Oregon Fish and Wildlife 
Commission will consider upgrading the snowy plover to endangered 
status.   
   In California, where the majority of nesting occurs, the snowy 
plover is classified  as a "Specie s of Special C oncern" (R emsen 1 978). 
This designa tion provides no  special, legally m andated pro tection. 
Vehicle closures have been effective in protecting nesting snowy 
plovers on some State beaches (W. David Shuford, Point Reyes Bird 
Observatory, in litt., 1989, Henry R. Agonia, California Department of 
Parks and R ecreation, in litt., 1991 ), but have bee n ineffective a t 
other beach es because  of a lack of enf orceme nt (P. Persons , in litt., 
1992). Aside from the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, snowy plovers have no 
protection status in M exico. 
  
   Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and section 10 of the Rivers and 
Harbors Act are the primary Federal laws that could provide some 
protection of nesting and wintering habitat of the western snowy 
plover that is determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) 
to be wetlan ds or historic navig able water s of the United  States. 
These laws, however, would apply to only a small fraction of the 
nesting and wintering areas of the western snowy plover on the Pacific 
coast. 
  
   In 1985, the N ongam e Program  of the Service  prepared m anagem ent 
guidelines for the western snowy plover (Fish and Wildlife Service 
1985), wh ich included stra tegies to reduce  human d isturbance at 
nesting sites, and pr event structura l alternation of bre eding habitat. 
Some management actions have been carried out since publication of the 
guidelines, but m ajor strategies ha ve yet to be im plemente d. 
  
  
E. Other Natural or Man-made Factors Affecting its Continued Existence 
  
   Human activity, as mentioned previously, is a key factor in the 
ongoing decline in snowy plover coastal breeding sites and breeding 
populations. The nesting season of the western snowy plover (mid-March 
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to mid-September) coincides with the season of greatest human use on 
beaches of the west coast (Memorial Day through Labor Day). Human 
activities of particular detriment to nesting snowy plovers include 
unintentional disturbance and trampling of eggs and chicks by people 
(Stenzel et al. 19 81, Warr iner et al. 1986, P . Persons, in litt., 
1992); off-road vehicle use (Widrig 1980, Stenzel et al. 1981, Anthony 
1985, Wa rriner et al. 1986, P age 1988, P hilip Persons, in litt., 
1992); horse- back riding (W oolington 1985 , Page 1988 , Philip Persons, 
in litt., 1992); and bea ch raking (S tenzel et al. 1981 ). Page et al. 
(1977) found that snowy plovers w ere disturbed more than tw ice as 
often by such  human a ctivities than all other n atural causes c ombined . 
  
   Intensive beach use by humans results in abandonment of nesting 
sites or reductions in nesting density or nesting success. In southern 
California where human activity on beaches is extensive, plover 
nesting is restricted to managed preserves. The reduction in the 
number of nesting plovers at South Beach on the Oregon coast may have 
been related to opening of a new State park adjacent to the beach 
(Wilson 1980). Nipomo Dunes beach in southern California, which 
receives high human use, including significant off-road vehicle 
activity, supported one-fifth the density of plover nests as occurred 
at Point Purisima beach, within Vandenberg Air Force Base (closed to 
public use) (Stenzel et al. 1981). This relationship held true even 
though nesting h abitat at Nipom o Dunes w as of higher qu ality than that 
at Point Purisima. Hatching success was found to be much lower on 
Zmudowski State Beach in Monterey County, California, than on an 
undisturbed sa lt pan just 1 kilom eter (km)  away (W arriners, unpu bl. 
data in Page  and Stenze l 1981). 
  
   In the few instances where human intrusion into snowy plover 
nesting areas has been precluded either through area closures or by 
natural events, nesting success has improved. The average number of 
young fledglings per nesting pair increased from 0.75 to 2.00 after 
the nesting site at Leadbetter Point, Washington, was closed to human 
activities (Saul 1982). Similarly, vehicle closure on a portion of 
Pismo Beach, California, led to an eight-fold increase in the nesting 
plover population (W. David Shuford, Point Reyes Bird Observatory, in 
litt., 1989). Fledgling success increased 16 percent at Moss Landing 
Beach, California, after beach access was virtually eliminated by the 
1989 earthqu ake (Page  1990). 
  
   When beach visitors travel through plove r nesting areas, plovers 
flush repeatedly. Incubating plovers at Point Reyes left their nests 
in response to human activity 65 to 78 percent of the time when 
disturbances o ccurred w ithin 100 me ters (m) or le ss of nests (Pag e et 
al. 1977). Dogs intimidated plovers even more, with plovers flushing 
more frequently and remaining off their nests significantly longer 
when distur bed by peop le with dogs ve rsus people w ithout dogs (Pag e et 
al. 1977). 
  
   Prolonged absences from the nest and the subsequent longer 
incubation period increase the likelihood of nest failures by 
prolonging ex posure of egg s and nesting bird s to predators (P age et 
al. 1983) and other detrimental factors. Human disturbance also may 
increase exposure of eggs or chicks to inclement weather. In an 
attempt to avoid intruders, adult snowy plovers have been observed 
leaving chicks wet and unattended in the rain (Wilson 1980) and 
allowing w ind blown sa nd to bury their e ggs (Charle s Bruce, per s. 
comm., 1991). Prolonged absences from the nest on sunny days may 
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result in overhe ating of the eggs . 
  
   Researchers also have frequently observed chicks running long 
distances along beaches as they were unintentionally "herded" by 
people using the beach (Philip Persons, in litt., 1992). High levels 
of human disturbance may increase chick mortality by altering chick 
behavior. Frequently disturbed piping plover chicks fed less often and 
at a reduced rate (Fleming et al. 1988). Fewer chicks survived to 17 
days in areas h eavily disturbed  by huma ns. 
  
   In addition to indirect effects, direct losses of chicks and adults 
also result form human  activities. In the Monterey Bay area , two makes 
were fou nd run over o n their nests (J.P. M yers, in litt., 1988). 
Chicks and  adults are particu larly vulnerab le because o f their habit 
of crouching  in depressions, su ch as tire tracks o r footprints. 
Vehicle tracks have been noted in nesting areas at a number of 
beaches, inc luding Dam on Point (A nthony 1985 ) and Lead better point 
(Widrig 1980) in Washington; New River (Wickham 1981) and Coos Bay 
(Oregon  Departm ent of Fish and  Wildlife 199 0) in Orego n; and Point 
Reyes (Pa ge 1988), the P ajaro River m outh (Wa rriner et al. 1986) , 
Morro B ay and Ca lendar-M ussel Rock D unes (Philip Pe rsons, in litt., 
1992) in Ca lifornia. The M exican gove rnment re ported observ ing all 
terrain vehicle  tracks in 15 of 28  breeding sites in B aja California , 
Mexico (Dra. Graciela De La G raza Garcia, in litt., 1992). On military 
bases, such as Camp Pendleton in California, plovers are directly and 
indirectly affected by military training exercises on the beach (Loren 
Hays, U .S. Fish and W ildlife Service, pe rs. comm ., 1991). 
  
   Because the majority of snowy plover nesting sites occur in 
unstable sandy substrates, nest losses caused by weather-related 
natural phenomena  commo nly occur. Events such as extrem e high tides 
(Wilson 19 80, Stenzel et a l. 1981, Wa rriner et al. 1986, P age 1988), 
river flooding (S tenzel et al. 1981 ), and heavy  rain (Wilson  1980, 
Warriner et al. 1986, Page 1988) have been reported to destroy or wash 
away individual nests as well as entire colony sites. Wind driven sand 
contributes to ne st failure by bury ing eggs (W ilson 1980, Sten zel et 
al. 1981, Warriner et al. 1986). The pe rcentage of total nest losses 
attributed to weather-related phenomenon has varied from 15 to 38 
percent (Wilson 1980, Warriner et al. 1986, Page 1988). Although 
natural phenomena contribute significantly to nest failures at some 
plover breed ing sites, the significan ce of this factor o n the overall 
coastal breed ing population is un known. 
  
   Artificial measures have been taken at several nesting sites to 
improve snowy plover nesting success. In 1991, the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation and the Service conducted plover 
nest enclosure studies on National Wildlife Refuge and State property 
in the Monterey area. H atching success of plover nests in enclosures 
was 81 pe rcent as com pared to 28 pe rcent for unpr otected nests. 
(Richard G. Rayburn, California Department of Parks and Recreation, in 
litt., 1992, Elaine H arding-Sm ith, U.S. Fish an d Wildlife Se rvice, 
pers. com m., 1992). U se of nest enclo sures at Coos  Bay No rth Spit 
resulted in up to 88 percent nesting success, compared to as low as 9 
percent success for unprotected nests (Stern et al. 1991b, Randy 
Fisher, in litt., 1992). 
  
   The Service has carefully assessed the best scientific and 
commercial information available regarding the past, present, and 
future threats faced by the Pacific coast population of the western 
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snowy plover in determ ining to make this final rule. Based on this 
evaluation, the p referred ac tion is to list the Pacific co ast 
population of the western snow y plover (Charadrius alexandrinus 
nivosus) as threatened. This population of the we stern snowy plover is 
threatened by loss and modification of nest ing habitat result ing from 
encroachment of European beachgrass, extensive human recreational use 
of nesting areas, and human development of the coast. Predation, which 
is often exace rbated by hum an disturbanc e, poses a significa nt threat 
to a number of nesting colonies. Although only two western snowy 
plover nesting sites remain in Washington, and population declines in 
Oregon have been dramatic in recent years, the Service has decided to 
list the Pacific coast population of the western snowy p lover as 
threatened. This decision is based on the fact that the center of the 
breeding range of this population is in California where numbers of 
breeding bird s are greater a nd have not de clined as dram atically. 
However, numerous unchecked threats and an ongoing, rangewide 
population decline indicate that the coastal population of the western 
snowy plover is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable 
future through out all or a significan t portion of its range . Critical 
habitat is not determinable at this time for reasons discussed in the 
"Critical Ha bitat" section of this ru le. 
  
  
Critical Hab itat 
  
   Section 4(a)(3) of the Act, as amended, requires that, to the 
maximum extent prudent and determinable, the Secretary designate 
critical habitat concurrently with determining a species to be 
endangered or threatened. T he Service finds that critical habitat is 
not presently determinable for the Pacific coast population of the 
western snowy plover. The Service's regulations (50 CFR 424.12(a)(2)) 
state that critical habitat is not determinable if information 
sufficient to perform required analyses of the impacts of the 
designation is lacking or if the biological needs of the species are 
not sufficiently kn own to perm it identification of an a rea of critical 
habitat. Critical habitat is defined as "specific areas within the 
geographical area currently occupied by a species * * * on which are 
found those physical or biological features essential to the 
conservation  of the species a nd that ma y require spec ial manag ement 
consideration s or protection * *  *" (50 CFR  424.02(d)). 
  
   When pr ompt listing of a  species is essentia l to its conservation, 
but sufficient information to perform req uired analyses of the impacts 
of the critical habitat designation is lacking, the Service may go 
forward w ith a final listing decision  without design ating critical 
habitat. In the case of the snowy plover, nesting birds (especially in 
Oregon a nd Wash ington) need im mediate p rotection from  take. A critica l 
habitat determination, to the maximum extent prudent, must then be 
completed not later than 2 years from publication of the proposed 
rule. The Service is continuing to gather information to be used in 
these analyse s. 
  
   The Service has received additional information specific to 
potential areas o f snowy plo ver critical habita t. A study by S tern et 
al. (1990b) indicates that plover broods at several Orego n sites 
remain relatively close to nesting areas. Ad ditional information is 
being sought fr om snow y plover expe rts, particularly in C alifornia, 
where m any of the colo ny sites have no t been studied as  extensively. 
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   The relative importance of specific wintering habitat sites to 
maintenance of the coastal population of the subspecies also may 
represent an  additional consid eration. 
  
   In addition, to analy ze the econo mic im pacts of a critica l habitat 
designation, the Service must obtain information about the costs of 
such a design ation over and  above the co sts associated w ith listing. 
The Service m ust have information on the possible increased  costs 
associated with restrictions of public access to specific nesting or 
wintering ar eas, and assoc iated seconda ry effects on re creational 
concessiona ires, comm ercial fisheries, an d industrial and re sidential 
development. Such information will be gathered by coordinating with 
the appropria te agencies an d individuals. 
  
  
Available Conservation M easures 
  
   Conservation measures provided to species listed as endangered or 
threatened u nder the En dangered S pecies Ac t include recog nition, 
recovery actions, requirements for Federal protection, and 
prohibitions against certain activities. Recognition through listing 
encourages and results in conservation actions by Federal, State, and 
private agen cies, groups, an d individuals. Th e Endang ered Spec ies Act 
provides for possible land acquisition and cooperation w ith the States 
and requires that recovery actions be carried out for all listed 
species. The protection required of Federal agencies and the 
prohibitions aga inst taking and ha rm are disc ussed, in part, belo w. 
  
   Section 7(a) of the Act, as amended, requires Federal agencies to 
evaluate their actions with respect to any species that is proposed or 
listed as endang ered or threa tened and w ith respect to its critical 
habitat, if any is being designated. Regulations implem enting this 
interagency cooperation provision of the Act are codified at 50 CFR 
part 402. Section 7(a)(2) of the Act requires Federal agencies to 
insure that activities the y authorize, fun d, or carry out a re not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species or to 
destroy or adversely modify its critical habitat. If a Federal action 
may affect a listed species or its critical habitat, the responsible 
Federal ag ency mu st enter into form al consultation w ith the Service. 
  
   Federal agencies that may be involved as a result of this listing 
are the Serv ice, Bureau  of Land M anagem ent, Nationa l Park Servic e, 
U.S. Forest Service, Federal Aviation Administration, and the 
Departm ents of the Ar my (includ ing the Corps o f Engineer s (Corps)), 
Navy, and Air Force. In California, approximately 34 percent of the 
breeding plover population occurs on Federal lands (J.P. Myers, in 
litt., 1988). At least 50  percent of bre eding habitat is un der Federa l 
agency jurisdiction in Oregon (J.P. Myers, in litt., 1988). In 
Washing ton, the breeding  site at Leadbe tter Point is within a  National 
Wildlife Re fuge. 
  
   On most Fede ral land containing active breeding sites, few m easures 
have been implemented specifically to protect snowy plovers. In a few 
areas in California, including the Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton, plovers have benefitted som ewhat from pro tective measures 
taken for the endangered California least tern (Sterna anti llarum 
brownii). At Vande nberg Air Force B ase in southern California, beaches 
are closed to all foot and vehicular traffic during the California 
least tern nesting season (Donna Brewer, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
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Service, pers. comm.,  1991). Dogs and cattle  have been restr icted from 
some be aches at Poin t Reyes N ational Seash ore (Gary  Page, pers. co mm., 
1991), and some beaches on Federal land in Oregon have been closed to 
vehicles to prote ct plovers and o ther wildlife (C harles Bruc e, pers. 
comm., 1991). Leadbetter Point in Washington (Fish and Wildlife 
Service), a 5-acre spoil disposal site in Coos Bay (Bureau of Land 
Management), and a 25-acre spoil disposal site in Coos Bay (Corps of 
Engineers) are the only nesting sites where human access is restricted 
specifically for plover nesting. At the Siuslaw National Forest, the 
Forest Service has established Forest-w ide standards and guidelines 
for the snowy plover. These guidelines include area closures through 
signing, public education, prohibitions against loss or degradation of 
habitat, provisions f or habitat enha nceme nt, and mon itoring. Most 
other nesting areas on Federal land, with the exception of military 
bases, have unrestricted huma n access all year. In Oregon, the C orps 
of Engineers is proposing two projects to create or improve plover 
nesting habitat using dredged spoils. Access improvements for 
recreationa l purposes are  ongoing at seve ral beaches o n Federal lan d. 
At Coos Bay, Oregon, where the largest coastal Oregon plover colony 
occurs, several recreational facilities, including off-road vehicle 
access and campgrounds are proposed on Bureau of Land Managem ent land 
(Bureau o f Land M anagem ent 1989). Th e Bureau  of Land M anagem ent at 
Coos Bay also is considering a proposed land exchange that would 
involve moving a snowy plover nesting site to a new location created 
with dredge d spoils. 
  
   Because human disturbance is a primary factor affecting snowy 
plover repro ductive succe ss, any of the abo ve mentio ned Feder al 
agencies would be required to consult with the Service if any action 
they fund, authorize, or carry out may affect the coastal population 
of the weste rn snowy p lover. 
  
   As discussed above, some western snowy plover nesting and wintering 
habitat may be regulated by the Corps of Engineers under section 10 of 
the Rivers and Harbors Act and section 404 of the Clean Water Act. If 
a proposed project may  affect the western snowy  plover, the Corps 
would be required to consult with the Service under section 7 of the 
Act. 
  
   The Ac t and implem enting regulation s found at 50 C FR 17.31 se t 
forth a series of general prohibitions and exceptions that apply to 
all threatened wildlife not covered by a special rule. These 
prohibitions, in part, make it illegal for any person subject to the 
jurisdiction of the U nited States to take  (including hara ss, harm, 
pursue, hunt, sho ot, wound, kill, trap , capture, collec t, or attempt 
any such conduct), import or export, transport in interstate or 
foreign commerce in the course of commercial activity, or sell or 
offer for sale in in terstate or foreign  comm erce any listed s pecies. 
It also is illegal to possess, sell deliver, carry, transport, or ship 
any such wildlife that has been taken illegally. Certain excep tions 
apply to agen ts of the Service  and State con servation age ncies. 
  
   Permits may be  issued to carry out otherwise prohibited activities 
involving threate ned wildlife sp ecies under c ertain circum stances. 
Regulations governing permits are at 50 CFR 17.32. Such permits are 
available for scientific purposes, to enhance the propagation or 
survival of the species, and/or for incidental take in connection with 
otherwise lawful activities. For threatened species, there are also 
permits for z oological exhib ition, educationa l purposes, or spe cial 
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purposes con sistent with the pu rposes of the A ct. 
  
   The Service will review the Pacific coast population of the western 
snowy plover to determine whether it should be placed upon the Annex 
of the Convention on Nature Protection and Wildlife Preservation in 
the Western Hemisphere, which is implemented through section 8(A)(e) 
of the Act, and whether it should be considered for other appropriate 
international agr eemen ts. 
  
  
National E nvironme ntal Policy A ct 
  
   The Fish an d Wildlife Se rvice has dete rmined tha t an Environm ental 
Assessment or Environmental Impact Statement, as defined under the 
authority of the N ational Enviro nmental P olicy Act of 1 969, need no t 
be prepared in connection with regulations adopted pursuant to section 
4(a) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. A notice 
outlining the Service's reasons for this determination was published 





   A complete list of all references cited herein is available upon 
request from the Field Supervisor, Sacramento Field Office, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife  Service, 280 0 Cottage W ay, Room  E-1803, Sa cramen to, 





   The primary author of this rule is Karen J. Miller, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Ecological Services, Sacramento Field Office, 2800 
Cottage Way, Room E-1803, Sacram ento, California 95825-1846 (916/978- 
4866). 
  
   $65:$%$?$%List of Subjects in 50 CFR Part 17 
  
   Endangered and threatened species, Exports, Imports, Reporting and 





   Accordingly, part 17, subchapter B of chapter I, title 50 of the 
Code of F ederal Reg ulations, is ame nded as set forth  below: 
  
PART 17 -- [AM ENDED ] 
     1. The authority  citation for part 17  continues to rea d as follows: 
  
   Authority: 16 U .S.C. 1361-1 407; 16 U.S .C. 1531-154 4; 16 U.S.C . 
4201-4245 ; Pub. L. 99-6 25, 100 Stat. 350 0, unless otherw ise noted. 
  
   2. Ame nd  Sec. 17.11 (h) by adding  the following, in a lphabetical 
order under  Birds, to the List of  Endange red and Th reatened W ildlife: 
  
  
 Sec. 17.11 -- Endangered and threatened wildlife 
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 * * * * * 
  





   Common nam e            Plover, Western snowy 
   Scientific name        Charadrius alexa ndrinus nivosus 
Historic rang e            U.S.A. (C A, OR , WA, N V, AZ , UT, CO , NM, 
TX, OK, KS ); Mexico 
Vertebra te population w here endan gered or threa tened    U.S.A . 
(CA, OR, WA ); Mexico (BC) (Within 50 miles of the Pacific coast) 
Status               T 
When listed          493 
Critical habitat     NA 
Special rules        NA 
  
  
   Dated: Feb ruary 26, 199 3. 
  
  
Richard N . Smith, 
  
  
Acting D irector, U.S. F ish and W ildlife Service. 
  
[FR Doc. 93-5086 Filed 3-4-93; 8:45 am] 
  
BILLING CODE 4310-55-M 
APPENDIX B
Predator Damage Management Methods
Predator Damage Management Methods Available for Use.  A variety of methods are used by APHIS-WS personnel
in predator damage management.  APHIS-WS employ three general strategies to reduce wildlife damage: resource
management, physical exclusion, and wildlife management.  Each of these approaches is a general strategy or
recommendation for addressing predator damage situations.  Most predator damage management methods have
recognized strengths and weaknesses relative to each damage situation.  APHIS-WS personnel can determine for each
unique situation what method or combination of methods is most appropriate and effective using the WS Decision
Model (S late et al. 1992) . 
All predator  damage  manage ment m ethods have lim itations which a re defined by  the circum stances assoc iated with
individual wildlife damage problems.  APHIS-W S considers a wide range of limitations as they apply the decision
making process to determine what method(s) to use to resolve each damage problem (USDA 1997a, revised).  Examples
of limitations which must be considered and criteria to evaluate various methods are presented in USDA (1997a,
revised, Ap pendix N)  and in the follow ing discussions.  
Resource Managem ent.  Resource management includes a variety of practices that may be used by resource
manag ers or own ers to reduce th e potential for pre dator dam age.  Imple mentation  of these practic es is
appropriate when the potential for or actual damage can be reduced without significantly increasing a resource
manager ow ner’s costs or diminishing a person’s ability to manag e resources pursuant to their goals.
Habitat  Manag ement .  Just as habitat managem ent is an integral part of other wildlife managem ent programs,
it also plays an im portant role in pre dator dam age ma nagem ent.  The type , quality, and quan tity of habitat is
directly related to the animals attracted to an area and what the habitat can support.  Therefore, habitat can be
managed so that it does not produce or attract certain species or it repels them.  Limitations of habitat
management as a method of controlling wildlife damage are determined by the characteristics of the species
involved, the nature of the damag e, economic feasibility, and other factors.  Rem oving non native beach grass
to discourage predators is an integral part of past, present, and future plover reco very efforts.
Physical Exclusion.  Physical exclusion methods restrict the access of wildlife to resources.  Nest exclosures
are used to protect nesting plovers from predation.  The exclosures must encompass the sides and top of the
structure, and be burried into the sand to help prevent burrowing, climbing and flying predators from entering
the exclosures.  These methods provide a means of appropriate and effective prevention of damage in some
situations.  
Wildlife Management.   Reducing wildlife damage is achieved with many different techniques.  The objective
of this approach is to alter the behavior or population of the target animal, thereby eliminating or reducing the
potential for loss or d amage .  
Frightening D evices.   Frightening devices include distress calls, pyrotechnics, propane cannons, flags, and
reflective tape .  The succe ss of frightening m ethods depen ds on the anim al’s fear of and  subsequent a version to
the stimuli.  On ce anima ls become  habituated to a stim ulus, they often re sume their  damagin g activities. 
Persistent effor ts are usually req uired to consisten tly apply frightenin g techniques a nd to vary them  sufficiently
to prolong their effectiveness.  In many situations animals frightened from one location become a problem at
another.  Som e frightening de vices ma y have nega tive effects on n on-target w ildlife, including T &E spe cies. 
Frightening devices will probably have severe limitations in protecting plovers since they may affect plovers as
much as the target species.  The use of some frightening devices and techniques in urban and suburban
environments may be considered aesthetically displeasing such as netting over trees or a nuisance by some
persons such as the noise from propane cannons.  The continued success of these methods frequently requires
reinforcem ent by limited s hooting (see sh ooting). 
Pyrotechnics.  Pyrotechnic s consist of a varie ty of noise m aking device s in the form o f fireworks . 
Double sho tgun shells, know n as shell-crac kers or scare  cartridges, are  12-gauge sh otgun shells
containing a fire cracker tha t is projected up to 7 5 yards befor e exploding.  N oise bomb s, whistle
bombs, racket bombs, and rocket bombs are fired from 15 millimeter flare pistols.  They are used
similarly to shell-crackers, but are projected for shorter distances.  Noise bombs (also called bird
bombs) are firecrack ers that travel about 75 feet before exploding.  W histle bombs are similar to noise
bombs, but whistle in flight and do not explode.  They produce a noticeable response because of the
trail of smoke and fire, as well as the whistling sound.  Racket bombs make a screaming noise in flight
and do not explode.  Rocket bombs are similar to noise bombs but may travel up to 150 yards before
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exploding.  These pyrotechnics are often used to frighten birds away from crops, roosting locations, or
runways.  The shells are fired so that they explode in front of, or underneath, flocks of birds
attempting to  enter crop field s, roosts, or the air ope rating area at a n airport.  The  purpose is to
produce an explosion between the birds and their objective.  Birds already in a crop field or at an
airport can be frightened away, but it is extremely difficult to disperse birds that have already settled
in a roost.
A variety of other pyrotechnic devices, including firecrackers, rockets, and Roman candles, are used
for dispersing animals.  The discharge of pyrotechnics may be inappropriate and prohibited in some
area such as urban and suburban communities.  Pyrotechnic projectiles can start fires, ricochet off
buildings, pose tra ffic hazards, c ause som e dogs to bark in cessantly, and in jure and anno y people. 
Pyrotechnics may cause fear or alarm in urban areas as the sound of discharge sometimes resembles
gunfire.
Propane E xploders.   Propane exploders operate on propane gas and are designed to produce loud
explosions at co ntrolled intervals.  T hey are strateg ically located (e levated abov e the vegetation , if
possible, and hidden) in areas of high wildlife use to frighten wildlife from  the problem site.  Because
animals ar e known to  habituate to soun ds, exploders m ust be mov ed frequen tly and used in
conjunction with other scare devices or reinforced with lethal methods.  Exploders can be left in an
area after dispersal is complete to discourage animals from returning.  However, propane exploders
are generally inappropriate for use in urban areas due to the repeated loud explosions which many
people consid er an unacc eptable nuisan ce. 
Scarecrow s.  Since personnel is often limited, the use of scarecrows can be effective when people are
not present at a field.  The human  effigy is still one of the best scarecrows available.  These w ork best
with eyes on both sides of the head and dressed in clothes similar to the clothes worn by people that
are harassing the birds.  Other scarecrows are available such as "scare-eye" balloons.   As with other
techniques, scarecrows work best when the number is varied, a variety of scarecrows are used, and
they are moved often.
Flagging.  Flags may have limited effectiveness in frightening birds.  Anecdotal reports indicate black
flagging m ay be effec tive at repelling som e birds. 
Bioacoustics.    Distress and alarm calls of various animals have been used singly and in conjunction
with other sca ring devices to su ccessfully sca re or harass an imals.  M any of these so unds are ava ilable
on records a nd tapes.  Calls sh ould be playe d back to the an imals from  either fixed or m obile
equipment in the imm ediate or surrounding area of the problem .  Animals react differently to distress
calls; their use depends on the species and the problem.  Calls may be played for short (few second)
bursts, for longer periods, or even continually, depending on the severity of damage and relative
effectivene ss of different trea tment or “p laying” time s. 
Chem ical Repellents.   Chemical repellents are com pounds that prevent the consum ption of food items or use
of an area.  They operate by producing an undesirable taste, odor, feel, or behavior pattern.  Effective and
practical chemical repellents should be: nonh azardous to wildlife; nontoxic to plants, seeds, and huma ns; resis-
tant to weathering; easily applied; reasonably priced; and capable of providing good repellent qualities.  The
reaction of different animals to a single chemical formulation varies, and for any species there may be
variations in repellency between different habitat types.  Development of chemical repellents is expensive and
cost prohibitive in many situations.  Chemical repellents are strictly regulated, and suitable repellents are not
available for many wildlife species or wildlife damage situations.  Naphthalene (moth balls) has proven to be
ineffective as a  bird repellent (D olbeer et al. 1988 ).  
Aversive Age nts.  Methioca rb, active ingred ient in Mesu rol, can be usef ul as an aversiv e conditioning a gent,
used in eggs, in reducing raven predation of colonial waterbirds (Avery et al. 1995).  Mesurol is an aversive
conditioning egg treatment registered with the EPA to reduce predation on the eggs of protected, threatened or
endangered species.  Mesurol is only available for use under APHIS-WS program supervision (see product
label, Appendix D).  After prebaiting, a limited number of treated eggs would be distributed within the nesting
colony. To reduce risk to humans, non-target animals and pets, a blind would be established during treated egg
baiting periods so treated egg sites can be observed.  In addition, eggs would be wired to the ground so they can
not be rem oved from  the site, and thus w ould be consu med on site .  Treated eg gs would be  remove d from ba it
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sites when the observer is not present.  Wh en used according to label directions, methioca rb will not pose
unreasona ble risks or adve rse effects to hu mans or th e environm ent (USE PA 1994 , Mesuro l Label Ap pendix
D). 
Take M ethods.  
Chem ical Immobilizing an d Euthanizing A gents.  Most APHIS-W S Specialists in Oregon are
trained and certified to use drugs for capturing or euthanizing wildlife.  Drugs such as sodium
phenobarb ital derivatives are  used for eutha nasia.  Mo st drugs, an exc eption is alpha-c hloralose, fall
under restricted-use categories and must be used under the appropriate license from the U.S.
Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Agency.  The drugs used by APHIS-W S are approved by a
Drug Co mmitte e panel.
Euthan asia.  Captured an imals m ay be euthan ized.  The eu thanasia m ethod used is
dependen t on whethe r the anima l is going to be proc essed for hum an consum ption.  Anim als
that are not going to be consumed can be euthanized with a sodium phenobarbital solution
such as Beuthanasia-D® or other appropriate method such as cervical dislocation,
decapitation, a shot to the brain, or asphyxiation.  CO2 is sometimes used to euthanize
animals w hich are cap tured in live traps a nd when r elocation is not a fe asible option. 
Relocatio n.   Most damaging species are common and num erous throughout Oregon, so they are
rarely, if ever, relocated because habitats in other areas are generally already occupied.  Relocation
of damaging species to other areas following live capture generally would not be biologically sound,
effective nor  cost-effective .  Relocation of  wildlife often inv olves stress to the re located anim al,
poor survival rates, and difficulties in adapting to new locations or habitats.  Relocation of target
animals inv olved in conflicts is u sually not recom mende d according  to State wildlife p olicy. 
Leg-hold traps are used to ca pture anim als such as coy otes, bobcats, fox , mink, racc oon and skun k. 
These traps are the most effective, versatile and widely used tool available to APHIS-WS for
capturing many species.  Traps placed in the travel lanes of the target animal, using location rather
than attractants, are known as "blind sets."  More frequently, traps are placed as "baited" or
"scented" sets .  These trap sets  use an attractant consisting of the animal 's  preferred food or some
other lure such as fetid meat, urine, or musk to attract the animal into the trap.
In some situations, a carcass or large piece of meat (i.e., a draw station) may be used to attract target
animals to an area where traps are set.  In this approach, single or multiple trap sets are placed at
least 30 feet from the draw station.  APHIS-W S program policy prohibits placement of traps or
snares within 30 feet of a draw station to prevent the capture of non-target scavenging birds.  There
are only two exceptions to this policy.  One is when setting leg-hold traps to capture cougars
returning to a kill.  In the se cases the w eight of the targe t animal allow s pan-tension a djustments
which pre clude the taking  of small  non -target anim als.  The seco nd exception  is when leg-h old
traps are set next to carcasses used to capture raptors under permit with the USFWS.
Two primary advantages of the leg-hold trap are that they can be set under a wide variety of
conditions, and that pan-tension devices can be used to prevent smaller animals from springing the
trap, thus allowing a degree of selectivity not available with many other methods.  Effective trap
placement by trained personnel greatly contributes to the leg-hold trap's selectivity.  Another
advantage of leg-hold traps is that the live-capture of animals permits release if warranted.
Disadvantages of using leg-hold traps include the difficulty of keeping them in operation during
rain, snow, or freezing weather.  In addition, they lack selectivity where non-target species are of
similar size to target species and are abundant.  The selectivity of leg-hold traps is an important
issue and has been shown to be a function of how they are used.  The type of set and attractant used
significantly influences both capture efficiency and the risk of catching non -target animals.  The use
of leg-hold traps in the APHIS-WS program is  costly due to the amount of  manpower and t ime
involved; however, the technique is indispensable in selectively resolving many animal damage
situations.
APHIS-W S program guidelines require warning signs to be posted in the vicinity of control
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operations.  Placement is generally confined to areas not visible to or frequently visited by the
public.  APHIS-WS personnel are the most vulnerable to hazard exposures (USDA 1997a, revised).
Snares.  Snares, m ade of cable , are amo ng the oldest existin g wildlife dam age ma nagem ent tools. 
Snares can be used  to catch most species.  They offer the advantage of being much lighter than leg-
hold traps and are not as affected by inclement weather.
Snares are used wh erever a target animal m oves through a restricted lane of travel (i.e., "crawls"
under fenc es, trails through ve getation, den en trances, etc.).  W hen an anim al moves f orward into
the snare loop, the noose tightens and the animal is held.
Snares can be set as either lethal or live-capture devices.  Snares set to capture an animal around the
neck can be a lethal use of the device, whereas snares positioned to capture the animal around the
body or leg can be a live-capture method.  Careful attention to details in placement of snares and the
use of slide stops can also allow for the live-capture of neck-sna red animals.
The catch pole snare is used to capture or handle problem animals.  Catch poles are primarily used
to remove live animals f rom traps without injury to the animal  or  danger  to the APHIS-WS
Specialist.
Human safety hazards associated with snares are similar to leg-hold traps.  Risks are minimized by
limiting or avoiding use where the public may be exposed, and by program guidelines that require
warning signs to be posted in the vicinity of control operations (USDA 1997a, revised).
Cage Traps. Cage traps a re frequently u sed to capture  skunks, racco ons, cougars, a nd black bea rs. 
Cage traps can also be used to capture coyote pups, fox, and dogs.  Cage traps capture the animal by
mechanical closure of the entry way via the animals actuation of a triggering device.  Cage traps
commonly used or recomm ended by APHIS-W S to capture skunks and raccoons are drop-door wire
box traps.  Live traps  are generally baited with food  items as attractants.
The use of  cage traps allow s the release of c aptured non- target anim als or target anim als that are to
be relocated.  Cage traps are frequently recommended to private individuals for capturing skunks
and raccoons or used operationally by APHIS-WS personnel in situations where other methods may
not be as safe.  These devices pose minimal risk to the humans, pets, or non-target animals, and are
easily monitored and maintained.  However, some animals fight to escape from cage traps and
become injured.  However, live traps, as applied and used by APHIS-W S  pose no danger to pets or
the public and if a pet is accidentally captured in such traps, it can be released unharmed.
Shooting Birds.   Shooting is more effective as a dispersal technique than as a way to reduce bird
densities when large number of birds are present.  Shooting is a very individual specific method and
is normally u sed to rem ove a single off ending bird.  Sh ooting to supplem ent harassm ent typically
enhances the effectiveness of harassment techniques and can help prevent bird habituation to hazing
methods (Kadlec 1968).  In situations where the feeding instinct is strong, most birds quickly adapt
to scaring and harassment efforts unless the control program is periodically supplemented by
shooting.  Shooting can be relatively expensive because of the staff hours sometimes required
(USD A 1997a, re vised).  It is selective fo r target species a nd may b e used in conju nction with
decoys and calling.  Shooting with shotguns, air rifles, or rim and center fire rifles is sometimes
used to manage bird damage when lethal methods are determined to be appropriate.  The birds are
killed as quickly a nd huma nely as possible.  A PHIS-W S  personne l follow all firearm  safety
precautions when conducting bird damage management and comply with all laws and regulations
governing firearms use.  Also see “Shooting Mammals” for human safety consideration.
Firearm  use is very sensitive  and a public co ncern from  general safe ty issues relating to the  public to
misuse.  To ensure safe use and awareness, APHIS-WS employees who use firearms to conduct
official duties are required to attend an approved firearms safety and use training program within 3
months of  their appointm ent and a refre sher course e very 3 years  afterward s (WS D irective 2.615). 
WS employees who carry firearms as a condition of employment, are required to sign a form
certifying that they meet the criteria as stated in the Lautenberg Amendment  which prohibits firearm
possession by anyone who has been convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence.
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Shooting  mam mals.  Shooting is selec tive for the target sp ecies but is relative ly expensive d ue to
the staff hours required.  Shooting is, nevertheless, an essential wildlife damage managem ent
method.  Removal of one or two problem animals can quickly stop extensive damage.  Predator
calling is an integral part of ground hunting.  Trap-wise predators, while difficult to trap, are often
vulnerable to calling.  Shooting can be selective for offending individuals and has the advantage that
it can be applied in specific damage situations.
The primary human health and safety hazard associated with shooting is related to firearms handling
by the user, making APHIS-WS personnel the most vulnerable.  Human health and safety risks are
minimized by program safety practices which include: extensive training and experience in safe and
effective firearms use; frequent employee evaluations; and use of firearms only at safe distances
from human habitations or other activities, and in safe directions only (USDA 1997a, revised).
Egg, Nest, and Hatchling Removal and Destruction.  Egg and ne st destruction is used  mainly to
reduce or limit the growth of a nesting population in a specific area through limiting reproduction of
offspring or removal of nest to other locations.  Egg and nest destruction is practiced by manual
removal of the eggs or nest.  This method is practical only during a relatively short time interval and
requires skill to prop erly identify the e ggs and hatch lings of target spec ies. 
Denning. Denning is the practice of seeking out the dens of depredating coyotes or red fox and
eliminating the  young, adults, or b oth to stop ongoing  predation or pr event further d epredations. 
The usefulness of denning as a damage management method is proven, however since locating dens
is difficult and tim e consum ing, and den us age is restricted to a bout 2 to 3 m onths of the yea r, its
use is limited to sp ecific, approp riate situations that m ust be determ ined by a spec ialist.
Coyote and red fox depredations often increase in the spring and early summer due to the increased
food requirements of rearing and feeding young.  Removal of pups will often stop depredations even
when the adults are not removed.  When the adults are removed and the den site is known, the pups
are killed to prev ent their starvation .  The pups ar e euthanized  in the den with  a registered fum igant. 
Denning is h ighly selective fo r the target spec ies responsible fo r damag e.  Den hun ting for adult
coyotes and fox is often combined with other activities (i.e., calling and shooting, etc.).
Den fumigants, also called gas cartridges, are fumigants, or gases, used to manage wildlife.  They
are highly effective but are expensive and labor intensive to use.   In the APHIS-WS program,
fumigants are only used in predator dens.  The APHIS-WS program manufactures and uses den
cartridges specifically formulated for this purpose.  These cartridges are hand placed in the active
den,  and the entrance is  tightly sealed with soil.   The burning cartr idge causes death from a
combination of oxygen depletion and carbon monoxide poisoning.
Chemical Toxicants .  All chemicals used by APHIS-WS are registered under FIFRA (administered
by EPA and  ODA) o r by the Food and Drug  Administration.  APH IS-WS person nel that use
chemic al method s are certified as  pesticide applica tors by OD A and are  required to adh ere to all
certification req uiremen ts set forth in FIFR A and O regon pesticide  regulations.  Ch emicals ar e only
used on private, public, or Tribal property sites with authorization from the property owner or
manager.
DRC-1339 .  DRC-1339 is a slow acting avicide that is registered with the EPA for use on a number
of species (e.g. ravens, crows, pigeons, gulls, blackbirds, and starlings), on various bait carriers,
such as grain, meat baits, sandwich  bread, and cull french fries.  DRC -1339 is only available for use
under APH IS-WS progra m supervision.  Under pro ject conditions, DRC-1339 is available for use
according to label directions for corvids and gulls (see product label, Appendix D).  DRC-1339 was
developed a s an avicide be cause of its differ ential toxicity to m amm als.  DRC -1339 is highly tox ic
to sensitive specie s but only slightly toxic to  non-sensitive bird s, predatory bird s, and mam mals. 
Most bird species that are responsible for dam age, including starlings, blackbirds, pigeons, crows,
magpies, and ravens are  highly sensitive to DRC-1339.  M any other bird species such as raptors,
sparrows, and eagles are classified as non-sensitive.  Numerous studies show that DRC-1339 poses
minimal risk of primary poisoning to non-target and T&E species (USD A 1997 revised).  Secondary
poisoning has n ot been obser ved with D RC-133 9 treated baits.  T his can be attribu ted to relatively
low toxicity to species that might scavenge on birds killed by DRC-1339 and its tendency to be
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almost completely metabolized in the target birds which leaves little residue to be ingested by
scavengers.  Secondary hazards of DRC-1339 are almost non-existent.  DRC-1339 acts in a humane
manner producing a quiet and apparently painless death.
DRC-1339 is unstable in the environment and degrades rapidly when exposed to sunlight, heat, or
ultra violet radiation.  DRC-1339 is highly soluble in water, but does not hydrolyze, and degradation
occurs rapidly in water.  DRC-1339 tightly binds to soil and has low mobility.  The half life is about
25 hours, which means it is nearly 100 percent broken down within a week, and identified
metabolites (i.e. degradation chemicals) have low toxicity.  Aquatic and invertebrate toxicity is low
(USDA  1997 revised).  USD A (1997 revised, App endix P) contains a thorough discussion and risk
assessment of DR C-1339.  That assessm ent concluded that no adverse effec ts are expected from use
of DRC -1339. 
Zinc Ph osphide.  Zinc phosphide pellets (2 percent) may be used only by certified applicators, or
persons unde r their direct supe rvision, for No rway rats, ro of rats, and hou se mice (se e product labe l,
Append ix D).  In the pro ject area, the ba it must be plac ed in tamp er resistant bait station s or in
burrows, since non-target hazards exist to any granivorous birds or mammals that occur in areas
where zinc phosphide gra in bait is applied (USDA 1 997a, revised).   The Aleutian C anada goose
would potentially be affected by zinc phosphide if allowed to consume treated grains.  Zinc
phosphide poses little secondary risk to non-target wildlife since it breaks down rapidly in the
digestive tract of a ffected anim als.  Dom estic dogs and c ats are mo re susceptible tha n other anim als
(USD A 1997a, re vised).    
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APPENDIX C
Mitigation in Standard Operating Procedures
Mitigation measures a re any features of an action that serve to prevent, reduc e, or compensate for im pacts that otherwise
might result from that action.  The current APHIS-W S program, nationwide and in Oregon, uses many such mitigation
measures and these are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 of (USDA (1997a, revised).  The key mitigating measures
incorporated into all  al ternatives,  including Alternative 2 (No Act ion),  as  appropriate,  and considered APHIS-WS
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) include:
 Technical Assistance and education is stressed in each control program so that property and resource managers
can learn w ays to avoid attra cting nuisance  animals, an d so that the public m ight be mor e willing to coop erate
with recove ry efforts. 
 Non-lethal capture methods such as cage traps are predominantly used where the public might be exposed (near
houses or high  use recreation  areas) so that an y non-target a nimals such  as pets may  be released u nharme d.  
 Conspicuous, bilingual warning signs alerting people to the presence of leg-hold traps, and  snares are placed at
major access points when they are set in the field.
 All APHIS-WS Specialists who use restricted chemicals and immobilization or euthanasia drugs are trained
and certified by program pe rsonnel or other experts in the safe and effective use of these m aterials.
 Research continues to im prove the selectivity and humane ness of managem ent devices.
 Padded-ja w leg-hold tra ps are used he lp reduce phy sical injury to target a nd non-targe t species. 
 Traps are checked daily or more frequently and covered on weekends or removed to minimize stress and injury
to trapped anim als. 
 Feral cats are provided to local animal control authorities according to county ordinances for shelter adoption or
euthanization . 
 All pesticides that may be used would be registered with EPA and ODA .  EPA approved label directions are
followed by  APHI S-WS  employe es.  
 The APHIS-W S Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) is designed to identify effective wildlife damage
managem ent strategies and their impacts.
 APHIS- WS em ployees that use pesticides are trained to use each specific m aterial and are certified for the use
of pesticides under EPA  and ODA  approved program s.
 APHIS-W S employees who use pesticides participate in continuing education programs to keep abreast of
developments and to m aintain their certifications.
 APH IS-WS  consulted w ith the USF WS reg arding the nation wide prog ram and  has implem ented all reason able
and prudent alternatives to protect T&E species.  APHIS-WS  has adopted all reasonable and prudent
alternatives app licable to the prog ram. 
 The USFW S will issue a BO for the Pacific coast western snowy plover predator damage managem ent
program.  The full text will be included in the final EA.  All terms and conditions stipulated in the BO shall be
incorporated  into the selected a lternative to m inimize ha rm to threa tened and en dangered sp ecies. 
 Currently, no  work is prop osed on Trib al lands.  If plover r ecovery w ork becom es necessary  on or adjacen t to
tribal lands, the lead agencies would consult with the Tribal leadership to identify and resolve any issues of
concern to the Tribes.
 Wildlife damage  managem ent activities are directed towards resolving problem s by taking action against
individual problem anima ls, or local populations.
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 APHIS-W S take is monitored by considering total animals removed and estimated population numbers or
population trends of key species.  These data are used to assess cumulative affects so as to maintain the
magnitude of harvest below the level that would impact the viability of a  population.
 The lead a nd coopera ting agencies h ave coope rated in the dev elopmen t of this EA an d will continue  to closely
coordinate activities to implement any resulting decision from this EA.  In this way, management agencies are
fully inform ed and involve d in identifying an d resolving any  potential progra m imp acts.  
 The APHIS-W S program is conducted under Cooperative Agreements and MOU s.  National MOUs with the
BLM  and USFS de lineate expectations for wildlife damag e managem ent on public lands administered by these
agencies.  APHIS-WS work plans are developed with BLM  and USFS offices to detail the activity, target
species, and mitigation measures to be implemented where wildlife damage m anagement is needed.
 All pesticide use approval authority on National Forest Service lands resides with the Forest Service, including
uses proposed by other Federal agencies (Forest Service Manual 2152) 
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APPENDIX D
Pesticide Labels
United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office
2600 S.E. 98th Avenue, Suite 100
Portland, Oregon  97266
(503) 231-6179  FAX: (503) 231-6195
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APPENDIX E
Reply To: 8330.1193 (02)
File Name:  ploverEAfinal.wpd
TS Number: 02-848
December 21,2001
To: District Manager, Coos Bay District, Bureau of Land Management, Coos Bay, Orego n  (Attn: Larry
Manga n, Wildlife B iologist, Coo s Bay Distric t)
Assistant Project Leader, Forest Conservation/Endangered Species, Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Portland, Oregon
Forest Supervisor, Siuslaw National Forest, U.S. Forest Service, Corvallis, Oregon
From: State Supervisor/Deputy State Supervisor, Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office, Portland, OR
Subject: Formal Consultation on the Integrated Predator Damage Management Program for the Pacific Coast Population
of Western Snowy Plover in Oregon, 2002 to 2007 (1-7-02-F-119)
We have reviewed the November 15, 2001, letter requesting formal consultation and the biological assessment (BA) for
the proposed Integrated Predator Damage Management Program for the Pacific Coast Population of Western Snowy
Plover in Oregon, 2002 to 2007.  This document represents the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (Service) biological
opinion regarding the action agencies’ determination that the proposed action “may affect, is likely to adversely affect”
the Pacific Coast population of western snowy plover in Oregon (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) (snowy plo ver) in
accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).  Critical habitat
has been designated for the snowy plover and the proposed action “may affect” designated critical habitat.  The action
agencies also request concurrence with a “may affect, is not likely to adversely affect” determination for the endangered
brown pelican (Pelican us occide ntalis) and threatened bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus).  There is no designated
critical habitat for these two listed species.
This biological opinion (BO) is based on information provided in the following sources: the request for initiation of
formal consultation, BA (USDI and USDA  2001), Draft Final Environmental Assessment for Predator Damage
Management to Protect the Federally Threatened Pacific Coast Population of the Western Snowy Plover (USD A and
USDI 2001) dated November 15, 2001; the Western Snowy Plover Pacific Coast Population Draft Recovery Plan
(USFWS 2001), the annual snowy plover distribution and reproductive success reports for the Oregon Coast by Oregon
Natural Heritage Program (ONH P) personnel (various authors cited in text), discussions with Service, Bureau of Land
Manag ement (B LM), an d U.S. D epartmen t of Agriculture , Animal and  Plant He alth Inspectio n Service-W ildlife
Services (A PHIS -WS) p ersonnel an d other sou rces of literature .   The com plete adm inistrative recor d of this
consultation is on file at the Service’s Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office.
CONSULTATION HISTORY
The Service received the action agencies’ letter requesting formal consultation and attached BA for the proposed
Integrated Predator Damage Management Program for the Pacific Coast Population of Western Snowy Plover in Oregon
Novem ber 15, 2 001.   T his biologica l opinion an alyzes the po tential effects of the p roposed  project o n the bald ea gle.  A
complete administrative record of this consultation is on file at the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office in Portland.
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Concurrence
The Service concurs with the determination of “may affect, is not likely to adversely affect” the brown pelican and
bald eagle based on the following information: no suitable habitat will be removed by the proposed action; no known
communal brown pelican roosts within 0.25 miles of snowy plover nesting sites; no use of hazing pyrotechnics
within 0.5 miles of any bald eagle nest sites or brown pelican roost site; and no use of meat as bait for controlling
crows and ravens.  If  future nest or roost sites are located nea r snowy plover predator con trol areas these
conservation measure s will be followed for both species.
BIOLOGICAL OPINION
 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
(summarized from the BA, USDI and USDA 2001)
The objective of the proposed action is to assist in recovery of the western snowy plover (USFWS 2001) by
improving plover nesting and fledging success through implementation of an integrated  predator damage
management plan while recreation and habitat management efforts continue.  To best achieve success in reducing
predation, the lead and cooperating agencies plan to:
A.  expand assessment efforts to all plover breeding and nesting locations to determine  predator species
responsible for nest, chick and adult predation; and 
B.  reduc e local pred ator pop ulations where  feasible and  where the p redator sp ecies or indiv idual is known .  
Snowy P lover Predators
Snowy plover nest and chick predators identified along the Oregon coast include American crow (Corvus
brachyrhychos), common raven (Corvus corax), red fox (Vulpes v ulpes reg alis), raccoon  (Procyon lotor), striped
skunk (Meph itis mephitis ), and black rats (Rattus rattus) (ODFW 1994).  Predators that are suspected but not
confirmed are included in the analysis because they may be taken if wildlife specialists determine that they are a
threat that cannot effectively be controlled with non-lethal mea ns.  These include feral cats (Felis domesticus),
coyote (Canis latrans), mink (Mustela vison), short and long tailed weasels (Mustela erminia and M. frena ta),
opossum (Didelphis virginiana), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus), deer mice
(Peromyscus maniculatus), spotted skunks (Spiloga le gracilis ), gulls (Larus spp.), and raptors.  Suspected raptor
species include northern harrier (Circus cyaneu s), peregrine falcon (Falco peregrin us), merlin (Falco columbarius)
and Am erican kestre l (Falco sparverius); all are known  to oppo rtunistically prey o n snowy plo ver (USF WS 2 001). 
Figure 1 shows the percentage of documented snowy plover nest predations in Oregon and Appendix A lists some
basic information on known and potential snowy plover predators: their status, when are they a potential problem
and what m ethods ma y be used to  address the m. 
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Figure 1.  Percentage o f known snowy plover ne st predators between 1 990 to 200 0 (n=155) (C astelein, ONHP , pers.
comm. 2001)
Location  and Sc ope of A nalysis
The proposed predator control action for snowy plovers will occur at or around any or all active or potential
breeding, nesting, or foraging sites along the Oregon coast.  These currently include Sutton, Siltcoos, Overlook,
Tahkenitch, Tenmile, Coos Bay North Spit, Bandon, New River, and Floras Lake.  These sites are located on lands
managed by the BLM, U .S. Forest Service, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), Oregon P arks and
Recreation Department (OPRD), and Army Corps of Engineers (COE), as well as some private lands.  Current sites
are located in Lane, Douglas, Coos, and Curry counties.  Clatsop and Tillamook counties are also included in the
scope of analysis because of new or historic nesting sites.  For example, Bay Ocean Spit, a site managed by ODFW
and COE in Tillamook Co unty, is historic nesting site, and Necanicum Spit in Clatsop County may be a newly active
site.  Habitat in L incoln cou nty has also sup ported ne sting and will be  included in the  analysis in case o f future need. 
The nee d for action to  protect the thr eatened sn owy plove r from pred ators will chang e as the pop ulation reco vers. 
Some level of predator damage management is likely to always be needed for the foreseeable future to assist plover
populatio n recover y .
Proposed Action - Integrated Predator Damage Management
The proposed action would implement an integrated predator damage management program that first identifies
individuals o r groups o f plover pre dators. After  identification, the m ost effective, selec tive, and hum ane tools
available would be used to deter or remove the species that threaten snowy plover nests, chicks and adults.  Predator
damage management is based on interagency relationships, which require close coordination and cooperation
because of overlapping authorities and legal mandates.  The lead agencies, in consultation with ODFW and OPRD,
may request that APHIS-WS conduct direct damage management to protect the snowy plovers.  The lead agencies
may also take action themselves.  Upon positive determination of the predator species that threaten plovers in each
case, the follow ing tools wou ld be availab le:  
Non-le thal tools  could include any or all of the following, depending upon the circumstances: increased or
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improved trash management; relocation of live trapped animals; aversive methods that harass or deter
predators such as pyrotechnics, electronic calls, repellents, or effigies; or electrified or non-electrified
exclusionar y nest site fencing an d electric wire d perche s (see table 2  in the BA).  B eachgrass re moval to
improve plover h abitat is underway but is not part of this analysis.
Lethal to ols could include any or all of the following depending upon field circumstances: shooting;
euthanasia in conjunction with cage traps, padded-jaw, leg-hold traps (soft-catch), or nets; snares; denning;
DRC-1339 (avicide); egg oiling; snap traps; or zinc phosphide bait (rodenticide) (see Table 2 in the BA).
  
Damage management would be directed toward individual problem red foxes, ravens, crows, skunks, and
raccoons.  ODFW (1994) has also identified California gulls and black rats responsible for predation on
snowy plovers throughout its range.  Feral cats, coyotes, mink, opossum, weasels, gray fox, rats and mice,
gulls, or raptors that are found to pose a threat to plovers could also be targeted with lethal and/or non-lethal
methods. 
Animals that are trapped live and intended to be killed are euthanized by either lethal injection (sodium
phenob arbital), shoo ting, or carbo n monox ide or carb on dioxid e gas.  W hile the metho ds prop osed in T able
1 of the BA are all methods that could be used, not all methods would likely be used at each site where
work could occur, since different circumstances would render some tools more appropriate than others.  See
the discussion below under “Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992) (Figure 2) and “Work Plans” which
describe h ow appr opriate me thods wou ld be identified  in a work pla n prior to an y work being  done.  
Description of  Pre dator Dam age Ma nageme nt Methods A vailable for Use
Table 2 in the BA shows which methods could be used on each target species.  The following paragraphs describe
these methods in detail.  The proposed action would employ wildlife specialists that use sign, sightings, and
specialized  methods to  locate, study, d eter, or cap ture and disp atch or relea se the target pr edators.  P redators w ould
be remo ved if the wildlife sp ecialist in the field de termines, on a  case-by-case  basis, that the pre dator is a threa t to
snowy plovers.  If any traps, snares, or toxicants are used, conspicuous, bilingual warning signs alerting people to the
presence of traps and sn ares would be place d at major access po ints.
A variety of methods are used by APHIS-WS personnel in predator damage management.  APHIS-WS employ three
general strateg ies to reduce  wildlife dama ge: resourc e manage ment, physica l exclusion, and  wildlife manag ement. 
Each of these app roaches is a general strategy or reco mmendation for ad dressing predator da mage situations.  Most
predato r damage  managem ent method s have reco gnized stren gths and wea knesses relative  to each da mage situatio n. 
APHIS-W S personnel can d etermine for each unique situation wha t method or com bination of methods is mo st
approp riate and effec tive using the W S Decisio n Mod el (Slate et al. 19 92) . 
All predato r damage  managem ent method s have limitation s which are d efined by the c ircumstance s associated  with
individual wildlife damage problems.  APHIS-WS considers a wide range of limitations as they apply the decision
making process to determine what method(s) to use to resolve each damage problem (USDA 1997).  Examples of
limitations which must be considered and criteria to evaluate various methods are presented in USDA 1997
(Appendix N), and in the following discussions.  The following discussions are for potential control methods which
may be used:
Resource M anagement.   Resource management includes a variety of practices that may be used by
resource manage rs or owners to reduce  the potential for predator da mage.  Implementation o f these
practices is appropriate when the potential for, or actual damage
can be red uced witho ut significantly increa sing a resourc e manage r/owner’s co sts, or diminishing  a person’s
ability to manage resources pu rsuant to their goals.
Habita t Ma nagem ent.  Just as habitat management is an integral part of other wildlife management
program s, it also plays an im portant role  in predato r damage  managem ent.  The typ e, quality, and q uantity
of habitat is directly related to the animals attracted to an area and what the habitat can support.  Therefore,
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habitat can be managed so that it does not produce or attract certain species or it repels them.  Limitations
of habitat management as a method of controlling wildlife damage are determined by the characteristics of
the species involved, the nature of the damage, economic feasibility, and other factors.  Removing non
native beach grass to discourage predators is an integral part of past, present, and future plover recovery
efforts.
Physical Exclusion.  Physical exclusion methods restrict the acce ss of wildlife to resources.  Nest
exclosures are used to protect nesting plovers from predation.  The exclosures must encompass the sides
and top of the structure, and be buried into the sand to help prevent/limit burrowing, climbing and flying
predato rs from enterin g the exclosu res. 
Wildlife Manag ement.  Reducing wildlife damage is achieved with many different techniques.  The
objective of this approach is to alter the behavior or population of the target animal(s), thereby eliminating
or reducin g the potentia l for loss or da mage.  
Frightening  Devices.    Frightening devices include distress calls, pyrotechnics, propane cannons, flags, and
reflective tape.  The success of frightening methods depends on the animal’s fear of and subsequent
aversion to the stimuli.  Once animals become habituated to a stimulus, they often resume their damaging
activities.  Persistent efforts are usually required to consistently apply frightening techniques and to vary
them sufficiently to prolong their effectiveness.  In many situations animals frightened from one location
become a problem at another.  Some frightening devices may have negative effects on non-target wildlife,
including T&E species.  Frightening devices will probably have severe limitations in protecting plovers
since they may affect plovers as much as the target species.  The use of some frightening devices and
techniques may be considered aesthetically displeasing or a nuisance by some people such as the noise from
propane cannons.  The continued success of these methods frequently requires reinforcement by limited
shooting (se e shooting). 
Pyrotechnics.  Pyrotechn ics consist of a va riety of noise ma king device s in the form of firew orks. 
Doub le shotgun she lls, known as she ll-crackers or s care cartrid ges, are 12 -gauge shotg un shells
containing a fire cracker tha t is projected  up to 75 ya rds before  exploding .  Noise bo mbs, whistle
bombs, racket bombs, and rocket bombs are fired from 15 millimeter flare pistols.  They are used
similarly to shell-crackers, but are projected for shorter distances.  Noise bombs (also called bird
bombs ) are firecrack ers that travel ab out 75 feet b efore exp loding.  W histle bomb s are similar to
noise bombs, bu t whistle in flight and do not explode.  Th ey produce a no ticeable response
because of the trail of smoke and fire, as well as the whistling sound.  Racket bombs make a
screaming noise in flight and do not explode.  Rocket bombs are similar to noise bombs but may
travel up to 150 yards before exploding.  These pyrotechnics are often used to frighten birds away
from foraging or roosting locations.  The shells are fired so that they explode in front of, or
underneath, flocks of birds attempting to enter foraging areas or roosts.  The purpose is to produce
an explosion between the birds and their objective.  It is extremely difficult to disperse birds that
have alread y settled in a roo st.
A variety of other pyrotechnic devices, including firecrackers, rockets, and Roman candles, are
used for disp ersing anima ls.  The disch arge of pyro technics may b e inappro priate and p rohibited in
some area such as urb an and suburban  communities.  Pyrotechnic p rojectiles can start fires,
ricochet off buildings, pose traffic hazards, cause some dogs to bark incessantly, and injure and
annoy people.  Pyrotechnics may cause fear or alarm in urban areas as the sound of discharge
sometimes resembles gunfire.
Propan e Exploders.   Propane exploders operate on propane gas and are d esigned to produce loud
explosion s at controlled  intervals.  The y are strategically lo cated (elev ated abo ve the vegeta tion, if
possible, an d hidden ) in areas of high  wildlife use to frighte n wildlife from the  problem  site. 
Because animals are known to habituate to sounds, exploders must be moved frequently and used
in conjunc tion with other sc are device s or reinforce d with lethal me thods.  Exp loders can  be left in
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an area after dispersal is complete to discourage animals from returning.  However, propane
exploders are generally inappropriate for use in urban areas due to the repeated loud explosions
which many p eople co nsider an un acceptab le nuisance. 
Scarecrow s.  Since perso nnel is often limited , the use of scare crows can  be effective wh en peop le
are not present at a field.  The hum an effigy is still one of the best scarecrows available.  These
work best with eyes on both sides of the head and dressed in clothes similar to the clothes worn by
people th at are harassin g the birds.  O ther scarecro ws are availab le such as "sc are-eye" b alloons.  
As with other techniques, scarecrows work best when the number is varied, a variety of scarecrows
are used, and they are moved often.
Flagging.  Flags may ha ve limited effectiv eness in frightenin g birds.  Ane cdotal rep orts indicate
black flagging  may be effec tive at repelling so me birds. 
Bioacou stics.   Distress and  alarm calls of va rious anima ls have been  used singly and  in
conjunction with other scaring de vices to successfully scare or harass animals.  M any of these
sounds are available on records and tapes.  Calls should be played back to the animals from either
fixed or mobile equipment in the immediate or surrounding area of the problem.  Animals react
differently to distress calls; their use depends on the species and the problem.  Calls may be played
for short (few second) bursts, for longer periods, or even continually, depending on the severity of
damage  and relative e ffectiveness of d ifferent treatmen t or “playing” tim es. 
Chemical R epellents.  Chemical repellents are compounds that prevent the consumption of food items or
use of an area.  They operate by producing an undesirable taste, odor, feel, or behavior pattern.  Effective
and practical chemical repellents should be: nonhazardous to wildlife; nontoxic to plants, seeds, and
humans; resistant to weathering; easily applied; reasonably priced; and capable of providing good repellent
qualities.  The reaction of different animals to a single chemical formulation varies, and for any species
there may b e variations in re pellency be tween differen t habitat types.  D evelopm ent of chem ical repellents
is expensive a nd cost pro hibitive in many s ituations.  Chem ical repellents a re strictly regulated , and suitable
repellents are not available for man y wildlife species or wildlife damage situations.
Methiocarb is a taste repellent that has also been proven ineffective in inhibiting overall consumption of
feed by bird s (Tobin  1985).  H owever, M ethiocarb  can be use ful as an aversive  conditionin g agent, used  in
eggs, in reducing raven predation of colonial waterbirds (Avery et al. 1995).
Lethal and  Nonlethal C ontrol M ethods.  
Chemical Imm obilizing and E uthanizing A gents.  Most APHIS-W S Specialists in Oregon are
trained and certified to use drugs for capturing or euthanizing wildlife.  Drugs such as sodium
phenobarbital derivatives are used for euthanasia.  Most drugs, an exception is alpha-chloralose,
fall under restricted-use categories and must be used under the appropriate license from the U.S.
Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Agency.  The drugs used by APHIS-WS are approved
by a Drug  Comm ittee panel.
Eutha nasia .  Captured animals may be euthanized.  The euthanasia method used is dependent
on whether the animal is going to be processed for human consumption.  Animals that are not
going to be consumed can be euthanized with a sodium phenobarbital solution such as
Beuthan asia-D® or other ap propriate  method su ch as cervica l dislocation, d ecapitation , a shot to
the brain, or asphyxiation.  Carbon dioxide is sometimes used to euthanize animals which are
captured  in live traps and  when reloc ation is not a feas ible option . 
Reloca tion.   Most damaging species are common and numero us throughout Oregon, so they are
rarely, if ever, relocated because habitats in other areas are generally already occupied.  Relocation
of damag ing species to  other areas fo llowing live cap ture generally w ould not b e biologica lly
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sound, effective nor cost-effective.  Relocation of wildlife often involves stress to the relocated
animal, poor survival rates, and difficulties in adapting to new locations or habitats.  Relocation of
target animals in volved in co nflicts is usually not rec ommen ded acc ording to S tate wildlife polic y. 
Leg-hold traps are used to capture animals such as coyotes, bobcats, fox, mink, raccoon and
skunk.  The se traps are the  most effective, ve rsatile and wid ely used too l available to A PHIS -WS
for capturing many species.  Traps placed in the travel lanes of the target animal, using location
rather than attractants, are known as "blind sets."  More frequently, traps are placed as "baited" or
"scented" sets.  These trap sets use an attractant consisting of the animal's preferred food or some
other lure such as fetid meat, urine, or musk to attract the animal into the trap.
In some situations, a carcass or large piece of meat (i.e., a draw station) may be used to attract
target animals to an area where traps are set.  In this approach, single or multiple trap sets are
placed at least 30 feet from the draw station.  APHIS-WS program policy prohibits placement of
traps or snares within 30 feet of a draw station to prevent the capture of non-target scavenging
birds.  There are only two exceptions to this policy.  One is when setting leg-hold traps to capture
cougars returning to a kill.  In these cases the weight of the target animal allows pan-tension
adjustments which preclude the taking of small non-target animals.  The second exception is when
leg-hold traps are set next to carcasses used to capture raptors under permit with the USFWS.
Two primary advantages of the leg-hold trap are that they can be set under a wide variety of
conditions, and that pan-tension devices can be used to prevent smaller animals from springing the
trap, thus allowing a degree of selectivity not available with many other methods.  Effective trap
placement by trained personnel greatly contributes to the leg-hold trap's selectivity.  Another
advantage of leg-hold traps is that the live-capture of animals permits release if warranted.
Disadvantages of using leg-hold traps include the difficulty of keeping them in operation during
rain, snow, or freezing weather.  In addition, they lack selectivity where non-target species are of
similar size to target species and are abundant.  The selectivity of leg-hold traps is an important
issue and has been shown to be a function of how they are used.  The type of set and attractant
used significan tly influences bo th capture efficie ncy and the risk  of catching no n-target anima ls. 
The use of leg-hold traps in the APHIS-WS program is costly due to the amount of manpower and
time involved; however, the technique is indispensable in selectively resolving many animal
damage situations.
APHIS-WS program guidelines require warning signs to be posted in the vicinity of control
operations.  Placement is generally confined to areas not visible to or frequently visited by the
public.  APHIS-WS p ersonnel are the most vulnerable to hazard exposures (USDA 1997).
Snares.  Snares, mad e of cable, ar e among th e oldest existing  wildlife dama ge manag ement too ls. 
Snares can be used  to catch most species.  They offer the advantage of being much lighter than
leg-hold traps and are not as affected by inclement weather.
Snares are used where ver a target animal moves throu gh a restricted lane of travel (i.e., "crawls"
under fenc es, trails through v egetation, de n entrances, e tc.).  When  an animal m oves forwa rd into
the snare loop, the noose tightens and the animal is held.
Snares can be set as either lethal or live-capture devices.  Snares set to capture an animal around
the neck can be a lethal use of the device, whereas snares positioned to capture the animal around
the body or leg can be a live-capture method.  Careful attention to details in placement of snares
and the use of slide stops can also a llow for the live-capture of neck-snared anim als.
The catch pole snare is used to capture or handle problem animals.  Catch poles are primarily used
to remove  live animals from  traps without inj ury to the anima l or danger  to the APH IS-WS
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Specialist.
Human safety hazards associated with snares are similar to leg-hold traps.  Risks are minimized by
limiting or avoiding use where the public may be exposed, and by program guidelines that require
warning signs to be posted in the vicinity of control operations (USDA 1997).
Cage Traps. Cage traps are frequently used to c apture skunks, raccoon s, cougars, black bears,
coyote pups, fox, and dogs.  Cage traps capture the animal by mechanical closure of the entry way
via the animals actuation of a triggering device.  Traps commonly used or recommended by
APHIS-WS to capture skunks and raccoons are drop-door wire box traps and are live capture traps
that are generally baited with food items.
The use o f cage traps allo ws the release o f captured n on-target anim als or target an imals that are to
be relocated.  Cage traps are frequently recommended to private individuals for capturing skunks
and raccoons or used operationally by APHIS-WS personnel in situations where other methods
may not be as safe.  These  devices pose minima l risk to the humans, pets, or non-target animals,
and are easily monitored and maintained.  However, some animals fight to escape from cage traps
and bec ome injure d.  Howe ver, live traps, as a pplied an d used by A PHIS -WS  p ose no da nger to
pets or the public and if a pet is accidentally captured in such traps, it can be released unharmed.
Shooting B irds.  Shooting is more effective as a dispersal technique than as a way to reduce bird
densities when  large numb er of birds ar e present, ho wever, it  is a very individual specific method
which is typically used to remove a single problem individual.  Shooting to supplement harassment
typically enhances the effectiveness of harassment techniques and can help prevent bird
habituation to hazing methods (Kadlec 1968).  In situations where the feeding instinct is strong,
most birds  quickly ada pt to scaring a nd harassm ent efforts unless the  control pro gram is
periodica lly suppleme nted by sho oting.  Shoo ting can be re latively expens ive becaus e of the staff
hours som etimes requ ired (US DA 19 97).  It is selective  for target spec ies and may b e used in
conjunctio n with deco ys and calling.  Shotguns, air rifles or rim and center fire rifles are
sometimes  used to ma nage bird d amage wh en lethal metho ds are dete rmined to b e appro priate. 
The bird s are killed as q uickly and hum anely as pos sible.  APH IS-WS   personne l follow all
firearm safety precautions when conducting bird damage management and comply with all laws
and regula tions govern ing firearms use .  Also see “Sh ooting M ammals” fo r human safe ty
consideration.
Firearm use  is very sensitive and  a public co ncern from  general safety issue s relating to the p ublic
to misuse.  To ensure safe use and awareness, APHIS-WS employees who use firearms to conduct
official duties are  required to  attend an ap proved  firearms safety an d use training p rogram w ithin
three months of their appointment and a refresher course every three years afterwards (WS
Directive 2 .615).  W S emplo yees who ca rry firearms as a c ondition o f employm ent, are requ ired to
sign a form certifying that they meet the criteria as stated in the Lautenberg Amendment which
prohibits firearm possession by anyone who has been convicted of a misdemeanor crime of
domestic violence.
Shootin g mamm als.  Shooting is se lective for targe t individuals bu t is relatively expen sive due to
the staff hours required.  Shooting is, nevertheless, an essential wildlife damage management
method.  Removal of one or two problem animals can quickly stop extensive damage.  Predator
calling is an integral part of ground hunting.  Trap-wise predators, while difficult to trap, are often
vulnerable to calling.  Shooting can be selective for offending individuals and has the advantage
that it can be applied in specific dam age situations.
The primary human health and safety hazard associated with shooting is related to firearms
handling by th e user, makin g APH IS-WS  personne l the most vulne rable.  Hum an health and  safety
risks are minimized by program safety practices which include: extensive training and experience
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in safe and effec tive firearms use ; frequent em ployee eva luations; and u se of firearms o nly at safe
distances from human habitations or other activities, and in safe directions only (USDA 1997).
Egg, Nest, and Hatchling Removal and Destruction.  Egg and n est destruction  is used mainly to
reduce or limit the growth of a nesting avian predator population in a specific area through limiting
reproduction of offspring or removal of nest.  Egg and nest destruction is practiced by manual
removal of the eggs or nest.  This method is practical only during a relatively short time interval
and requ ires skill to prop erly identify the egg s and hatchlin gs of target pre dator spe cies. 
Denning. Denning is the practice of seeking out the dens of depredating coyotes or red fox and
eliminating the yo ung, adults, or  both to stop  ongoing p redation o r prevent furthe r depred ations. 
The usefulness of denning as a damage management method is proven, however since locating
dens is difficult and time consuming, and den usage is restricted to about two to three months of
the year, its use is limited  to specific, ap propriate  situations that mu st be determ ined by a
specialist.
Coyote and red fox depredations often increase in the spring and early summer due to the
increased food requirements of rearing and feeding young.  Removal of pups will often stop
depred ations even w hen the adu lts are not remo ved.  W hen the adu lts are remov ed and the  den site
is known, the pups are killed to prevent their starvation.  The pups are euthanized in the den with a
registered fum igant.  Dennin g is highly selective fo r the target spe cies respon sible for dam age. 
Den hunting for adult coyotes and fox is often combined with other activities (i.e., calling and
shooting, etc.).
Den fumigants, also called gas cartridges, are fumigants, or gases, used to manage wildlife.  They
are highly effective but are expensive and labor intensive to use.  In the APHIS-WS program,
fumigants are only used in predator dens.  The APHIS-WS program manufactures and uses den
cartridges specifically formulated for this purpose.  These cartridges are hand placed in the active
den, and the entrance is tightly sealed with soil.  The burning cartridge causes death from a
combination of oxygen depletion and carbon monoxide poisoning.
Chemical Toxicants .  All chemicals used by APHIS-WS are registered under FIFRA
(administered by EPA and ODA) or by the Food and Drug Administration.  APHIS-WS personnel
that use chemical methods are certified as pesticide applicators by ODA and are required to adhere
to all certification re quiremen ts set forth in FIFR A and O regon pe sticide regulatio ns.  Chemica ls
are only used  on private, p ublic, or T ribal prop erty sites with author ization from th e prope rty
owner or manager.
DRC-1339 .  DRC-1339 is a slow acting avicide that is registered with the EPA for use on a
number o f species (e.g. ra vens, crows , pigeons, gulls, b lackbirds, an d starlings), on v arious bait
carriers, such a s grain, meat b aits, sandwich b read, and  cull french fries.  D RC-13 39 is only
available for  use under A PHIS -WS p rogram su pervision.  U nder pro ject cond itions, DRC -1339 is
available for use according to label directions for corvids and gulls (see product label,USDA and
USDI 2001, Appendix D).  DRC-1339 was developed as an avicide because of its differential
toxicity to mammals.  DRC-1339 is highly toxic to sensitive species but only slightly toxic to non-
sensitive birds, predatory birds, and mammals.  Most bird species that are responsible for damage,
including starlings, blackbirds, pigeons, crows, magpies, and ravens are highly sensitive to DRC-
1339.  Many other bird species such as raptors, sparrows, and eagles are classified as non-
sensitive.  Numerous studies show that DRC-1339 po ses minimal risk of primary poisoning to non-
target and T &E spe cies (USD A 1997 ).  Howev er to avoid  even a rem ote chance  of affecting bald
eagles, DRC-1339 will not be used on meat baits.  Secondary poisoning has not been observed
with DRC-1339 treated baits.  This can be attributed to relatively low toxicity to species that might
scavenge o n birds killed b y DRC-1 339 and  its tendency to b e almost co mpletely me tabolized  in
the target birds which leaves little residue to be ingested by scavengers.  Secondary hazards of
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DRC-1339 are almost non-existent.  DRC-1339 acts in a humane manner producing a quiet and
apparently painless death.
DRC-1339 is unstable in the environment and degrades rapidly when exposed to sunlight, heat, or
ultra violet radiation.  DRC-1339 is highly soluble in water, but does not hydrolyze, and
degradation occurs rapidly in water.  DRC-1339 tightly binds to soil and has low mobility.  The
half life is about 25 hours, which means it is nearly 100 percent broken down within a week, and
identified me tabolites (i.e. de gradation c hemicals) ha ve low toxicity.  A quatic and  invertebrate
toxicity is low (USDA 1 997).  USD A (1997, A ppendix P) co ntains a thorough discussion and  risk
assessment of DRC-1339.  That assessment concluded that no adverse effects are expected from
use of DR C-1339 . 
Zinc Pho sphide.  Zinc phosphide pellets (2 percent) may be used only by certified applicators, or
persons under their direct supervision, for Norway rats, roof rats, and house mice (see product
label, USDA and USDI 2001, Appendix D).  In the project area, the bait must be placed in tamper
resistant bait stations or in burrows, since non-target hazards exist to any granivorous birds or
mammals that occur in areas where zinc phosphide grain bait is applied (USDA 19 97).   The
Aleutian Canada goose would potentially be affected by zinc phosphide if allowed to consume
treated grains.  Zinc phosphide poses little secondary risk to non-target wildlife since it breaks
down rapidly in the digestive tract of affected animals.  Domestic dogs and cats are more
susceptible th an other anim als (USD A 1997 ).    
Work Plans  
Before any wildlife damage management is conducted pursuant to this proposal, Agreements for Control Work Plans
or other co mparab le docum ents would b e develop ed by the lea d and co operating a gencies as ap propriate .  Wildlife
damage  managem ent activities wou ld only be co nducted a fter the agreem ents, work pla ns or other c ompara ble
documents are developed.  No lethal wildlife damage management would be conducted in areas during periods
known to re ceive intense h uman use, o r those with lega l or policy restric tions that prec lude the pro posed a ctivities. 
Work Plans will describe the wildlife damage management that would occur.  Plans and maps would be prepared
which describe and delineate where wildlife damage management would be conducted, which species would be
targeted, the m ethods to b e used, and  mitigation that wo uld be ap plied. 
Use of a Decision Model for Implementing Damage Management
The Dec ision Model (Slate et al. 19 92) is adopted fro m the APH IS-WS de cision making process wh ich is a
standardized pro cedure for evaluating and re sponding to dam age complaints.
After consultation with the lead and cooperating agencies, APHIS-WS would use a formalized Decision Model
(Slate et al. 19 92) (Figur e 2) to dete rmine the site-sp ecific proce dure for ind ividual action s, in accord ance with
guidelines d escribed in  the EA and  BA/B O.  The  Decision M odel is used  to determin e the most ap propriate
implementation strategy to resolve predator damage.




Evaluate Wildlife Damage Control Methods
ù
Formulate Wildlife Damage Control Strategy
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Monitor and Evaluate Results of Control Actions
9
End of Project
Figure 2.  APHIS-WS Decision Model (Slate et al. 1992)
Agency p ersonnel wo uld evaluate  the appro priateness o f strategies, and m ethods are  evaluated in th e context o f their
availability (legal a nd admin istrative) and su itability based o n biologica l, econom ic and socia l considera tions. 
Following this evaluation, the methods deemed to be practical for the situation form the basis of a management
strategy.  After the m anageme nt strategy has be en implem ented, mo nitoring is cond ucted and  evaluation co ntinues to
assess the effectiveness of the strategy.  If the strategy is effective, the need for management is ended in that
particular ca se, record s are kept an d reporte d to the app ropriate wild life managem ent agencies .  This prop osal would
implement safe and practical methods for the prevention and control of damage caused by predators, based on local
problem  analysis, environ mental and  social factors, a nd the inform ed judge ment of trained  personne l. 
An effective program requires that site specific consideration of the many variables listed above be given to allow
the wildlife specialist to select and implement the most appropriate technique to resolve each unique damage
situation.  Flexibility in the management approach is important because of the high variability found in the natural
environm ent.
In selecting management techniques for specific damage situations, consideration is given to:
• magnitud e of the threat;
• geographic  extent of threat;
• time of year;
• life cycle of the snowy plover;
• vulnerability to each predator species;
• other land uses (such as proximity to recreational or residential areas);
• feasibility of implementation of the various allowed tech niques;
• movement patterns and life cycle of the predator;
• status of target and non-target species (such as protected or endangered);
• local environmental conditions such as terrain, vegetation, and weather;
• presence of peo ple and their pets;
• presence of trash that could attract pre dators;
• potential legal restrictions such as availability of tools or managem ent methods;
• humaneness of the available options; and
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• costs of control options (the cost of control in this proposal may be a secondary concern because of
overriding environmental and legal considerations).
Monitoring
Since 1990, the Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP) has completed intensive surveys for snowy plovers at
nesting areas between Florence and Floras Lake/New River.  Current plans are for this monitoring effort to continue
through the implementation of the proposed action.
The lead agencies, in coordination with the cooperating agencies, would monitor the proposed action through annual
review.  This includes program impacts on plovers and other listed species, review of the Biological Opinion, and
reconsultation pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, if necessary.  Work plans for different plover
sites would be  modified b ased on the find ings of these m onitoring efforts. 
APHIS-W S, in coordination with ODFW and the land management agencies, would specifically monitor impacts on
target and non-target species populations through its Management Information System (MIS) database, when
APHIS-WS is involved in direct damage management.  The MIS information would be used to assess the localized
and cum ulative impa cts of the progra m on pre dator population s. 
Additional Co nservation M easures for Sno wy Plovers
As outlined at the end of snowy plover effects section, conservation measures the action agencies felt were necessary
in addition to  APHI S-WS ’s standard p rocedur es, or to clarify sp ecific techniqu es used in this ac tion, were ad ded. 
These additional conservation measures to minimize disturbance include:
• Visits to plover nests for exclosures, and trap sites near nests, will be limited to minimize potential
harassmen t and to minim ize attracting oth er preda tors.  Installation o f exclosures w ill be condu cted in
coope ration with bio logists monito ring the plove r nests to best av oid disturb ing incubating  adult plove rs. 
• The distance between trap sites and snowy plover nests will be as great as possible to eliminate (out of
sight) or minim ize any visual distu rbance to  nests yet accom plish the spec ific predato r control ob jective.  
• Hazing-pyrotechnics o r exploders will be used o nly beyond 250  feet from known snowy plo ver nests.
• Bait stations for Methiocarb or use of DRC-1339 will be out of sight of snowy plover nests and beyond 200
feet from known plover n ests.
STATUS O F THE W ESTERN SN OWY  PLOVER  (Range-wide)
The Pacific Coast population of the western snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) was listed as a
threatened species unde r the Endangered  Species Act in M arch 1993 (U SDI 199 3).  Poor repro ductive success
resulting from human disturbance, predation and inclement weather in combination with the loss of nesting habitat
attributed to urban encroa chment and the establishme nt of the exotic European  beachgrass (Amm ophila a renaria )
were cited as factors contributing to the decline of the Pacific coast population of snowy plovers (USDI 1993;
USFWS 2001 ).  A detailed account of the threats, taxonomy, natural history, and population trends are in the Final
Rule to list the snowy plover (USDI 1993) and the Western Snowy Plover Pacific Coast Population Draft Recovery
Plan (US FWS  2001), w hich is currently av ailable for pu blic comm ent. 
The Pacific Coast breeding population of snowy plover ranges from Damon Point, Washington south through
Oregon and California to Bahia Magdalena, Baja California, Mexico. They are also reproductively isolated from
interior populations of western snowy plovers located in eastern Oregon and California as well as other western
states (USFWS 2001).  Snowy plovers typically nest in flat, open areas with sandy or saline substrate and vegetation
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is sparse or absent (Wilson 1980).  Figure 3 shows known and recent snowy plover nesting areas along the Oregon
Coast.  Most nesting along the Oregon coast is initiated from mid-April through mid-July (Wilson-Jacobs and
Meslow 1984) with the majority of fledging occurring from June through August. Snowy plovers readily renest after
losing a clutch a nd in Californ ia have bee n docum ented to do uble broo d.  Later nesting  (July) and fled ging (Augus t)
dates are likely from renesting attempts (USFWS 2001 ).
Recent estimates of Pacific Coast snowy plovers range-wide are approximately 2000 birds in the United States with a
recovery g oal of a 10 -year average  of appro ximately 300 0 snowy plo vers (US FWS  2001).  W ithin the recove ry unit
of Oregon and Washington there is a recovery goal of a 10-year average of 250 breeding adults (USFWS 2 001).
The prop osed action focuses on  controlling predation to help incre ase snowy plover nesting and  fledging success,
however, many of the factors given in the final rule to list (USDI 1993) and the draft recovery plan (USFWS 2001)
are intertwined with, and often compound the effects of predation.  For example, encroachment of the beach/dune
zone by exotic beach grass has increased cover for mammalian predators; increased human habitation near beaches
has increased feral cat and red fox numbers;  human presence helps attract and support other predators such as crows
and ravens by providing food in the form of litter and direct feeding; power poles and signs have increased nesting
platforms and perches for corvids and raptors.  Predation is an unavoidable natural phenomenon that plovers have
evolved w ith, and even w ith a healthy po pulation, pre dation ma y have had sig nificant local effec ts on nesting are as. 
However, due to incresed predator abundance, introduction of exotic predator species, low snowy plover 
abundance and the complex relationship of human/predator interaction, this proposed action is believed to be
necessary to help recover the snowy plover (USFWS 2001; Castelein et al 2000).
Critical Habitat
Critical habitat was designated for the Pacific Coast population of the western snowy plover effective January 6,
2000 (U SDI 19 99).  Des ignated critica l habitat units in O regon includ e the following  areas: OR -1, Bayoc ean Spit,
Tillimook County; OR-2, Heceta Head to Sutton Creek,
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Lane County; OR-3, Siltcoos River North, Lane County; OR-4, Siltcoos River to Tenmile Creek, Lane and Douglas
counties; O R-5, Um pqua R iver to Ho rsfall Beach , Douglas a nd Coo s counties; O R-6, Ho rsfall Beach  to Coos B ay,
Coos Cou nty; and OR-7, Ba ndon Park to F loras Lake, Coos an d Curry counties.
The primary constituent elements of designated critical habitat for snowy plovers include, but are not limited to, the
following physical and biological features that are essential to the conservation of the snowy plover and may require
special management considerations or protection: (1) space for individual and population growth, and for normal
behavior; (2) food, water or other nutritional or physiological requirements; (3) cover or shelter; (4) sites for
breeding, reproduction, rearing of offspring, and (5) habitats that are protected from disturbance or are representative
of historic geographical and ecological distributions of the snowy plover.  These primary constituent elements are
found in areas that support or have the potential to support intertidal beaches, associated dune systems, and river
estuaries.  Imp ortant com ponents o f these sites include  sparsely vege tated fored unes, spits, wash over area s, blowouts
(a cut in a dune caused by storm action), intertidal flats, salt flats, flat rocky outcrops and gravel bars (USDI 1999).
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE
Status of the Western Snowy Plover in the Action Area
Population Estimates and Trends
As noted previously, Oregon and Washington are considered a recovery unit together, however, the majority of the
breeding snowy plovers in this recovery unit are in Oregon and the data used  for this BO were from Oregon.  The
most recent published report on the Oregon snowy plover population by Castelein et al. (In Prep.) reports 79 or 80
breeding adults.   This indicates a decline in the population since 1997 when the population viability analysis (PVA)
was conducted for the d raft recovery plan (USF WS 20 01).  The PV A modeled d ifferent scenarios of Pacific Coast
snowy plover metapopulation trends over a 100-year time period (USFWS 20 01).  Several basic assumptions were
made about snowy plovers within the larger metapopulation based on information provided from research on
individual subpopulations.  Variables which were modeled included: (1) annual adult survival (75 to 77 percent), (2)
annual juvenile survival (50 percent with < 20 perc ent dispersa l), (3) annual re produc tive success (b ased on a  ratio
of fledglings to a dult males) an d (4) man agement.  
Essentially, all models using the status quo data, excep t for those which showed increa sed reproductive suc cess
under increased management (for the entire metapopulation or at least for the largest subpopulations), showed a
significant probability of population decline, with the primary difference being the rate of decline.  The authors
conclude d the most fea sible and d irect way to incre ase pop ulation size wa s through incr eased rep roductive su ccess. 
Produc tivity of at least a ratio o f 1.0 fledglings to  adult males w as needed  to maintain a sta ble pop ulation and a  ratio
of 1.2 or m ore fledglings  per adult m ale to increase  populatio n size at a mo derate rate.  
Figure 4 shows the ratio of adult males (based on a 60:40 male to female ratio in the breeding population) to fledged
chicks from 1 993 to 2 000.  In the  last nine years pr oductivity of at lea st 1.0 fledglings p er adult male  was only
achieved in three of those years and reproductive success has been lower than predicted for a stable or increasing
population in the PVA since the model was completed.
Figure 4.  Number of fledglings and adult males (based on the assumed 60:40 ratio from the PVA [USFWS  2001])
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from 1993 to 2001 (Casler et al. 1993; Hallett et al. 1994; 1995; Estelle et al. 1997; Castelein et al. 1997;1998;
2000a; 2000b).
Population trends modeled in the PVA were based on data collected up to 1997 and with the assumption that
“current intensive management” would continue (USFWS 2001).  Based on review of the annual reports on
distribution and nest success from Oregon since 1993, the “intesive management” aimed at increasing snowy plover
nest success was the annual use of nest exclosures (Casler et al. 1993; Hallett et al. 1994; 1995; Estelle et al. 1997;
Castelein et al. 1 997;19 98; 200 0a; 200 0b) and  some limited  predator  control in 19 99 (AP HIS-W S unpl. data  1999). 
Figure 5 shows the results of the use of nest exclosures to increase nest success from 1993 to 2000.  It is very
apparent that nest exclosures co ntribute significantly to snowy plover nest success, howeve r, the data also suggest
nest exclosures are becoming less effective over time with an overall decline in exclosed nest success of
approximately 25 percent since 1993.
Increasing n est success is the first o bjective that m ust be attained  to increase fled ging success.  T he best po ssible
scenario would be to increase the success of first nesting attempts, thus hatch-year birds will be older and fitter going
into the winter, p otentially increas ing overwinte r survival the first year.  In  addition, ad ults may be ab le to doub le
brood , which dep ending on  the success ra te of second ary brood s, could sub stantially increase th e fledgling to ad ult
male ratio.  Appendix A gives basic information on when and how specific predator species may be a problem and
potential me thods and  strategies for co ntrol.
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Figure 5.  Apparent snowy plover nest success for exclosed and unexclosed nests along the Oregon Coast from 1993
to 2000 (Casler et al. 1993; Hallett et al. 1994; 1995; Estelle et al. 1997; Castelein et al. 1997;1998; 2000a; 2000b).
EFFECTS OF THE ACTION 
The long-term effects from the proposed action to the snowy plover population in Oregon are anticipated to be
beneficial since this is an identified recovery action designed to increase nest and brood success at known plover
nesting areas.  S pecific pred ator contro l efforts have suc cessfully been u sed as one  aspect of the r ecovery effo rts with
other species such as the Aleutian Canada goose (Branta  canad ensis leuco pareia ), which was recently delisted,
California and light-footed clappe r rails (Rallus longirostris obso letus and R. l. levipes), California least tern (Sterna
antillarum browni) and western snowy plovers in other areas (USFWS 2001).  Introduced arctic (Alopex lagopus)
and red fo x were the p rimary pred ators contro lled in these instan ces.  
Cote and Sutherland (1997) reviewed 20 published studies on predator control for bird populations and found that
they increased significantly the nesting and brood  success within these populations, howe ver, they were much less
consistent in significantly increasing population size.  They found this may be due to the inherent characteristics of
bird population regulation, ineffective predator control or inadequate monitoring of the bird population.  Mammalian
predators documented as a predator of snowy plover nests are discussed in depth in the environmental assessment
(USDA and USDI 2001).  However, red fox and striped skunks are of particular concern.  Harding et al. (2001)
examined the effectiveness of controlling red fox on California clapper rail populations in central California and
reported that control efforts had contributed significantly to the growth of the local clapper rail population.  They
found the trapping effort, which was aimed at the local adult foxes, was effective in the short-term (annual nesting
cycle), but to achieve longer-term succe ss, they needed to better target juvenile and  immigrant foxes.
Active control techniques directed at mammalian predators include: nest exclosures, distress/alarm calls, live trap
and relocation, leg-hold traps, snap traps, cage traps, neck/body snares,  zinc phosphide, shooting, and denning (gas
cartridges).  As discussed in the baseline section, nest exclosures are already being used by ONHP personnel (acting
as the State’s agent under Section 6 of the ESA), and in 2000 they documented 13 p ercent of snowy plover nesting
attempts wer e aband oned.  Ev en if some sm all portion o f that 13 perc ent aband onment ca n be attributed  to
researche r disturbanc e from installing n est exclosure s and/or hum an activity, exclo sed nests hav e had a significa ntly
higher rate o f success in 20 00 as well as o ver the last 10  years (199 0 to 199 9).  Exclos ed nests hav e a mean M ayfield
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success rate of approximately 67 percent (46 percent in 2000) compared to 19 percent (2 percent in 2000) for
unexclose d nests from 1 990 to 1 999 (C astelein et al. 20 00b).  W hile nest exclos ures have d emonstrate d their
effectiveness in increased nest success over the last 10 years, the decline in success for 2000 may indicate they are
becoming less effective for some predator species or individuals.  Since chicks are highly mobile, documenting
brood success can be much more difficult than documenting nest success, therefore figures for predation on broods
much less co nclusive. Ho wever, it is likely they follo w the same tre nds as nest pr edation. 
Snowy plover monitoring data in 2000, found that the majority (at least 41 percent of the total and 69 percent of the
known nest predations) of nest predations were by American crows and common ravens.  Both crows and ravens are
intelligent, highly mo bile, and visua lly observant, o pportunistic  nest preda tors.  Corvid  species are w ell known to
observe human or other animal behavior and to take advantage of prey exposed by an unwitting accomplis.  They are
also known  to develop  a search ima ge for anthro pogenic item s which they asso ciate food.  O bservation s by Castelein
et al. (2000) in past years have noted that predation for a given plover nesting area may be very high for an
individual year or time period and not elsewhere.  This may be due to a corvid developing a search image or foraging
pattern that favors locating plover nests.  Crows and ravens are abundant along the Oregon coast.  They frequent
beaches b ecause of the  abundan ce of food  brought in b y the ocean a nd by hum ans leaving re fuse.  Beca use of their
abundance and highly mobile nature, controlling crow and raven numbers along the coast is not possible, therefore
local crow  and raven  populatio ns near plo ver nesting are as and pro blem individ uals will be targe ted for con trol. 
Active techniques to be used to control crows and ravens include: nest exclosures; electric wired perches; methiocarb
(egg baits); hazing-pyrotechnics, exploders; patrolling, visual or auditory effigies; distress-alarm calls; live trap and
relocation; leg-hold traps; destroying corvid nests or eggs, or egg oiling; use of DRC-1339 (avicide); shooting.
As discusse d in the PV A for the dra ft snowy plove r recovery p lan (USF WS 2 001), ther e are a cou ple variable s in
which snowy plover population trends can be positively influenced.  These are: adult survival from breeding season
to breedin g season; juv enile survival the  first winter; and incre ased repr oductive su ccess (the fled gling to adult m ale
ratio).  Predators affecting these different variables will vary depending on the method and season in which they
forage.  Appendix A lists the potential snowy plover predators, their seasonal status, primary snowy plover predation
point and the likely methods and situations predators would need to be controlled.  Based on these control activities
the amount of potential disturbance and period of disturbance can be inferred.  The majority of potential predators
impact nesting and brood rearing which in turn, dictate fledging success.  As noted in the PVA this is the point where
the most change can be exerted on population trend.  Figure 4 tends to corroborate this by showing a corresponding
adult male increase after years in which fledging was near or above 1.0 per adult male.
Indirect E ffects
Potential disturbance by human presence and activity may occur in association with most of the active control
techniques described for mammalian and avian predators.  Disturbance would be possible primarily during
deploym ent and mo nitoring of the tra ps/sites, effigies, or p yrotechnics.  T here is also a fine  line between  proximity
needed  to effectively con trol the target ind ividual withou t disturbing the p lovers to the lev el of harassm ent. 
Proximity to  nest site, timing within the  nesting cycle, du ration and fre quency of v isits are all impor tant factors as to
whether an individual is disturbed to the level of harassment, or ultimately, caused to abandon a specific nesting
attempt.  Birds are generally most likely to abandon nests early in the nesting cycle, before they have invested much
energy in a particular nest.  They are also much more likely to be harassed the longer the duration or the more
frequent the disturbance.  Keeping an incubating plover off the nest too long can also lead to eggs becoming chilled
or potentially providing and o pportunity for another pred ator.  Castelein et al. (2000b) no ted that installing nest
exclosures with hot wires took approximately 45 minutes which could have increased the likelihood of abandonment
or egg loss.  However, none of the nests were abandoned, and only one was lost to predation, possibly due to its hot
wire not working.  Removing nest predators prior to the nesting season could theoretically minimize some need for
predator control during the nesting period and thus could minimize disturbance to nesting plovers from control
activities during nesting.  However, due to the continual dispersal of juveniles of some predator species and the
mobility of others, some level of pred ator control will likely be needed throug hout the plover nesting season.  N est
exclosures  will continue to b e used onc e nests have b een initiated, ther efore som e risk of harassm ent is possible . 
Direct Effec ts
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Direct effects to adult snowy plovers from the proposed action is not anticipated due their mobile behavior of
avoiding humans by running or flying away from perceived danger.  Castelien et al. (2000) documented one instance
of the remains of an adult plover hanging on the wires of an exclosure, however, it was undetermined how the plover
may have d ied and b ecome c aught on the e xclosure. 
The potential for the direct effect to a nest is more likely.  Since APHIS-WS co ntrol agents will be operating in and
around nesting areas installing exclosures and hot wires, deploying and monitoring traps and effigies, there is the
potential to step on or otherwise accidentally crush an unknown/unexclosed nest.  Close coordination with ONHP
personne l monitoring n ests will be nece ssary to minimiz e any direct affec ts to snowy plo ver nests or b roods. 
Designated Critical Habitat
The final rule designating critical habitat for the snowy plover (USDI 1999), does not specifically discuss predator
control activities but does discuss those activities that have lead to  higher predator num bers or predator p roblems.
The Service stated in the final rule that actions that would promote unnatural rates or sources of predation may
adversely m odify critical hab itat by reducing  its functional suitab ility to support ne sting snowy plo vers. 
The final rule also states that projects or management activities that cause, induce, or increase human-associated
disturbance on beaches may reduce the functional suitability of nesting, foraging, and roosting areas and that walking
and other various human activities within protected nesting areas may adversely modify critical habitat.  The extent
to which such  activities may nee d to be restric ted will vary on a  site-by-site basis. 
On a very litera l basis, the latter statem ent and the p roposed  action may a ppear to b e mutually exc lusive in regard  to
designated critical habitat and predator control activities since APHIS-W S agents will clearly need to walk in and
around snowy plover nesting areas to deploy and monitor control activities.  However, it has been shown and
discussed in the PVA, as well as annual population monitoring, that under the current conditions, the snowy plover
population in Oreg on will likely continue to decline without some resp onse to predation.  Cu rrent nesting success
levels would be much lower without the use of nest exclosures, for example, and by all accounts we are already in a
situation where we are experiencing high rates of predation which has reduced the functional suitability of snowy
plover nesting areas according to the criteria in the final rule (USDI 1999).
With the use of AP HIS-W S control agents, prope rly trained in minimizing disturbance to nesting plove rs, and close
coordination with the species experts from ONH P who are conducting annual nesting and population monitoring, the
benefits from predator control efforts should increase nest success and the functional suitability of nesting habitat for
the snowy plover in Oregon.  This action has been strongly recommend as a tool for recovery of the snowy plover by
both the Se rvice (US FWS  2001) a nd the State o f Oregon  (ODF W 19 94). 
Cumulative Effects
Cumulative effects are those effects of future State, local, or private actions that are reasonably certain to occur
within the action area considered in this biological opinion.  Future Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed
action are no t considere d in this section b ecause they re quire sepa rate consulta tion pursuan t to section 7 o f the Act. 
The OPRD , as a cooperating agency in this proposed action, will be likewise conducting predator management
activities on adjoining State Parks and State Beach Easement lands along the Oregon coast.  Oregon Parks and
Recreatio n Depa rtment will also b e restoring p lover habita t in Bando n Beach  State Park .  In addition, O PRD  will
continue to rope and  sign nest sites and continue to use on-site staff to assist with visitor compliance of closures,
dogs, and educating the public through interpretive exhibits, evening programs and one on one contacts.  The OPRD
is currently working with the USFWS to develop and implement a Habitat Conservation Plan for the snowy plover
on the lands  it administers alo ng the coast.
Although sn owy plove r habitat occ urring on pr ivate land within  Oregon ’s ocean sho re zone [O RS 390 .605(1) ] is
protected from development and alteration by the Oregon Beach Bill, over the next five years, it is likely that visitor
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use to private and state lands will increase.
CONCLUSION
After reviewing the current status of the Pacific Coast population of western snowy plover, the environmental
baseline for the action area, the effects of the proposed predator control program, and the cumulative effects, it is the
Service’s biological opinion that the Integra ted Predator D amage Ma nagement Prog ram for the Pacific Coast
Population of Western Snowy Plover in Oregon, as proposed, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of
the western snowy plover and will not destroy or further adversely modify designated critical habitat.  Critical habitat
for this species has been designated in portions of action area, however, this action does not affect the constituent
elements of d esignated cr itical habitat.
The Se rvice reach ed this conc lusion based  on (1) pre dator con trol being an  identified reco very action in the  draft
recovery plan (US FWS 2 001); (2) data from  Oregon showing  that current limited predator mana gement (nest
exclosures) is becoming less effective; (3) low reproductive success of snowy plovers in Oregon, a significant
amount of which is due to predation; and (4) the potential level of harassment due to disturbance from the proposed
action is being  minimized  and the anticip ated bene fits should far surp ass the anticipa ted level of ha rassment.
INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT
Sections 4(d) and 9 of the Act, as amended, prohibit taking (harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap,
capture or collect, or attempt to engage in any such conduct) of listed species of fish or wildlife without a special
exemption.  Harm is further defined to include significant habitat modification or degradation that results in death or
injury to listed species by significantly impairing behavioral patterns such a s breeding, feeding, or sheltering.  Hara ss
is defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt
normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.  Under the terms of
section 7(b)(4) and section 7(a)(2), taking that is incidental to and not intended as part of the agency action is not
considere d a prohib ited taking pro vided that suc h taking is in com pliance with the  terms and c onditions o f this
incidental take  statement.
AMOUNT AND EXTENT OF TAKE
The Se rvice anticipa tes two snow y plover nes ts may be dire ctly taken, over  the five year life of this B O, due to
accidental destruction.  Additionally, the Service anticipates a small number of plover nests, not to exceed two
percent o f the known an nual nest attem pts, will be taken  annually via har assment to ad ult nesting plove rs leading to
nest abandonment as a result of the additional predator control activities proposed in the BA.  In the accompanying
biological opinion, the Service determined that this level of anticipated take is not likely to result in jeopardy to the
Pacific Coast population of the western snowy plover.
Upon location of a dead, injured, or sick endangered or threatened species specimen, initial notification must be
made to th e Service L aw Enforc ement Office  in Wilson ville, OR at (5 03)68 2-6131 .  Care shou ld be taken  in
handling sick  or injured sp ecimens to e nsure effective tre atment and  care or the h andling of d ead spec imens to
preserve biological material in the best possible state for later analysis of cause of death.  In conjunction with the
care of sick or injured endangered species or preservation of biological materials from a dead animal, the finder has
the responsibility to carry out instructions provided by Law Enforcement to ensure that evidence intrinsic to the
specimen is not unnecessarily disturbed.
REASONABLE AND PRU DENT MEASURES
The measures described below are non-discretionary.  They must be implemented so that they become binding
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conditions in order for the exemption in section 7(a)(2) to apply.  The Service has the continuing duty to regulate the
activities covered in this incidental take statement.  If you fail to require cooperators to adhere to the terms and
conditions of the incidental take statement, or fail to retain the oversight to ensure compliance with these terms and
conditions, the protective coverage of section 7(o)(2) may lapse.
We believe the following reasonable and prudent measures are necessary and appropriate to minimize harassment of
snowy plovers and to maximize the positive benefits of the proposed recovery action:
1. Establish a snowy plover predator team which would be able to respond quickly to predator
control situatio ns. 
2. Work  plans for sno wy plover ne sting areas will be  complete d by the pre dator team  prior to
predator control efforts and will develop comprehensive predator control strategies and involve
action agen cy, APH IS-WS , and SPW G specie s expert pe rsonnel.
3. Further minimize any disturbanc e to nesting snowy plovers.
Terms and Conditions
In order to be exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the Act, the Service must comply with the following terms
and conditions, which implement the reasonable and prudent measures described above.  These terms and conditions
are non-disc retionary.
1. The following terms and conditions will implement reasonable and prudent measure one.
1.1)  A sno wy plover p redator co ntrol progr am team w ill be established  to provide  consistent and  timely
oversight to predator and  control method situations/issues.
1.2)  The predator control team should be the same throughout the coast and can be the same as the teams
designing work plans. This team will,  at the least, be comprised of at least one species expert (ONHP
personnel), one Service biologist, at least one biologist from either of the two Federal land management
action agencies (i.e., BLM or FS) and an APHIS-WS representative.
2. The following terms and conditions will implement reasonable and prudent measure two.
2.1)  W ork plans fo r snowy plo ver nesting are as will be com pleted prio r to preda tor control e fforts
beginning.
2.2)  Work plans will evaluate and propose passive predator management measures to help reduce predator
abundance or foraging efficiency near plover nesting areas such as changes to trash management, raptor
perch availability, and habitat management as a function of predator cover (i.e., not necessarily snowy
plover habitat restoration which is already being addressed).
2.3)  Work plans will evaluate and propose proactive control measures to be used to address anticipated
predators (i.e., aversion training or lethal control necessary to reduce local predator numbers prior to the
nesting season).
2.4)  Work plans will establish a rapid response procedure to deal with immediate predator
activity/problems identified once the nesting season begins (i.e., problem species or individuals depredating
adults, nests or chicks). These will identify the APHIS-W S agent responsible for the specific areas, the
FWS, ONHP and land management agency personnel involved and how/where to contact them.
2.5)  Work plans will identify who will be responsible for providing the results of annual predator control
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activities and the  effectiveness o f the activities (includ ing observ ed or susp ected incid ences of har assment).  
2.6)  Reports will be sent to: State Supervisor, Oregon Fish and Wildlife Office, 2600 S.E. 98 th Ave., Suite
100, Portland, OR 97266.  These reports will be sent in on an annual basis prior to the next years control
activities beginning.
Conservation Recommendations
Section 7(a)(1) of the Act directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the purposes of the Act by
carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and threatened species.  The term "conservation
recommend ations" is defined as suggestions from the S ervice which will identify: 1) discretionary measures a
Federal agency can take to minimize or avoid the adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or designated
habitat; 2) studies, monitoring, or research to develop new information on listed or proposed species, or designated
critical habitat; an d 3) includ e suggestions  on how an  action agen cy can assist spe cies conser vation as pa rt of their
action and  in furtherance o f their authorities un der section  7(a)(1) o f the Act. 
1. Additional Analysis/Monitoring: Currently ONHP  personnel, via section 6 funding to the State, are
conducting annual population and reproduction monitoring of snowy plovers along the Oregon
Coast, and APHIS-W S will be providing an annual report of numbers and species controlled.  The
two cooperating groups (ONHP and APHIS-W S), and/or the action agencies, will need to analyze
the data and  observatio ns to provid e some leve l of overall effectiv eness mon itoring of this actio n. 
Ultimately, the action agencies will be responsible for providing monitoring results when they
reinitiate consultation at the end of five years, however, this should be provided to the Service on
an annual basis to better track the success of these activities and identify and adapt to predation
changes or trends.
2. The Service recommends that proactive predator control (that used to reduce local predator
populations prior to a specific problem) for resident mammalian predators be limited to within a
maximum  0.5 mile rad ius around  snowy plov er nesting area s.  This may b e extended  if specific
situations call for greater distances to be more effective.
3. The Service recommends that coyotes only be controlled if they have been identified as
depredating snowy plover nests (i.e., no proactive control of coyote populations).  Research
suggests that the presence of coyotes can depress red fox numbers (Voigt and Earle 1983;  Major
and Sherburne 1987; Harrison et al. 1989), which are more likely to be nest predators (Johnson et
al. 1989 ; Sovada  et al. 1995 ). 
To be  kept informe d of actions th at either minimiz e or avoid  adverse effe cts or that ben efit listed species o r their
habitats, the Service requests notification of the implem entation of any conservation reco mmendations.
This concludes formal consultation on the actions outlined in the request.  As required by 50 CFR Part 402.16,
reinitiation of formal consultation is required if:  (1) the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new
information reveals effects of the agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an
extent not considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an
effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in this opinion; or (4) a new species is listed or
critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action.  In instances where the amount or extent of incidental
take is exceeded, any operations that are causing such take must be stopped, and formal consultation must be
reinitiated.
If you have questions regarding this biological opinion, please contact David Leal or Laura Todd at (503) 231-6179.
cc:
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T. Zimmerman, USFWS, R1
S. Hebe rt, USDA , APHI S-WS
Newport Field Office
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Appendix A.   Basic information regarding known and potential snowy plover predators as adapted from the BA Table 2.
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1 The likely co ntrol metho ds noted fo r specific pre dators are  the “primary”  ones anticip ated and d oes not limit the u se of alternative  methods if ne cessary. 
Passive aversion/control m ethods such as nest exclosures an d litter control will also be used for all nesting areas.
2 As with likely control methods, the likely control situation only denotes when control is most likely but is not necessarily the only situations where control
efforts may be needed.
